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Temperature singularities in reflection spectra of YBaCuO superconducting films in the
infrared frequency range
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The reflection spectra of YBaCuO superconducting films with moderate and optimal doping are
measured in the IR region (2500– 10000 cm21) by varying temperature in the interval
5–200 K. The experimental results convincingly confirm an optical response to the
superconducting transition occurring at the pointT5Tc and the sensitivity of optical IR spectra to
the phase ordering temperatureT5T* .Tc . It is found that samples with optimal doping
display reproducible temperature changes atT* .Tc . It is shown that the two-component model
of carriers, including light fermions and heavy bosons, is most adequate for a description
of the entire body of optical data. Optical data are used for reconstructing the phase diagram for
YBa2Cu3O61x in the T vs. x coordinates. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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Optical properties of high-temperature superconduc
of the copper oxide type in the near and middle infrar
frequency range have not received an unambiguous inter
tation so far. This also applies completely to the IR spectr
of YBa2Cu3O61x samples investigated by us. Many expe
mental results indicate that the classical Drude model can
be matched with spectral reflection and optical conductiv
curves in the case of optimal doping and the more so un
moderate doping conditions. The IR optical characteris
are usually described on the basis of extended Drude mo
in the framework of nesting or marginal Fermi liqu
theory.1–5 The values of the two main parameters in t
Drude model, viz., the unscreened plasma frequencyvp and
optical dampingG, differ considerably in different models
No matching is observed for the third parameter either~the
high-frequency dielectric constant«`! for YBaCuO. In a
phenomenological description based on the extended D
model, it is usually assumed that the damping is a function
frequency (G5G(v)) and sometimes that the plasma fr
quency also depends on frequency (vp5vp(v)). The re-
flection coefficientR(v) normally decreases upon an in
crease in frequency less sharply than in the classical Dr
model and varies almost linearly near the reflectance m
mum in the vicinity of the screened plasma frequencyvpl

5vp /A«`.6 The necessity of using the dependencesG
5G(v) and especiallyvp5vp(v) has not received a clea
physical substantiation yet.

Another disputable aspect of the optical IR spectrosc
is the origin of the wide absorption band with a peak near
eV, which emerges in YBa2Cu3O61x samples withx.0.2.
The intensity and width of this band increases upon a furt
doping, and the band is displaced simultaneously towa
low frequencies. Under optimal doping conditions, it virt
ally ‘‘merges’’ with the Drude component. It remains un
1451063-777X/98/24(3)/7/$15.00
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clear whether this band makes a noticeable contribution
the reflection from theab-plane of YBaCuO.1–5

Along with these aspects of the IR spectroscopy of H
materials, which are widely discussed in the literature, it
important to explain the peculiar temperature behavior of
spectra and their sensitivity to the superconducting transi
temperatureTc noted by several authors.5–9 It should be re-
called that the effect of sensitivity of the optical transmissi
spectra of YBaCuO and BiCaCuO superconducting films
the formation of a superconducting condensate in the vis
frequency range was established reliably in Refs. 10 and
In the IR frequency range, the very fact of the IR response
Tc as well as the existence of temperature dependenc
reflectance atT.Tc remain disputable.

In our previous publications,8,9 we mainly analyzed the
IR transmission spectra for thin YBaCuO films and fou
that like in the visible range, a response to the supercond
ing transition~ST! is observed in the IR frequency region
We also noted a peculiar linear temperature dependenc
transmittance. It was found that temperature dependence
the IR and visible regions are opposite: the transparency
creases in the IR spectrum and increases in the visible re
upon sample cooling. At the same time, it was found11,12that
the amplitude and type of the optical response to the SC
can vary depending on the extent of deviation from therm
dynamic equilibrium in the electron and spin–lattice su
systems. In some cases, the kink on optical characteristic
Tc can be masked by the contribution of relaxation chan
in the electron-structural state of the sample. This is the r
son behind possible irreproducibility of the optical respon
at Tc as well as the slopes of temperature dependence
optical parameters of the samples for measurements m
under different conditions~different cooling or heating rates!
The relaxation of the electron-structural state of YBaC
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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after a sharp change in temperature is manifested m
clearly in optical spectra under moderate and weak dop
(0.3,x,0.8). If we take into account the fact that the re
tive change in the optical transmission signal atTc is of the
order of 0.5–1%, and temperature variation from 200
90 K is of the order of several percent, the need for multi
reproduction of results on temperature anomalies in opt
spectra becomes obvious.

In this research, we analyzed in detail temperature va
tions in IR reflection spectra for most stable samples wit
doping level near the optimal value. Measurements w
made on YBaCuO superconducting epitaxial films. One
the advantages of using such films in reflection experime
is the high quality of their surface. Temperature measu
ments ofR(v) confirm~1! the existence of a noticeable tem
perature dependence of reflectance atT.Tc , ~2! the emer-
gence of a response in the IR reflection spectrum to the o
of the SC and~3! the existence of a special critical pointT*
at T.Tc . As regards the critical pointT* , it is assumed tha
it separates temperature regions with different extents of
calization and ordering of charge carriers. Using the opt
data obtained here and supplementing them with our pr
ous results, we made an attempt to reproduce theT–x phase
diagram and to plot the curvesTc5Tc(x) andT* 5T* (x) in
these coordinates. An analysis of the temperature de
denceRv(T) in the regionT.Tc leads to the conclusion tha
optical data can be explained adequately on the basis o
two-band model of optical conductivity in the case when
boson component dominates in the near IR frequency ra

EXPERIMENT

We measured theR(v,T) dependences on an optic
setup with almost normal incidence of monochromatic rad
tion on the sample under investigation~;10° relative to the
normal to the film surface!. The spectral distribution of ra
diation was analyzed with the help of a monochroma
MDR-23 with a set of attachments for the IR region. T
radiation source was a globar~SiC!, and the receiver was
superconducting helium bolometer with a low noise lev
The windows of the bolometer and of a optical helium c
ostat were made of zinc selenide~ZnSe!. The cryostat made
it possible to control the temperature smoothly in the inter
from 300 to 5 K and to maintain a given temperature
within 0.3 K. Measurements were made by using a two-be
optical circuit under modulation conditions. The reflectan
R(v,T) was determined from the ratio of intensity of th
luminous flux reflected by the sample to the intensity of fl
reflected by a reference silver mirror. The random error
the measurements ofR(T) was;0.005.

We made experiments on thin YBaCuO films with d
ferent oxygen doping levels. The samples were prepared
cially for our optical setup by Dr. M. Lippert at the Institut
of Physics, Erlangen University~Germany!, at the depart-
ment headed by Prof. G. Saemann-Ishchenko. The fi
were prepared by magnetron sputtering of the target fr
YBaCuO melt on a SrTiO3 epitaxial substrate under a hig
pressure. The samples were oriented in theab-plane~001!.
The conditions of sputtering were optimized for prepari
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films with doping corresponding to the highest value ofTc

~88.2–89.2 K!. Oxygen concentration in the films was varie
by prolonged holding under the corresponding partial pr
sure of oxygen~at T5550 °C! and quenching~for 5 min! to
300 °C by using liquid nitrogen. In this way, YBaCuO film
with Tc581.5; 61.1 K, etc., were prepared.

Figure 1 shows two curves demonstrating the superc
ducting transition in YBaCuO films YS 375 (Tc588.2 K)
and YS 373 (Tc581.5 K) and obtained by using the induc
tive ac-method. The length of thec-axis was determined by
x-ray diffraction technique using 6~001! reflexes and was
found to bec511.680 Å for YS 375 andc511.725 Å for
YS 373. According to normalization tables, the paramet
of the c-axis correspond to the oxygen indexx50.9 for YS
375 andx50.75 for YS 373. The film thickness was con
trolled from the change in the frequency of standard qua
generator to within 10%:d51800 Å for YS 375 andd
52100 Å for YS 373. Since the thicknessd of these films
exceeds the penetration depthl (v) for IR radiation in the
sample ~l (v).1000 Å for the frequency range 0.3–1
eV!,3 the contribution of the reflection from the substrate
negligibly small, although the transmittancet̃ differs from
zero.

RESULTS

The reflection spectraR(v) for the ab-plane of YS 373
and YS 375 films are shown in Fig. 2 for two temperatures
the frequency range from 2500 to 10000 cm21 ~0.3–1.2 eV!.
In this IR frequency range, the reflection coefficient var
from a nearly metallic value ~R(v)50.8 for \v
52500 cm21! to nearly insulator value~R(v)50.2 for \v
510000 cm21!. A considerable decrease inR(v) in the
range under investigation, culminating in low values of r
flectance forv.1.2 eV indicates a transition from from th
spectral region with a dominating contribution of qua
Drude free charge carriers to a spectrum with dominat
contribution of localized electron excitations. Note that t
decrease inR(v) with frequency is weakly nonlinear, which
does not contradict the Drude model for YS 375. Figure
shows that the temperature dependence of the spectrum
the YS 375 sample with optimal doping is manifested le

FIG. 1. Characteristics of the superconducting transition for YS 373
YS 375 samples.
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strongly than for the sample with moderate doping. In
spectra of both samples, the strongest temperature cha
are observed in the frequency range 5000 cm21 ~near the
peak of the possible IR absorption band!, while the changes
near 10000 cm21 are much smaller. If we compare the
curves withR(v) dependences from Ref. 9, we can note t
all the reflection curves converge at the crossover point n
1.2 eV, which almost coincides with the position of th
plasma frequencyvpl .

It should be noted that the temperature dependenc
R(v) is very sensitive to deviations from thermodynam
equilibrium in the electron and lattice subsystems, and he
samples should be held for a long time at each given t
perature~especially at low temperatures! to observe the tem
perature effect in pure form. LT-relaxation processes oc
relatively rapidly~during ;30 min! for optimal doping. All
measurements of the temperature scanning effect were m
at a fixed frequencyv55500 cm21. Experiments were usu
ally started after preliminary holding of the optical cryos
with the sample atT5200 K for one hour. After this, the
Rv(T) dependence was measured during slow cooling fr
200 to 5 K, and then the sample was held atT55 K ~for
30–40 min!, and the values ofRv(T) were measured agai
during heating. A similar cycle was repeated once again
the same experiment. The duration of scanning from 200
5 K was 30–40 min. The same film was repeatedly inve
gated during several days.

Figure 3 shows the results of studying the temporal s

FIG. 2. Reflectance spectraR(v) for the YS 373 sample withTc581.5 K at
T570 and 125 K~a! and for the YS 375 sample withTc588.2 K atT55
and 200 K~b!.
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bility of the reflectanceRv(T) of the YS 375 sample atT
5100 K after cooling fromT5200 K and atT55 K after
cooling from 100 K. It can be seen that thermodynamic eq
librium in the YBa2Cu3O6.9 film sets in;30 min after cool-
ing from 200 to 5 K, while the maximum relative chang
DRv(t)/Rv during the relaxation process of increasin
Rv(T) attains the value

Rv~5 K, 30 min!2Rv~100 K,0!

Rv~5 K, 30 min!
;1.531022.

For cooling from 200 to 100 K, the maximum value o
DRv(t)/Rv.3•1023 is attained in about 30 min. A com
parison with the results obtained in Ref. 12 in which t
parameters of relaxation process for a YBa2Cu3O6.7 film are
presented shows that the film with optimal doping is le
labile. Relative changes in the optical signal for a film wi
x50.7 were up to 7% for cooling belowTc .

Figure 4 shows the results of two independent meas
ments of reflectanceRv for YBa2Cu3O6.9 under temperature
scanning for cooling~below 200 K!. In spite of a consider-
able spread in experimental points, theRv(T) dependence
can be described under the assumption concerning the
tence of three different temperature regions I, II, and III a
two critical temperaturesTc andT* : region I for T,Tc , II
for Tc,T* , and III for T.T* . In regions II and III,Rv(T)
is a linear function of temperature, while in region I~the ST
state! the dependence is more complex and seems to reve
a straight line independent ofT. In T scanning, a peak of the
value of Rv can be clearly seen at the pointT5Tc . The
point T5T* is manifested less clearly during cooling, but
can be identified from a kink on the straight linesRv(T)
where a change in the slope occurs. Both atTc and atT* , a
jump in the value ofRv(T) can sometimes be observed.

The isolation of three different temperature regions
the course of cooling is not accidental, which is confirmed
the results of independent measurements ofRv(T) depen-
dences obtained during scanning under heating. Figur
shows the results obtained from three independent exp
ments for the same film withTc588.2 K during a slow heat-
ing from 5 K. A comparison of the three dependenc

FIG. 3. Temporal stability of reflectance for the energyhv50.68 eV
(v55500 cm21) for a film with optimal doping.
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148 Low Temp. Phys. 24 (3), March 1998 Fugol et al.
~curves1–3! shows general tendencies in variation ofRv as
a function ofT and allows us to single out the same thr
temperature regions as those marked in Fig. 4. In regio
(T,Tc), the value ofRv is virtually independent ofT. At
the pointT5Tc , a jump in the value ofRv and a kink on the
R(T) curve can be seen simultaneously. In region II (Tc

,T,T* ), a linear temperature dependence appears, an
we reach the pointT5T* , a small jump in the value o
Rv(T* ) is observed again, followed by a linear dependen
for T.T* , but with a different slope. Curves1 and2 in Fig.
5 correspond to heating in different experiments, wh
curves2 and3 were obtained during thermal cycling on th
same day in different heating cycles. An analysis of the d
allows us to single out the pointsTc;88 K andT* ;107 K
for YBaCuO with x50.9. It should be noted that the poin
T* can be seen more clearly for heating than for cooling

Figure 6 shows for comparison the curves of tempera
scanning of reflectance for a YS 373 sample with mode
doping for cooling from 200 to 5 K and subsequent heatin
The critical points atTc581.5 K andT* 5125 K can be seen
clearly in the heating cycle and are almost blurred un
cooling conditions. A noticeable hysteresis is observed
the entire temperature range~even atT.Tc! and is due to
stronger deviation from equilibrium for the YS 373 sample
temperature variations than for the YS 375 sample. T
variation dR5@R2(T1)2R2(T2)#/R(T̄) for this sample
amounts to;0.07 for temperature variation from 125 t
70 K. Accordingly, the relative temperature reflection co
ficient is dR/DT;1023 deg21 ~see Fig. 2a!.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependences of reflection for the energyhv
50.68 eV (v55500 cm21) for a YBa2Cu3O6.9 film with Tc588.2 K under
cooling. Curves1 and 2 corresponds to measurements made on differ
days.
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DISCUSSION

The above data on temperature behavior of the refl
tance of superconducting films concern a number of imp
tant aspects:~1! the observation of the temperature depe
denceR(v,T) at T.Tc ,T* ; ~2! the existence of optica
response in the IR spectrum to the emergence of super
ductivity atT5Tc and a change in theRv(T) dependence a
T,Tc in the superconducting phase, and~3! the discovery of
temperature singularity on theRv(T) curve near the critical
point T* .Tc . Let us analyze these peculiarities for the Y
375 sample with optimal doping.

1. The temperature dependence of the reflection coe
cient for T.Tc was observed repeatedly experiments b
during frequency scanning ofR(v) at different temperatures
and during selective measurements of reflectance at a fi
frequencyv055500 cm21 in the course of temperature sca
ning. Under moderate doping, the temperature effects
manifested more clearly than in samples with optimal do
ing. The true nature of the temperature dependence and
exclusion of possible contributions due to temperature va
tion of lattice parameters and/or due to deviations from th

t

FIG. 5. Temperature dependences of reflection for the energyhv
50.68 eV (v55500 cm21) for a YBa2Cu3O6.9 film with Tc588.2 K under
heating. Curves1 and 2 corresponds to measurements made on differ
days, while curves2 and3 were measured on the same day.
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modynamic equilibrium of electronic and structural states
confirmed by measurements for different directions of sc
ning: cooling and heating atT.Tc lead to virtually the same
temperature dependences of reflectance for a sample
optimal doping~see Figs. 4 and 5!.

According to the results depicted in Fig. 4, the relati
temperature reflection coefficient for a sample with optim
doping (x50.9) is udR/DTu.431024 deg21 and has nega
tive sign. Almost the same value (d t̃ /DT.(3 – 5)
31024 deg21) was obtained for the relative transmission c
efficient t̃ in our earlier experiments,9,12 which is in accord
with the data reported by Yagilet al.,5 the sign of the coef-
ficient being positive. It follows hence that the relative te
perature absorption coefficient in the measuring range m
be close to zero:

dA

DT
52S dR

DT
1

d t̃

DTD.1024 deg21, ~1!

whereA512( t̃ 1R) stands for total absorption. It woul
be expedient to assess the scale of temperature variatio
optical conductivity in the near IR region. The quanti
dsv /DT should be presented by two contributions, i.e.,
temperature variation of absorbancedk/DT;dA/DT and the
temperature variation of refractive indexdn/DT. The value
of dn/DT has the same scale asdk/DT, but the opposite
sign. Hence we can draw the conclusion that optical cond
tivity in the near IR region must be virtually independent
temperature, i.e.,ds/DT;0. The above qualitative consid
erations are confirmed by the results of calculations of o
cal conductivitys~v! by the Kramers–Kronig relations. Th
results of these calculations are shown in Fig. 7 for t

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of reflection forhv50.68 eV (v
55500 cm21) for a YBa2Cu3O6.75 film ~with moderate doping! under cool-
ing ~j! and heating~h!.
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temperatures~below and aboveTc!. It will be proved in our
next publication that this conclusion is also in accord w
the results of calculations of the imaginary component
permittivity «2(v)52nk as a function of temperatureT, in-
dicating that«2(v) is virtually independent ofT in the fre-
quency range 4500– 9000 cm21.

Is it possible to match the obtained resultds IR/DT;0
with the data concerning the signs and magnitudes ofds/DT
for other frequency regions in the one-band model? Let
write the relations fords/DT for the case of static conduc
tivity s0(v50), for the IR region (v,vpl), and for the
visible range (v.vpl) at T.Tc , which were determined
experimentally:

v50,
ds0

DT
,0, Uds0

DT U.731022 deg21,

v,
vp

A«`

,
ds

DT
.0,

ds

DT
&1024 deg21,

v.
vp

A«`

,
ds

DT
.0,

ds

DT
.531024 deg21. ~2!

The data for static conductivity were determined from res
tive characteristics of YBaCuO films with optimal dopin
while the data for the visible region are borrowed from R
12. It is well known that the following two main spectro
scopic parameters are used in the one-band model: pla
frequencyvp and dampingG. Static conductivity is defined
as

s0~T!5
1

4p

vp
2~T!

G~T!
, ~3!

while optical conductivity at frequencyv for v@G has the
form

sv~T!5
1

4p

vp
2~T!

v2 G~T!. ~4!

It should be noted that the conditionv@G holds for frequen-
ciesv.2500 cm21. It follows from relations~3! and~4! that
the dampingG(T) appears in the denominator of the expre
sion for s0(T) and in the numerator forsv(T). The tem-

FIG. 7. Optical conductivitys~v! at T570 and 125 K for the YS 373
sample, obtained from calculations based on the Kramers–Kronig relat
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perature dependence of dampingG(T) for static conductivity
of YBaCuO was determined experimentally by Bescho
et al.,14 who proved thatG(T)}T in the case of optima
doping. If we assume that the conductivity of an HTS ma
rial is determined by one type of carriers with dampi
G(T), it follows from ~3! and ~4! that the signs of the tem
perature derivatives fors0 andsv

IR must be opposite, and th
temperature dependence itself must be as strong as
s0(T). This contradicts expression~2! and shows that the
one-band model cannot explain the temperature behavio
static and optical conductivity.

Along with relations~3! and ~4!, conditions~2! can be
easily satisfied by considering the two-band model with t
types of charge carriers with strongly different masses, v
light and heavy holes that can be put in correspondence
fermions and bosons~bipolarons!. The necessity of using
two types of carriers was emphasized by us earlier in
interpretation of IR and visible spectra.8,12 Experimental evi-
dences supporting the boson–fermion model can be foun
Refs. 5, 15, and 16, and the theoretical substantiation of
model was given in Refs. 17 and 18. In this model, the to
numbernh of hole carriers and corresponding plasma f
quencies satisfy the relations

nh5nF12nB , nF@nB , nF↔nB ,

vPF
2 .4pe2

nF

mF
; vPB

2 .4pe2
nB

mB
.

~5!

It is possible that fermionsnF and bosonsnB are converted
into each other since it is assumed that the boson band
in the fermion band.

The contribution to optical transmittance in the near a
middle IR region must come from both band branches w
corresponding statistical weightsgF andgB :

sv5gFsv,F1gBsv,B5
1

4pv2 @gFvPF
2 ~T!GF~T!

1gBvPB
2 ~T!GB~T!#. ~6!

Taking account of two terms in~6!, we can easily describe
the compensation of the temperature dependence ofsv

IR due
to mutual conversion of two types of charge carriers~which
depends onT!. It can be assumed that the localization
fermions and an increase in the number of bipolaro
~bosons! upon cooling are the effects that actually compe
sate the decrease in dampingGB with temperature in the
second term and lead to a temperature balance betwee
contributions from the two terms in~6!. At the same time,
the role of the boson component of charge carriers in
visible region (v.vp /A«`) becomes small, and the energ
spectrum is determined by thed–d electron transitions and
interband transitions involving charge transfer, which a
strongly correlated with the fermion subsystem. The o
served weak dependencesv(T) in the visible range with the
sign of temperature coefficient opposite to that for static c
ductivity ~in accordance with~2!! can be described takin
into account the dominating contribution of fermion carrie
to sv(T).
n
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The above considerations allow us to choose an opti
model for a quantitative description of dielectric response
YBaCuO and a detailed analysis of basic spectral charac
istics ~this will be done in our next publication!.

2. The proof of the sensitivity of IR reflection spectra
the superconducting transition is one of the most remarka
results of this research. It can be seen from Figs. 4 and 5
the temperature dependence of reflectance has a kink-
singularity at the pointT5Tc , but the singularity has differ-
ent forms for cooling and heating. The difference emerg
mainly due to ambiguous behavior ofRv(T) in the super-
conducting phase. We can avoid hysteresis ambiguities
sample with optimal doping in the regionT.Tc , but this
cannot be done completely in the regionT,Tc even for a
holding timet;40 min atT55 K. Cooling curves are nor-
mally characterized by a noticeable decrease inRv(T),
while heating curves are on the contrary characterized b
certain increase in the value of this quantity near the sup
conducting transition atT,Tc . It is difficult to say without
additional measurements which of theRv(T) curves ~for
heating or cooling! carry true information on the temperatu
dependenceRv(T) ~without a contribution from relaxation
effects in the superconducting condensate!. Nevertheless, we
can see that the optical response to the emergence of s
conductivity of the condensate atTc is manifested clearly for
both modes of temperature scanning. In the case of hea
a jump inR(Tc) at the superconducting transition can som
times be observed upon an increase inRv , which corre-
sponds to a positive jump in the numbernh of charge carriers
upon a transition from the normal to superconducting pha
According to our data, the magnitude of the reflectance ju
amounts todR5DR(Tc)/R;431023.

Note for comparison that similar jumps were also o
served in absorption spectra12 in the range of higher frequen
cies (1.5 eV,hv,3 eV) due to an increase in the numb
of free charge carriers atTc . The existence of optical re
sponse to superconducting transition in the range of Dr
reflection at frequencies much higher than the supercond
ing energy gap and temperature (hv@D0 ,T) cannot be ex-
plained adequately by traditional electron pairing due to
phonon mechanism. It is necessary to consider additio
mechanisms of pairing during the formation of superco
ducting condensate.

3. Another remarkable singularity on theRv(T) curve
~which is manifested most clearly for heating! appears at the
point T* .Tc . For a sample withTc588.2 K (x50.9), this
singularity lies atT* 5(10765) K. For a sample withTc

581.5 K, the pointT* corresponds to temperature;130 K.
Not only do the slopes of straight lines change at the po
T* , but the jump in reflectanceDR(T* )/R;1022 at this
point can also be singled out in many cases. The sign of
jump corresponds to a decrease in the number of free ch
carriers ~localization effect! as we go over from higher to
lower temperatures, i.e., the sign of the jump atT* is oppo-
site to that of the jump atTc .

The existence of singularity at the pointT* .Tc was
noted earlier in the IR spectra for moderately dop
YBaCuO samples.8,9 In analogy with singularities on resis
tivity and reciprocal mobility curves,17 this temperature can
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be identified as the point separating two phase regions
different extents of dielectrization. In samples withTc

581 K (x50.75– 0.8), the singularity is manifested atT*
.125 K, while for those withTc555 K (x50.55), the sin-
gularity rises toT* ;180 K.12 The results obtained for IR
spectra as well as the data on the visible-range spectra
samples withTc590 K (x50.95) andTc575 K (x50.65)
presented in Refs. 11 and 12 are shown in Fig. 8 in the fo
of phase diagram for YBaCuO. This diagram for YBaCuO
in good agreement with the general phase diagram for
prate superconductors.19 According to Puchkovet al.,19 a
pseudogap emerges in HTS materials belowT* , and inco-
herent pairing of charge carriers takes place. Thus, our
sults confirm that superconducting condensate in the cas
optimal ~and the more so moderate! doping is formed from
insulator-type states as was assumed by Bednorz and M¨ller
in their pioneering works.

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have studied temperature singularit
in the reflection spectra of YBa2Cu3O61x superconducting
films with moderate and optimal doping in the near a
middle IR frequency range. The strongest temperature eff
are observed in samples with moderate doping (x50.75).
Nevertheless, multiple experiments on a sample with opti
doping (x50.9) indicate that temperature effects with t
same type of singularities are also manifested for th
samples~with a higher degree of ordering!.

We have analyzed the sign of the temperature coeffic
of optical conductivity in the IR (v,vpl) and visible
(v.vpl) ranges and for static conductivity (v50) at T
.Tc . The results of analysis show the expedience of ap
cation of the two-liquid model of charge carriers~light fer-
mions and heavy bosons!. It is temperature-dependent co
tribution of the boson component that compensates

FIG. 8. Superconducting transition temperatureTc ~h! and the critical tem-
peratureT* ~s! obtained from optical reflection and transmission spectra
the IR and visible regions for YBa2Cu3O61x epitaxial films.
th

for

m
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e-
of
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e

nt
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temperature effect from the fermion component so that
optical conductivity in the near IR region becomes virtua
independent of temperature.

The measurement of reflectanceRv for hv50.68 eV
during temperature scanning~both for cooling and for heat-
ing! has made it possible to single out two special points
the temperature scale: the superconducting transition t
peratureTc and the temperatureT* .Tc of phase ordering in
the normal state.

In analogy with measurements of resistivity, reciproc
mobility, and optical conductivity in the far IR region,14,19

the pointT* can be interpreted as a point of opening of
pseudogap in the boson subsystem. Optical measuremen
reflectance and absorption in the IR and visible regions
used for constructing theT–x phase diagram for
YBa2Cu3O61x samples.

The results obtained here confirm the existence of o
cal response to the superconducting transition in the IR
quency range and the sensitivity of optical spectra to ph
ordering at the pointT* .
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Analysis of the shift in the superconducting transition under pressure in the
Anderson–Hubbard two-orbital model

A. A. Kosov
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The two-orbital Hubbard model is used to obtain formulas for the fermion excitation spectrum in
the energy bands hybridized by Anderson’s interaction. A transition to the Hubbard
operators, which diagonalizes the one-site part of the Hamiltonian, allows us to use the Green’s
temperature function technique to take into account the interstitial jump term while
studying the superconducting properties of the model. An analysis of the lower part of the
energy spectrum leads to a formula for the superconducting transition temperatureTc associated
with the pairing of quasiparticles in one of the correlated bands. The dependence ofTc on
electron concentration and energy parameters determining the intraatomic correlation is studied.
Proposing a simple relation between the value of pressure (P) and width of the correlated
band, the dependence ofTc on the pressure was defined. Good agreement between the theoretical
calculation of the dependence ofTc on the pressure and the experimental results for
Y12xPrxBa2Cu3O72d is found. Comparison of the theoretical and experimental results for the
dependence ofTc and its derivatived(ln Tc)/dP on Sr and Bi-content (x) in
La22xSrxCuO4 has been made. It is concluded that the model under consideration can be used
for the description of the shift inTc under pressure for a number of superconductors.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!00203-5#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The theoretical investigation of transition metal com
pounds is greatly complicated by the need to take into
count not only the band effects but also the atom-like beh
ior of d and f states. Nevertheless, investigations of stron
correlated systems have increased during the last
years.1,2 The enhanced interest in this problem is due to
conviction of many researches that strong electron corr
tions in the d ( f )-electron subsystem ensure a compa
tively high superconducting transition temperatureTc in cu-
prate compounds like La22xSrxCuO4, YBa2Cu3O72d,
Tl2Ba2CuOy , and others. Investigation of the mechanisms
superconductivity of such systems is closely connected w
the high-pressure investigation of these substances. On
the advantages of using high pressure technique is to ch
atomic distance without any substitution of componen
which often causes some side effects.3,4

One of the popular models, which is used for the d
scription of a strongly correlated system, is the Hubb
model.5 Recently, Kosov and Shilov showed6 that Hubbard’s
two-orbital degenerate model is quite promising for study
the superconducting transition in narrow-band materials
contrast with Hubbard’s classical single-orbit model,5 the
two-orbit modification has a greater potential and can
scribe the behavior of two groups of strongly interacti
electrons, i.e., conduction electrons and electrons localize
crystal lattice sites.

This work is devoted to the theoretical study of the s
perconducting transition and the high pressure effect in c
pounds, described by a unified Hamiltonian containing
1521063-777X/98/24(3)/9/$15.00
c-
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erators of Hubbard’s two-orbital model and Anderson
interaction. Such unification considerably enhances the p
sibilities of Hubbard’s two-orbital model and allows a mo
consistent analysis than, say, that in Refs. 7–9, of the in
action of nonlocalized and localized electrons by proceed
from the mixing of their one-particle states. In order to d
velop the paper6 we include here the Coulomb repulsive in
teraction of conduction electrons on the one siteU1 . Taking
into account the potentialU1 allows us to compare the re
sults of the investigation ofTc , which were obtained here
with well-known results of others models.

In Sec. 2 we derive the energy spectrum of a syst
described by the Hubbard–Anderson two-orbit model.
Secs. 3 and 4 we use the Green’s temperature function
study the energy spectrum in disperse bands. We obta
the operator responsible for superconducting pairing in
strong-coupling approximation and analyzed its energy
pendence. On the basis of a numerical analysis we show
there exists an optimal range of variation of energy para
eters, which corresponds to the maximum value ofTc . Spe-
cial attention is focused on the dependence ofTc on the
potentialsU1 andV0 ~Anderson’s hybridization! and on the
single-particle energyE. In Sec. 5 we calculate the effect o
pressure on the superconducting transition temperature
comparison of theoretical and experimental results for
dependence ofTc on pressure in Y12xPrxBa2Cu3O72d , and
for the dependence ofTc and its derivatived(ln Tc)/dP on
Sr- and Bi-contentx in La22xSrxCuO4 and BaPb12xBixO3

has been made.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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2. WAVE FUNCTIONS

In order to describe the properties of the strongly cor
lated electron system we start from the Hamiltonian

H5H01H int5(
i

H0i1(
i js

t i j Cis
1Cis , ~1!

H0i52m~nia↑1nia↓1nic↑1nic↓!1E~nia↑1nia↓!

2H~nia↑2nia↓1nic↑2nic↓!1Inia↑nia↓

1U~nia↑1nia↓!nic↑1nic↓)1U1nic↑nic↓

1V0~ai↑
1Ci↑1ai↓

1Ci↓1H.c.!,

where Cis
1 , Cis and ais

1 , ais are the field operators corre
sponding to free and localized electrons at the sitei with spin
projections; nias5ais

1ais andnics5Cis
1Cis are the operators

of the electrons;m is the chemical potential;H is the applied
magnetic field;E is the one-particle energy ofa-electrons;I ,
U, and U1 are the energy parameters defining intraatom
correlation;I is Hubbard interaction of localized electrons;U
is the interorbital Coulomb interaction ofc- anda-electrons;
U1 is the repulsive interaction ofc-electrons at one site;V0

is the matrix element responsible for hybridization ofc- and
a-electronic states~Anderson constant!; and H int describes
the interstitial tunneling ofc-electrons with transport integra
t i j .

Diagonalization of the single-cell HamiltonianH0i and
transition to the Hubbard operatorsXp

q lead to the following
results for the wave function and the energy spectrum:

E050, C05u0,0&2vacuum state;

EA,B52m1~E22H !/26~E2/41V0
2!1/2;

CA,B5cosau1,0&6sin au0,1&;

EC,D52m1~E12H !/26~E2/41V0
2!1/2;

CC,D5cosau2,0&6sin au0,2&;

us,0&5ais
1u0,0&;u0,1&5Cis

1u0,0&;

cosa5Z/~Z21V0
2!1/2;

sin a5V0 /~Z21V0
2!1/2;

Z5H ~E2/41V0
2!1/21E/2 if E.0;

~E2/41V0
2!1/22E/2 if E,0.

It was mentioned in the introduction that the one-parti
statesA, B, C, andD depend on the energyV0 :

EF,G5U22m1E62H;

CF5u1,1&; CG5u2,2&;

ET5U22m1E;

Cs5221/2$u1,2&2u2,1&%;

u1,1&5ai↑
1 Ci↑

1 u0,0&; u2,2&5ai↓
1 Ci↓

1 u0,0&;

u1,2&5ai↑
1 Ci↓

1 u0,0&.
-

c

The energy of the remaining two-particle states,EK ,
EL , andEM , can be obtained by using the cubic equatio

X31AX21BX1C50; ~2!

A52~ I 1U1U113E!;

B5~ I 12E!~ I 1U !1U1~3E1U1I !24V0
2;

C52V0
2~ I 12E1U1!2U1~E1U !~2E1I !.

The rootsX5$Xm% of Eq. ~2! define the energyEK,L,M ;
Xm52m1Em,m5K,L,M . The wave functionsCK , CL , and
CM , which correspond to the energy statesEK , EL , and
EM , are presented in the Appendix. It must be emphasi
that a consideration of two-particle states is the most sign
cant aspect of this research, which distinguishes it from
widely discussed calculation ofTc in the t-J model,10 which
does not directly take into consideration the two-parti
electron states at a single site.

After exact diagonalization of the single-lattice part
the Hamiltonian~1!, it can be represented in terms of Hu
bard diagonal operatorsXp

q in the following form:6

H0i5(
P

EPXP
P ,

P50, A, B, ..., K, L, M . ~3!

The operatorH int which is responsible for interstitia
electron jumps can be represented as the quadratic form
nondiagonal Hubbard operators:

H int5(
i js

t i j gis* ~X!gjs~X!. ~4!

The operatorsCis
1 and Cis in H int are expressed usin

the matrix defined in Eq.~A1! in terms of the Hubbard op
erators, and are given in terms of the operator functio
Cis

15gis* (X) and Cis5gis(X), whose explicit form is given
in the Appendix by Eqs.~A2! and ~A3!.

Since it is difficult to analyze operators~3! and ~4! di-
rectly, we restrict our analysis to certain conditions for p
liminary calculations. We assume thatI , U@U1 , uEu, umu,
andV0 . Also, we need to check our results according to t
separate conditions:E.0 andE,0. For this reason, we us
the intermediate symbols:

Q5 HB if E.0;
A if E,0;

S5 HD if E.0;
C if E,0 .

This means, for example, that for the valueRK
S we have

RK
S5H RK

D if E.0;

RK
C if E,0.

After the satisfaction of these conditions we need to c
sider the one-particle statesCQ and CS , the two-particle
stateCK , and the vacuum stateC0 only. Furthermore, based
on consideration of the low-lying part of the energy spe
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trum, we will obtain the formula for the superconductin
transition temperatureTc resulting from the paired quasipa
ticles in one of the correlated bands.

3. THE GREEN’S FUNCTIONS

According to Zyubinet al.9 and Plakidaet al.,10 who
applied and developed the Green’s function technique
solving such a problem, the above-mentioned energy le
of single-cell part of the Hamiltonian, correct wave fun
tions, and familiar commutation relations for Hubbard ope
tors can be used for finding the spectrum of elementary
citations of nonlocalizedc-electrons in the strong-couplin
approximation and for investigating their superconduct
properties. Using these assumptions, we define the vect

C15~XQ
0 ,XS

0,XK
S ,XK

Q!.

We then determine the temperature Green’s function11

G~Rm ,t;Rn ,t8!52^TtC~Rm ,t!C1~Rn ,t8!&. ~5!

The equations for the components of the Green’s fu
tion G are determined in the Appendix by Eq.~A4!. We
obtain these equations by assuming the existence of the o
parameterD0

K in the superconducting phase:

D0
K5^CKuXQ

0 ~Rm!XK
Q~Rm!1XK

S~Rm!XS
0~Rm!u0,0&

5^CKuXK
0 ~Rm!u0,0&. ~6!

The origin of the parameterD0
K is closely related to the

anomalous mean̂2,0uCm↑
1 Cm↓

1 i0,0&, which plays a funda-
mental role in the classical model of superconductivity
nonlocalized BCS electrons.12 This can be verified, first us
ing Eq. ~A2! for the operatorsCm↑

1 andCm↓
1 and, secondly,

through a detailed analysis of the symmetry properties of
stateCK . It can be seen from Eq.~A1! that the wave func-
tion CK is a linear combination of the initial functionsu0, 2&,
u2, 0&, uT& and, together with them, corresponds to the s
S50 of the two groups of electrons, while the spin mome
described by these states of the two particles are opposi
V050 ~hybridization of localized and conduction electro
is absent!, we haveCK5CK

0 5u0,2&. It can be seen from
definition ~6! that D0

K can be defined in terms of the anom
lous functionsFQK

0Q (p,vn) andFKS
S0 (p,vn):

D0
K5T(

p
(

n
@FQK

0Q ~p,vn!1FKS
S0 ~p,vn!#. ~7!

The main determinant of Eqs.~A4! is

D5~vn
21~j10~ tp!!2!~vn

21~j20~ tp!!2!

1tp
2 cos2 a~RK

S!2~D0
K!2@~EK1ES2EQ!214vn

2#;

~7a!

j20,10~ tp!52m2D/22@cos2 a~n01nQ!1~RK
S!2

3~nS1nK!#tp/26~1/2!$@cos2 a~n01nQ!

1~RK
S!2~nS1nK!#tp1D1#2

14 cos2 a~RK
S!2~nS1nK!~n01nQ!tp

2%1/2,
r
ls

-
x-

g

-

der

f

e

n
s
. If

D52~EK12m!;

D15D1E2sign~E!@E214V0
2#1/2.

The quantityj20,10 is the energy spectrum of disperse
bands in the normal state, andn0 , nQ , nS , andnK are the
population densities of the energy statesC0 , CQ , CS , and
CK , which satisfy the condition (nS1nK)1(n01nQ)51.
For numerical calculations we will use one parameter
concentrationn, where

~n01nQ!512n/2 and ~nK1nS!5n/2. ~7c!

The conditions~7c! are convenient for the half-filling of
the c-band.

After solving the equationD50, the following expres-
sion for the energy spectrum in the Anderson bands aT
,Tc can be found:

j2,1
2 5~j10

2 1j20
2 !/26$@~j10

2 2j20
2 !/2#2

1cos2 a~RK
S!2tp

2~D0
K!2@2~j10

2 1j20
2 !

2~EK1ES2EQ!214 cos2 a~RK
S!2tp

2~D0
K!2#%1/2.

~7b!

Knowing the Green’s functionG(p,vn) and the electron
concentrations for localized states with zero dispersion
using the completeness condition~A5! for occupation num-
bers, we can determine the chemical potentialm for D0

K50.
For this purpose, we assume that the density of states in
dispersion region has a rectangular shape:6,8,9

r~«!5
1

2W
u~W22«2!,

where 2W is the width of thec band.
Carrying out calculations similar to those in Refs. 6 a

9, we obtain the expression for the chemical potential

m52
D

2
2

WB1

2
12~nK1nS!W~RK

S!22
P2

2
;

P65$B1
2 W262D1B2W1D1

2%1/2; ~8!

B65cos2 a~n01nQ!6~RD
K !2~nK1nS!.

The chemical potentialm is determined by the concen
tration of electrons in the dispersed correlated band, wh
equalsnc5(RK

S)2(nK1nS). The dependence ofnc andm on
V0 shows different behavior patterns in the casesE.0 and
E,0. An increase of the hybridizing parameterV0 leads to a
decrease ofnc whenE.0 and to its increase whenE,0.

4. TEMPERATURE OF THE SUPERCONDUCTING
TRANSITION

Before solving Eq.~7! for Tc , we must determine the
Green’s functionsFQK

0Q (p,vn) andFKS
S0 (p,vn) with the help

of Eq. ~A4!. We write the following expression for thes
functions:
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FQK
0Q ~p,vn!52tpD0

K~RK
S!2~nK1nS!~ ivn2EQ!

3
ivn2EQ1EK2B2tp

V0
;

FKS
S0 ~p,vn!52tpD0

K cos2 a~n01nQ!

3~ ivn1ES2EK!
ivn1ES1B2tp

V0
;

V05~j2
21vn

2!~j1
21vn

2!, ~9!

wherej2 andj1 are given in Eq.~7b!.
Taking the relation~7! into account and considering tha

D0
K(Tc)50, we obtain the equation for the critical temper

ture Tc

15E
2W

W tJ~ t !tanh@j10~ t !/2Tc#dt

4W@j20
2 ~ t !2j10

2 ~ t !#j10~ t !
; ~10!

J~ t !5cos2~a!~n01nQ!~j10~ t !1ES2EK!~j10~ t !

1ES1B2tp!1~RK
S!2~nK1nS!~j10~ t !2EQ!

3~j10~ t !2EQ1EK2B2tp!;

herej10(t) andj20(t) are determined by Eq.~7a!.
In order to solve Eq.~10! approximately, we determine

the value of t0 from the equationj10(t0)50(2W,t0

,W):

t05
~2m1D!22D1

2

2@D1B21B1~2m1D!#
.

The approximate formula forTc following from Eq.~10!
andj10(t0)50 has the form

Tc

2W
50.57F2

j10~2W!j10~W!

W2 G1/2

exp@21/A~n,t0!#;

j10~2W!522~RK
S!2~nK1nS!W, ~11!

j10~W!52m1
B1W2P12D

2
;

A~n,t0!5G~n,t0!/L~n,t0!;

G~n,t0!5t0@cos2 a~n01nQ!~ES2EK!~ES1B2t0!

1~RK
S!2~nK1nS!EQ~EQ2EK1B2t0!#;

L~n,t0!5W@B1~2m1D!1B2D1#~2m1D2B1t0!.

The quantityA(n,t0) plays the role of the quasiparticl
scattering amplitude with different spin orientations. The
traction between quasiparticles in a correlated band ta
place under the conditions

A~n,t0!.0; 2W,t0,W; j10~W!>0. ~12!

The conditions~12! can be used to determine the co
centrationsnS1,n,nS2 , for whichTcÞ0. Solving the equa-
tion j10(W)50 gives the following value fornS2 :

nS252 cos2 a/@cos2 a1~RK
S!2#. ~12a!

The conditionA(n,t0)50 gives the following result for
nS1 :
-

-
es

nS15
2 cos2 a

cos2 a12~RK
S!2 . ~12b!

In particular, if we setV050 and E.0 in ~12a! and
~12b!, we obtainnS152/3 andnS251. This result has been
obtained in Ref. 7 in the frame of the one-orbit Hubba
model ~the so-called ‘‘kinematics mechanism of superco
ductivity’’ !.

5. PRESSURE EFFECTS

Many investigations of high-Tc superconductors hav
been performed at high pressure.3,4,13,14 The application of
pressure usually strongly affects the crystal structure of m
terials. High-pressure investigations of elastic properties
ten give important information about the relation betweenTc

and crystal symmetry. Applying the two-orbit Anderso
Hubbard model to describe the pressure dependence ofTc ,
we chose to study the energy parameters, which more se
tively depend on the pressureP. SinceU, I , U1 , V0 , andE
are on-site properties, their pressure dependence can b
nored. The transport integraltp depends on the spatial distr
bution of atoms and can be changed by the applied press
Let us consider the region whereW depends linearly on
tp(W2tp). According to Ref. 15, the transport integral
metal oxides can be expressed in terms of the lattice par
eters of the CuO2 planesa, b, andc by the formulas

t i5h2/~2mia2!; t'5h2/~2m'c2!,

wheremi andm' are the respective effective masses.
Disregarding pressure dependence of the effec

masses, we estimate the magnitude ofdW/dP:

dW/dP;dtp /dP;22W~d ln a/dP!52Wka . ~13!

Hereka , kb , andkc are the compressibility componen
along each crystallographic direction as defined by

ka52d ln a/dP; kb52d ln b/dP;

and kc52d ln c/dP.

In order to simplify the numerical estimation of thes
quantities, we consider the caseka5kb5kc . Using the rela-
tions ~13!, we obtain the expression for the dependence
the band width on the pressureP

W~P!5W~P50!exp~2kaP!. ~14!

Equations~11! and ~14! allow us to expressTc as a
function of pressure. Using the expression~13!, it is possible
to obtain equations fordTc /dP andd ln Tc dP:

dTc /dP5Tc~d ln Tc /dP!;2Wka~dTc /dW!; ~15!

dTc

dW
5

Tc

2W H 112W@B21~B1
2 ~P12P2!W

2D1B2~P11P2!!/2P1P2#

1
2W

A2~n,t0!

dA~n,t0!

dW J ;
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dA~n,t0!

dW
52

A~n,t0!

W

1L~n,t0!21H 2~2m1D!22B1t0

B1~2m1D!1D1B2

3@cos2 a~n01nQ!~ES2EK!~ES12B2t0!

1~RK
S!2~nK1nS!EQ~EQ2EK12B2t0!

1A~n,t0!B1W~B1~2m1D!1D1B2!#

22WA~n,t0!@2B1~2m1D!1D1B2

2B1
2 t0#J dm

dW
;

dm

dW
52~RK

S!2~nK1nS!2
B1

2
2

WB1
2 2D1B2

2P2
.

6. DISCUSSION

Superconducting transition

Expression ~11! has the standard form of the BC
theory. It should be noted that the amplitudeA(n,t0) directly
depends on the values cos2 a and (RK

S)2 @see~A3!#, which
determine, according to~A3!, the efficiency of the transition
between statesCQ , CS , CK , andC0 . As was mentioned
above, in the casesV050 ~hybridization ofa andc electrons
is absent! and E.0, Eq. ~11! describes the results of th
well-known kinematics mechanism of superconductivity.7 If
we insertU150 into ~11!, we obtain the results of Koso
and Shilov.6 In order to simplify the analysis of the depe
dence ofTc on the parameters of the problem, we carried
detailed numerical calculations on the basis of Eq.~11!. The
results are shown in Figs. 1a–1f. As expected, the conc
tration dependence ofTc/2W shown in Figs. 1a–1f is bell-
shaped with two critical concentrationsnS1 andnS2 ~TcÞ0
for nS1,n,nS2!. As shown in Fig. 1a, an increase inV0

whenE.0 leads to a decrease of the superconducting t
sition temperature and to a decrease of the concentra
nS1 and nS2 . In this case Anderson’s hybridization part
localizes the electrons and decreases the concentratio
carriers in the correlated bandnc5(RK

S)2(nK1nS). It con-
tributes to the decrease ofTc and shifts the curveTc

5Tc(nc) to the region of small concentration. IfE,0,
Anderson’s hybridization partly delocalizes electrons and
creases the concentration of carriers in the lower correla
bandnc5(RK

S)2(nK1nS). In this case~Fig. 1b!, the maxi-
mum of the curveTc5Tc(nc) increases sharply with increas
ing value ofV0 /W. Such behavior ofTc(nc) is just the op-
posite whenE.0.

The dependence ofTc(nc) on E/W ~E.0 in Fig. 1c and
E,0 in Fig. 1d can be seen in Fig. 1c and 1d. Figure 1e
1f shows the dependence ofTc on U1 in different cases,E
.0 ~a! andE,0 ~b!.

Pressure effects

To study the capability of the model presented here
describe the pressure effect onTc , we attempted to explain
t

n-

n-
ns

of

-
d

d

o

the results of a high pressure study of Y12xPrxBa2Cu3O72y

by Neumeieret al.14 According to Ref. 16, the substitutio
of Pr41 for Y decreases the number of in-plane holes
Y12xPrxBa2Cu3O72y . In order to take into account this ar
gument we therefore must change the population densitie
Eq. ~7c!:

~nK1nS!5n/2→~2~RK
S!2!~nc2xp!,

wherexp is the concentration of Pr41 ions.
Using Eqs.~7c!, ~11!, ~14!, and ~15!, we obtain an ex-

pression which allows us to find the dependence ofTc

5Tc(P,xp). Initial compressibility data for polycrystalline
YBa2Cu3O6.93 and YBa2Cu3O6.6 of orthorhombic symmetry
were obtained by using a hydrostatic He-gas pressure ce
a neutron diffractometer. According to Ref. 17, the values
ka and kb for these compounds are respectivelyka52.22
31023 GPa21, 2.4031023 GPa21, kb51.65
31023 GPa21, and 2.1431023 GPa21. In the present nu-
merical calculations we used the valueka5kb52.42
31023 GPa21. Figure 2 shows the dependence ofTc

5Tc(P,xp) and the results of a high pressure study by Ne
meieret al.14 on Y12xPrxBa2Cu3O72y for a different Pr con-
centration. We found that the best agreement between
model and experimental data takes place when the in
atomic parameters of energies areU53 eV, U152 eV, I
58 eV, E522 eV, V051.4 eV, and W(P50)51 eV.
These values are typical of metal oxides.18 In Figs. 3 and 4
we compare the theoretical and experimental results19–21 for
the dependence ofTc and its derivatived(ln Tc)/dP @by using
expression~15!# on Sr and Bi-contentx in La22xSrxCuO4

and in BaPb12xBixO3. An analysis of the dependence o
d(ln Tc)/dP on the concentration of carriersnc based on the
results presented in Figs. 3 and 4, indicates that an incr
in the band widthW leads to a change of sign of the deriv
tive d(ln Tc)/dP from positive at small values ofW ~Fig. 3b!
to negative at large values ofW ~Fig. 4b!. The results shown
in Figs. 3 and 4 are basically in accordance with the exp
mental results regarding the pressure dependence of the
perconducting transition of many metal oxides. The dep
dence ofTc on the widthW of the correlated band, shown i
Fig. 5, also indicates that the Anderson-Hubbard two-orb
model, in principle, is able to describe the pressure dep
dence ofTc for various high-temperature superconductor22

~Tl2Ba2CaCu2O8, YBa2Cu4O8, and others!.
This research has been done under the auspices o

Junior Faculty Development Program and was supported
the U.S. Information Agency and Office of Sponsored P
grams and Research of Bowling Green State Univer
~BGSU!, Ohio.
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APPENDIX

1. The wave functions of the two-particle statesK,L,M
can be determined by the standard procedure after calc
ing the roots of the cubic Eq.~3!:
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FIG. 1. Dependence of the functionTc/2W on the carriers concentrationnc for the following values of the parameters:E/W52.0, U/W56.0, U1 /W
53.0, I /W510.0 at different values ofV0 /W: 0.5 ~1!, 0.7 ~2!, 0.9 ~3!, 1.1 ~4! ~a!; E/W523.0, U/W56.0, U1 /W54.0, I /W510.0 at different values of
V0 /W: 1.0 ~1!, 1.2 ~2!, 1.4 ~3!, 1.5 ~4! ~b!; V0 /W51.0, U/W56.0, U1 /W52.5, I /W510.0 at different values ofE/W: 1.0 ~1!, 1.5 ~2!, 2.0 ~3!, 2.5 ~4! ~c!;
V0 /W51.2, U/W56.0, U1 /W52.0, I /W58.0 at different values ofE/W: 21.5 ~1!, 22.0 ~2!, 22.5 ~3!, 22.8 ~4! ~d!; E/W51.0, V0 /W50.2, U/W
56.0, I /W510.0 at different values ofU1 /W: 0.5 ~1!, 1.0 ~2!, 1.5 ~3!, 2.0 ~4! ~e!; E/W521.5, V0 /W51.0, U/W56.0, I /W58.0 at different values of
U1 /W: 1.5 ~1!, 2.0 ~2!, 3.0 ~3!, ~4.0! ~4! ~f!.
S CL

CM

CK

D 5S A1 A2 A3

B1 B2 B3

C1 C2 C3

D S u2,0&

uT&

u0,2&
D , ~A1!

A15~11A21
2 1A31

2 !21/2; A25A21A1 ;

A35A31A1 ;

A215~EL22E2I !2/2V0
2;

A315~EL22E2I !2/~EL2U1!2;
B25~11B12
2 1B32

2 !21/2; B15B12B2 ;

B35B32B2 ;

B125
~EM12E2U !~EM2U1!22V0

2

&V0~EM2U1!
;

B325&V0 /~EM2U1!;

C35~11C13
2 1C23

2 !21/2; C15C13C3 ;
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C25C23C3 ;

C135@~EK2E2U !~EK2U1!22V0
2#/@2V0

2#;

C235~EK2U1!/&V0 ;

uT&5221/2$u1,2&1u2,1&%; u2,0&5ai↑
1 ai↓

1 u0,0&;

u0,2&5Ci↑
1 Ci↓

1 u0,0&.

2. Having determined the reciprocal matrix$ai j %
21 @the

matrix $ai j % was written in Eq.~A1!# and using the expres
sions for the functionsCQ,S, we can express the field oper
tors Cis

1 in terms of Hubbard’s operators:
a. E.0;

Ci↑
15cosaXB

01RD
KXK

D5gi↑* ~X!;

Ci↓
15cosaXD

0 1RB
KXK

B5gi↓* ~X!;

RD
K5RB

K5cosa~A1B22A2B1!

1sin a~A1B32A3B1!/&. ~A2!

b. E,0;

Ci↑
15cosaXA

01RC
KXK

D5gi↑* ~X!;

Ci↓
15cosaXC

0 1RA
KXK

B5gi↓* ~X!;

RC
K5RA

K

5cosa~C1A32A1C3!/&1sin a~C1A22C2A1!.

~A3!

3. After writing the equation of motion for function~6!
using the Hamiltonian expressed by Eqs.~3! and ~4!, we
obtain the following expressions for the components of
Green’s function @Gqs

pr(t,t8)52^Tt Xq
p(t)Xs

r(t8)&5
2Fqs

pr(t,t8)# in the momentum-frequency representation:

FIG. 2. Experimental data from Ref. 14 and theoretical curves for the
centage shift in the superconducting transition temperatureTc under pres-
sure for Y12xPrxBa2Cu3O72y compounds. The solid lines show the resu
of numerical calculations using Eq.~15! for the following values of the
parameters:E/W522.0, V0 /W51.4, U/W53.0, I /W58.0, U1 /W52.0,
nc5x, ka52.431023 GPa21.
e

S nd1nk

0
0
0

D 5S b11 b12 b13 b14

b21 b22 b23 b24

b31 b32 b33 b34

b41 b42 b43 b44

D S GDK
KD~p,vn!

GOK
BD~p,vn!

FKK
BD~p,vn!

FDK
OD~p,vn!

D ,

~A4!

S nb1n0

0
0
0

D 5S c11 c12 c13 c14

c21 c22 c23 c24

c31 c32 c33 c34

c41 c42 c43 c44

D S GOB
BO~p,vn!

GDB
KO~p,vn!

FKB
BO~p,vn!

FDB
OO~p,vn!

D ,

b115 ivn1ED2EK2~RD
K !2~nd1nk!tp ;

b225 ivn2EB2cos2 a~n01nb!tp ;

b335 ivn2EB1EK1~RD
K !2~nd1nk!tp ;

b445 ivn1ED1cos2 a~n01nb!tp ;

r-

FIG. 3. Experimental data and theoretical curves for the dependence oTc

~a! and its derivatived(ln Tc)/dP ~b! on Sr contentx in La22xSrxCuO4

~electron concentrationn! ~d—Ref. 19;l—Ref. 20!. Solid lines show the
results of numerical calculations using Eq.~15! for the following values of
the parameters:V0 /W51.25, U/W53.0, I /W55.0, U1 /W51.0, nc5x,
ka58.031023 GPa21, P52 GPa at differentE/W: 20.5 ~1!, 20.75 ~2!,
21.0 ~3!, 21.25 ~4!.
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FIG. 4. Experimental data and theoretical curves for the dependenceTc

~a! and its derivatived(ln Tc)/dP ~b! on Bi contentx in BaPb12xBixO3

~electron concentrationn! ~d—Ref. 21!. Solid lines show the results o
numerical calculations using Eq.~15! for the following values of the param
eters: V0 /W51.0, U/W52.4, I /W54.0, U1 /W50.8, nc5x, ka52.29
31023 GPa21, P52 GPa at differentE/W: 20.4 ~1!, 20.6 ~2!, 20.8 ~3!,
21.0 ~4!.

FIG. 5. Dependence of the functionTc/2W on the width of the band for the
following values of the parameters:E/W521.5, V0 /W51.0, U/W56.0,
I /W58.0 at differentU1 /W: 1.5 ~1!, 2.0 ~2!, 3.0 ~3!, 4.0 ~4!.
b125cosaRD
K~nd1nk!tp ;

b215cosaRD
K~n01nb!tp ;

b325b1452c315c2452cos2 aD0
ktp ;

b235b4152c4252c135~RD
K !2D0

ktp ;

b3152b435b2452b135c2352c145c4152c32

5cosaRD
KD0

ktp ;

b345b125c215c345cosaRD
K~nd1nk!tp ;

b435b215c125c435cosaRD
K~nb1n0!tp ;

c115 ivn2EB2cos2 a~n01nb!tp ;

c225 ivn2EK1ED2~RD
K !2~nd1nk!tp ;

c335 ivn2EB1EK1~RD
K !2~nd1nk!tp ;

c445 ivn1ED1cos2 a~n01nb!tp ,

wherenb , n0 , nd , andnk are the population densities of th
energy states under investigation, which satisfy the condi

nb1n01nd1nk51, ~A5!

vn5(2n11)pT; T is the absolute temperature;n50, 61,
62, ...; andtp is the momentum representation of the tran
port integralt i j .

In the caseE,0 we obtained the same equations for t
Green’s function as~A4!, in which we should make the ex
change:EB→EA , ED→EC , andRD

K→RC
K .

*E-mail: kosov@margu.mari.su
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Hall effect studies in YBCO films
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The longitudinal,rxx(T), transverse,rxy(T), and Hall,rH(T) resistivities have been measured
for YBa2Cu3Ox ~YBCO! films, showing positive resistivity buckling and those with usual
linear rxx(T) dependence. In the former case unexpected peak onrxy(T) and unusualrH(T)
dependence with double sign change just above transition temperatureTc have been
revealed. The data are analyzed using recent theory for the sign of the Hall conductivity in
strongly correlated systems. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!00303-X#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Investigation of the Hall effect is known as a usef
method in getting reliable information about specific norm
state properties of high-Tc superconductors~HTS’s!,1 which
are believed to be of primary importance in deciphering th
behavior in the superconducting-state. Despite a h
amount of papers published on this problem, unusual t
perature dependence of the Hall resistivity with sign reve
~SR! at the resistive transition2 still remains controversial
Besides, there is an evident dependence of the propertie
HTS’s on the carrier density in the CuO2 planes,nh , which
is determined by oxygen doping and which leads to spin
opening3 in the underdoped regime. Another phenomenon
HTS’s, which also depends on doping, is the enhan
electron-electron correlation.4,5 In slightly underdoped re-
gime (80 K,Tc,90 K), where the features of the spin sca
tering are not so pronounced, effects due to electron-elec
correlation are believed to be observable, both in the re
tivity and Hall effect measurements. However, the role
both mechanisms in superconducting coupling in HTS’s
still questionable.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To further investigate this point, we carried out resist
ity and Hall effect measurements of YBCO films with di
ferent oxygen content. In this paper we report the res
obtained on two YBCO films, designated below as samp
S1 and S2, and on a reference film~S3!. The films were
epitaxially grown by pulsed laser deposition on SrTiO3 ~100!
substrates and patterned into well-defined 4302. mm Hall-
bar structures by standard lithography and chemical etch
techniques.6 The Hall-bar geometry consists of current lea
and three pairs of transverse voltage contacts. To exc
uncertainties due to geometric effect, the Hall data repo
here have been acquired using both the first and the t
pair.

The reference film withTc590 K shows a typical de-
pendence for such YBCO systems, which is almost lin
rxx(T) dependence in the normal state. But S1 (Tc586 K)
and S2 (Tc584 K) demonstrate enhanced resistivity a
1611063-777X/98/24(3)/3/$15.00
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slightly positive resistivity buckling just above 120 K~S1!
and 110 K~S2!, respectively. HereTc is defined as the tem
perature at which the approximatedrxx(T) drops to zero.
The enhancement of the resistivity and lowering ofTc sug-
gest that the films are in a slightly underdoped regime.
the other hand unusual buckling can be attributed to
changes in spin-fluctuation parameters, as it has been stu
extensively by Stojkovich and Pines.7

The longitudinal resistivityrxx(T) was measured and
the transverse resistivityrxy(T);Vxy /I xx , which simulta-
neously has been observed on the transverse pairs of con
even in the absence of magnetic field, was investiga
Simple algebra yields~2–4! mm misalignment of opposite
transverse strips is enough to produceRxy(100 K)5(0.5
21)V, which is usually observed experimentally. To avo
a suspicion of thermo-emf origin of the transverse signal,
performed measurements with a very small transport curr
I xx51027 A. No transverse voltage has been observed
this case. Any other intrinsic reasons that may cause
transverse signal have not yet been identified.

No unexpected peculiarities are revealed on therxx(T)
dependences of the reference film and S1, whereas S2 e
its a pronouncedrxy-vs-T peak at the beginning of the resi
tive transition~Fig. 1, squares!. The peak starts to grow a
Tc0.Tc , which is the temperature at which the magne
field begins to broaden the resistive transition~Fig. 2, solid
and dashed lines!. The peak is clearly seen on both pairs
contacts, suggesting its intrinsic nature. The magnetic fi
Bz , of opposite directions, along thec axis and vice versa
noticeably suppresses the peak and shifts it slightly towa
low temperatures~Fig. 1, dots and circles!.

There are several theoretical models8,9 to describe the
appearance of the transverse voltage in HTS’s. Accordin
Glazman,8 vortices and antivortices produced by the tran
port current can attract each other at a relatively small c
rent, when the number of vortices is not too large. The int
action gives rise to deformation of the vortex trajectories.
a result, a nonzero transverse voltage should appear on
film since the trajectories intersect the measurement cont
Unfortunately, no dependence on the external magnetic fi
is analyzed. The effect must disappear with increasing tra
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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port current, which leads to the enhancement of the num
of vortices. However, no expected dependence on curren
been observed in our experiments.

Another theoretical approach to the problem has b
proposed by Doornboset al.9 They have shown that inhomo
geneity of oxygen impurity concentration in high-Tc oxides
leads to spatial fluctuation in the charge carrier density a
consequently, to fluctuation inTc . Because of the very shor
coherence length in HTS’s, different inhomogeneities, e
with very small characteristic lengths, may deeply affect
superconducting properties. To model an inhomogene
high-Tc superconductor they considered a square, tw
dimentional, random resistor network~RRN!. Because the
resistivities andTc8s of the resistors are expected to be d
ferent, there must be a transverse component of the trans
current producing the peak just at the beginning of the re
tive transition. When activation energyU is considered to be
constant, butTc is randomly distributed, the anomalous pe

FIG. 1. Effect of magnetic field,Bz5600 mT, applied parallel to thec axis
in opposite directions, in theab plane transverse resistivity,rxy(T), for
sample S2~dots and circles!. Squares correspond torxy(T) without a mag-
netic field.

FIG. 2. rH ~solid squares!, rxx ~solid line—Bz50, dashed line—Bz

5600 mT! and drxx /dT ~squares—Bz5600 mT! vs T dependences for
sample S2.
er
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must decrease with increasing magnetic field, as we obse
in our experiments. It has been shown10 that very moderate
Tc difference, of the order of 1 K or less, is large enough to
produce the effect.

Mosqueriaet al.10 used a model11 similar to RRN to ac-
count for their results obtained in measuring the longitudi
resistivity, rxx(T), in YBCO single crystals. The oxygen
deficient crystals, withTc between 85 K and 90 K, showed
similar resistivity peak being quenched by a magnetic field
the same manner as in our measurements. The only di
ence is that the value of the transverse voltage measure
our experiments is much smaller. In the framework of t
RRN model this suggests the fact that a transverse com
nent of the transport current,I xx , which produces the trans
verse voltage, is rather small, approximately~1–5!
31024I xx , which seems to be a reasonable value. Thus
RRN model9 enables us to physically reasonably explain t
appearance of the transverse resistivity peak. We also t
that observation of the peak may be viewed as additio
evidence that the sample is underdoped. No peaks have
observed on films withTc590 K. Moreover, as has bee
demonstrated by Mosqueiraet al.10, after re-oxygenation the
crystals showedTc>90 K and all peaks disappeared.

As Fig. 1 shows, magnetic field of both opposite dire
tions noticeably affects the resistivity curve in the norm
state~Fig. 1, dots and circles!. One-half of the distance be
tween these two curves determines the Hall-resistivity,

rH~T!;~Vxy /I xx!5RH~T!d21Bz , ~1!

whered is the sample thickness. Thus, the Hall coefficie
RH can be easily determined. In high-Tc oxidesRH turns out
to be temperature dependent12. Usually measured experimen
tally, rH(T);RH(T) starts to noticeably grow at about 24
K and reaches its maximum level just aboveTco , as the
temperature is lowered. BelowTco , rH(T) rapidly de-
creases, becomes negative, and then comes to zero atTc(H),
thus giving rise to the sign reversal~SR! of the Hall resistiv-
ity. Both S1 and S3 show the usualrH(T) dependence with
the SR effect. But S2 exhibits unusual, almost linear,rH(T)
dependence with a positive slope and unexpected do
sign reversal~Fig. 2, solid squares!, which was observed
experimentally on YBCO films for the first time. As ha
recently been shown13, the linearrH(T) dependence can b
considered as additional evidence for enhanced elect
electron correlation in the sample.

To account for the SR effect different flux-flow-base
models~see, for example, Hagenet al.2 and the bibliography
cited there!, are commonly used. The authors2 have con-
cluded that due to the specific interplay between the Mag
force and the drag force, vortex velocityvL should generate
a Hall voltage, whose sign is opposite to that of the norm
state. But the double sign reversal effect does not seem t
explained by the models. Moreover, recent theory conce
ing the Hall effect in strongly correlated~SC! systems14 is
believed to be more appropriate. Using the Hubbardt –J
model, Rojoet al.14 have analyzed the Hall current as a fun
tion of the filling fraction,n5Np /Ns , whereNp andNs are
the total particle number and the number of sites in the c
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sidered lattice, respectively. In the framework of this a
proach, thet –J Hamiltonian have to include the Hubbar
repulsion,

H85G(
^ i , j &

~ni2^n&!~nj2^n&!, ~2!

which suggests a clear dependence onnh with ^n& being the
mean particle number. Finally, the result was found to
strongly dependent on the correlation parameterG/t. When
G/t50, the equilibrium Hall current changes sign at h
filling as the Fermi surface changes its shape from elect
like to hole-like shape. As a result, the usual SR effec
observed. In the strongly correlated limit (G/t@1) an addi-
tional sign change should occur below half filling, which
entirely due to the correlation, as we have observed exp
mentally. The results are found to be the same for fermio
and bosonic systems.

To see the applicability of the SC theory to real sampl
we should remember that there are many Cooper pa
which are bosons, in the superconducting state, whe
there are no Cooper pairs in the normal state. Thus, a st
rearrangement of the filling fraction of bosons is expected
the resistive transition, which gives rise to the SR effect.
Fig. 2 illustrates, the Hall resistivity always changes sign
the mean-field transition temperatureTc

m f , which is defined
as the temperature at whichdrxx /dT vs T ~Fig. 2, hollow
squares! has a maximum orrxx(T) has the inflection point.
This result suggests a half filling of the bosonic lattice
Tc

m f , which seems reasonable. In accordance with the
theory, the observation of the double sign reversal with
additional positive peak below half filling~Fig. 2! should be
considered as an indication of enhanced electron-elec
correlation in the sample withG/t;223. Moreover, we
consider the other observed peculiarities demonstrated b
as additional clear signs of enhanced electron correlatio
the sample.
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In conclusion, the observed phenomena were found to
in good agreement with the RRN and SC theories. Con
quently, the enhanced electron correlations1,5 should defi-
nitely be taken into account in the consideration of scatter
and coupling mechanisms in high-Tc superconductors.
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Generalized surface nuclear spin wave induced by external magnetic field
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The two-sublattice model of an easy-axis antiferromagnet is used to show that an additional
rhombic anisotropy induced by an external magnetic field can lead to the formation of a
generalized nuclear spin wave near the surface of the magnet. The criterion for the existence
of a generalized surface spin wave is formulated. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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INTRODUCTION

It is well known that a nonzero nuclear spin of magne
atoms of a crystal leads to the emergence of a hyper
interaction. The existence of such an interaction leads to
following two main effects in the nuclear spin subsystem
a magnetically ordered crystal:~1! the presence of a stron
effective magnetic field at the nucleus, which is respons
for the unshifted NMR frequencyvn , and~2! the emergence
of a special type of one-particle excitations, viz., nuclear s
waves ~NSW! in the paramagnetic subsystem of nucle
spins.1–4 The physical mechanism responsible for the em
gence of NSW is the Suhl–Nakamura exchange, i.e., indi
spin–spin interaction of nuclear spins through the subsys
of electron spin waves. In this case, spatial dispersion
NSW is completely determined by the nonlocal nature of
Heisenberg exchange in the electron spin subsystem. Ta
into account the finite size of a real magnetic sample, we a
obtain the following additional mechanisms of formation
spatial dispersion of NSW disregarding nonuniform e
change ~‘‘exchange-free approximation’’!: the magneto-
static5,6 and electrostatic7–11mechanisms. In the former cas
spatial dispersion of NSW is formed owing to indirect inte
action of spins in the electron subsystem of the crys
through the magnetic dipole field; the relevant type
nuclear magnons is referred to as magnetostatic NSW.
other ‘‘exchange-free’’ mechanism of formation of spat
dispersion of nuclear spin waves in magnetically orde
crystals is the indirect interaction of nuclear spin through
long-range field of quasi-static magnetoelastic deformatio
In this case, the NMR frequencyvn and the minimum phase
velocity s of propagation of elastic waves in an unbound
magnetic crystal must satisfy the elastostatic criterion12

vn!sk. ~1!

Accordingly, the class of nuclear magnons induced
this type of spin–spin exchange was called7–11 elastostatic
NSW. Naturally, the above mechanisms of formation of d
persion properties of NSW in a real crystal are obser
simultaneously. It should be noted, however, that most of
1641063-777X/98/24(3)/5/$15.00
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crystals in which the dispersion properties of NSW were
vestigated were exchange-collinear antiferromagnets. I
well known that these materials display, along with exchan
enhancement of magnetoelastic effects, also the excha
induced suppression of magnetic-dipole effects in the sp
trum of electron spin waves.13 Thus, an analysis of nuclea
spin dynamics of exchange-limited collinear antiferroma
nets in the range of wave vectorsk satisfying criterion~1!
can be confined to simultaneous inclusion of only the ‘‘ph
non’’ and ‘‘exchange’’ mechanisms of formation of NSW
dispersion. Such an approach was developed in Ref. 7 fo
easy-axis antiferromagnet~EA AFM! such as, for example
MnF2. Among other things, it was shown that if the antife
romagnetism vector in equilibrium is perpendicular to t
mechanically free surface of the AFM with completely fre
spins, the hybridization of the mechanisms of spin–spin
change listed above leads to the formation of propaga
nuclear spin oscillations of the formerly unknown type~viz.,
generalized surface NSW of the elasto-exchange type! near
the crystal surface. This type of nuclear magnons is a tw
partial spin wave. The type of localization of nuclear sp
oscillations near the surface of the magnet varies smoo
from the quasi-surface to purely surface type depending
the magnitude of the wave vectork' in the plane of the
crystal boundary. However, the entire analysis of the eff
of the lattice on the Suhl–Nakamura exchange in the col
ear phase of the EA AFM in Ref. 7 was carried out under
assumption of cylindrical symmetry of the magnetic syst
under investigation~the rotational axis was collinear to th
easy axis of the AFM crystal!. On the other hand, it was
shown in Ref. 10 in the exchange-free~elastostatic! limit that
a consistent inclusion of the effect of anisotropy of the ma
netic system on the phonon mechanism of formation of NS
dispersion leads to previously unknown types of propaga
exchange-free nuclear spin oscillations, viz., anisotropic b
elastostatic NSW. This type of nuclear magnons did not e
in the crystal forH50. Moreover, it was proved that th
shape of the constant-frequency surface of elasto-excha
NSW of an unbounded magnet are in one-to-one corresp
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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dence with peculiarities of the bulk elasto-exchange nuc
spin dynamics of thin magnetic films. Under the conditio
of hybridization of exchange and phonon mechanisms of
mation of NSW dispersion, we can also expect the em
gence of new peculiarities in the surface nuclear spin dyn
ics of an anisotropic magnet, but this problem has not b
considered yet. This research aims at determining the co
tions necessary for the formation of the formally unknow
elasto-exchange types of surface NSW in a magnet, wh
are induced by magnetic anisotropy of the system.

The article consists of four sections. Section 1 conta
general relations characterizing the dynamics of exchan
collinear AFM on the basis of consistent inclusion of inte
action between the three subsystems of a real crystal:~1! the
electron spin subsystem,~2! the nuclear spin subsystem, an
~3! the lattice subsystem. The same section contains the
mulation of the corresponding elasto-exchange bound
value problem, which makes it possible to analyze the s
face nuclear spin dynamics of the magnetic medium un
investigation in the phenomenological limit. The classific
tion of possible types of elasto-exchange nuclear spin os
lations depending on the type of their spatial localizat
near the magnet surface is carried out in Sec. 2. In Sec. 3
above boundary-value problem is solved, and the surf
NSW of the elasto-exchange type induced by magnetic
isotropy of the medium is determined. The criterion is o
tained in Sec. 4 can be used to determine the conditions
the existence of a generalized surface NSW of the ela
exchange type in the vicinity of the mechanically free s
face of an unbounded magnet can be determined on the
of the results of calculations of the lattice effect on the NS
spectrum of the same magnet in the limit~1!.

1. BASIC RELATIONS

By way of an example of magnetic medium, we consid
a two-sublattice model~M1,2(m1,2) are the magnetizations o
sublattices of the electron~nuclear! spin system, uM1u
5uM2u5M0(um1u5um2u5m0)! of an easy-axis AFM~0Z is
the easy axis! in an external magnetic fieldH'0Z. Such a
model is valid, for example, for an easy-axis AFM MnF2 or
an easy-plane AFM~XY is the easy plane! CsMnF3 in an
external magnetic fieldH perpendicular to the ‘‘difficult’’
axis. If the applied magnetic fieldH is small as compared to
the intersublattice exchange interaction, we can neglect
der conditions~1! ~see above! the magnetic-dipole mecha
nism of the NSW formation in favor of the elastosta
mechanism. For the sake of simplicity and visualization
calculations, we shall assume that the magnetoelastic
elastic energies in the model under investigation are iso
pic. As a result, the corresponding density of thermodyna
potentialw in the model of an easy-axis AFM under consi
eration taking into account hyperfine, magnetoelastic,
nonuniform exchange interactions in terms of the ferrom
netism vectors~m,M! and the antiferromagnetism vecto
~l,L ! for uM u!uL u;umu!u lu can be presented in the form7
ar
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w52M0
2H 1

2
dM22

1

2
bLz

21
a

2 S ]I

]xi
D 2

1ALl 22Mh

1gLiLkuikJ 1
1

2
luii

2 1muik
2 , ~2!

2M0M5M11M2 ; 2M0L5M12M2 ;

2m0m5m11m2 ; 2M0l5m12m2 , ~3!

whered, a, b, andg are the constants of uniform exchang
nonuniform exchange, axial anisotropy, and magnetostric
respectively,l and m are the Lame coefficients,uik is the
strain tensor,M0(m0) the saturation magnetization of ele
tron spin~nuclear spin! magnetic sublattice alone, andA the
hyperfine interaction constant. Dynamic properties of
system under consideration can be described with the he
a coupled system of equations including the Landau–Lifsh
equations for the ferro- and antiferromagnetic vectors for
electron and nuclear spin systems and the equations of
tion of a continuous medium for components of the displa
ment vectoru. Since our goal is to analyze the effect of th
lattice on the surface dynamics of the magnetic medium
der investigation, the above system of dynamic equati
should be supplemented with corresponding boundary c
ditions. In the case of a mechanically free surface with
normal n and completely free spins, such a boundary-va
problem can be written in the form7

]L̃

]j
5

]M̃

]j
50; s iknk50, j50;

L̃ M̃→0 for j→2`, ~4!

wherej is the coordinate along the normaln to the crystal
surface,L̃ (M̃ ) characterizes small oscillations of the vect
L „M … near the equilibrium orientation, ands ik is the elastic
stress tensor.

2. CLASSIFICATION OF POSSIBLE TYPES OF ELASTO-
EXCHANGE NSW

If we henceforth assume, without loss of generality, th
the applied magnetic fieldHi0X ~L i0Z for b.0!, it follows
from ~2! and ~3! that the characteristic equation for th
elasto-exchange boundary-value problem~4! with an arbi-
trary orientation of the wave vectork can be presented in th
form ~L̂ is the matrix of the Christoffel tensor,L ik

5 c̃iklmklkm , vT
25g22M0m0dA!

detuL iku50; v
*
2 5

vn
2vT

2

vn
22v2 1v2; i ,k5123;

c̃i i 5l12m~ i 5123!; c̃6652m; ~5!

c̃125 c̃235 c̃135l1m;

c̃5552m
v0

21vH
2 2v

*
2 1c2k2

v0
21vH

2 1vme
2 2v

*
2 1c2k2 ;

c̃4452m
v0

22v
*
2 1c2k2

v0
21vme

2 2v
*
2 1c2k2 . ~6!
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Here c252M0
2g2da is the square of the velocity o

propagation of the spin wave,v0
25g22M0

2db; vH
2 5g2H2;

vme is the magnetoelastic gap. It can be easily verified t
expressions~5! and ~6! describe the spectrum of linea
electron-nuclear oscillations propagating in an EA AFM
the elastostatic approximation~1!. We shall henceforth con
fine the analysis to only those geometries of NSW propa
tion in which the normal to the surface of the half-spa
coincides with a coordinate axis of the Cartesian system
coordinates chosen in~5!, ~6!, and the lattice displacemen
vector u has only one nonzero component perpendicula
the plane of propagation of NSW. An analysis of relatio
~5! and~6! shows that in this case the characteristic equa
for an EA AFM in q2[(kn)2 can be quadratic forkPXZ or
kPYZ and cubic for kPXY. Consequently, an elasto
exchange NSW propagating near the surface of the magn
accordingly a two- or three-partial wave~for kPXY!. Con-
sequently, the structure of the amplitude~in particular, for a
nonzero component of the lattice displacement vectoru! can
be presented in the form

u5(
j

Aj exp~2qjj!exp~ ivt2 ik'•r'!. ~7!

~Aj are certain constants!.
It follows from ~5! and ~6! as well as from the result

obtained in Ref. 8 that since the formation of an elas
exchange NSW in the model of EA AFM under investigati
is impossible forH50 andkPXY; ui0Z, we shall analyze
the effect of an external magnetic field on the NSW locali
tion near the mechanically free surface of the magnet just
this case. We assume that the normaln to the surface of the
magnet is directed alongui0Z and coincides with one of the
Cartesian axes of the coordinate system introduced abov
was mentioned above that the corresponding character
equation is bicubic, and hence its roots can be determine
analytical form. However, for the sake of simplicity and v
sualization of calculations, we consider here only the c
when the applied magnetic fieldH'L ~H!HE is the inter-
sublattice exchange field! satisfies the condition

vH
2 @v0

2; vme
2 . ~8!

This condition allows us to disregard the emergence of
antiferromagnetism vector~L,l ! from the plane with the nor-
mal alongH.14 If we assume, without loss of generality, th
the applied magnetic field is collinear to the axis 0X, the
characteristic equation~5!, ~6! under the condition~8! be-
comes biquadratic inq and assumes the following form fo
different orientations of the normaln to the interface
~kPXY; ṽ 0

2[v0
21c2k'

2 !:

for ni0Y,

q42P1q21P250, ~9!

where

P15
ṽ0

21c2k'
2 2v

*
2

c2 ; P25
ṽ0

21vme
2 2v

*
2

c2 k'
2 ;

for ni0X,
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q42P1q21P250, ~10!

where

P15
ṽ0

21c2k'
2 1vme

2 2v
*
2

c2 ; P25
ṽ0

22v
*
2

c2 k'
2 .

If q1,2 are the roots of the characteristic equation~9! or ~10!,
we can use relations~7!–~10! to classify possible types o
two-partial elasto-exchange NSW depending on the type
their spatial localization near the surface of the magnet. T
results of analysis forHin and H'n are shown in Figs. 1
and 2 respectively. In these figures, regions I and II cor
spond to the surface NSW (q1,2

2 .0) or bulk NSW of the first
type ~q1

2,0; q2
2.0!. Region III in Fig. 1 corresponds to

generalized surface NSW~Req1,2
2 Þ0; Im q1,2

2 Þ0!, while
bulk elasto-exchange NSW of the second type (q1,2

2 ,0) are

FIG. 1. Possible types of elasto-exchange NSW:Hi0X, L i0Z, kPXY,
ni0Y ~in the limit ~8!! depending on frequencyv and wave number

k' : f 15ṽ0
21vme

2 ; f 65v0
262vmeck' .

FIG. 2. Possible types of elasto-exchange NSW:Hi0X, L i0Z, kPXY,
ni0X ~in the limit ~8!! depending on frequencyv and wave numberk' : f

5ṽ0
2.
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observed forv* andk' from region IV in Fig. 1. Thus, the
results of the above classification of possible types of pro
gating elasto-exchange NSW depending on the type of t
spatial localization near the interface between magnetic
nonmagnetic media do not differ from the results of class
cation carried out in Ref. 7 for an EA AFM forH50. How-
ever, for the geometry under consideration~kPXY, ui0Z!,
the types of elasto-exchange NSW listed above cannot e
if we do not take into account magnetic anisotropy~in the
given case, induced by the fieldH'L ! in the plane of propa-
gation of the magnetic wave.

Using the results of the above classification of possi
types of propagating elasto- exchange NSW, we can go o
to the solution of the boundary-value problem.4 The disper-
sion equation for a surface elasto-exchange NSW is de
mined from the condition of nontrivial solvability of~4! for
amplitudesAi from ~7!.

3. GENERALIZED SURFACE NUCLEAR SPIN WAVE

According to calculations, a propagating surface NS
of the elasto-exchange type can be formed only whenH'n.
The corresponding energy–momentum relation in appro
mation~1! can be obtained explicitly for an arbitrary value
the wave vectork' :

v
*
2 5N11@N1

22N2#1/2;

N15ṽ0
22c2k'

2 /2; N25ṽ0
42c2k'

2 ~ṽ0
21vme

2 !. ~11!

The structure of the NSW under consideration is determi
by expression~7! for j 52 taking into account~11! and the
relations~see~9!!

q1,2
2 5

P1

2
1F S P1

2 D 2

2P2G1/2

. ~12!

It should be noted above all that this type of elas
exchange NSW is an ‘‘anisotropic’’ wave since it is not o
served in the absence of magnetic anisotropy in the plan
propagation of the wave (H50). Taking into account the
above classification, we can easily prove that for small w
vectors the NSW surface under consideration is a genera
~Req1,2

2 Þ0; Im q1,2
2 Þ0! surface wave which is transforme

into a two-partial surface NSW (q1,2
2 .0) when k'5k*

(k* 53vme/2c) ~see Fig. 1!.
An analysis shows that the presence of axial magn

anisotropy with a constantbs does not change qualitativel
the type of dispersion of the anisotropy of the generaliz
surface NSW~11! ~as compared to the above case withbs

50!, but affects significantly the type of its spatial localiz
tion near the free surface of the magnet in the range of sm
values of uk'u. According to calculations, the anisotrop
elasto-exchange NSW in question for quite small wave nu
ber k' is a two- partial surface wave (q1,2

2 .0) whose
energy–momentum relation fork'5k* 2(bs) is smoothly
transformed into the energy–momentum relation for a g
eralized surface NSW, and then into the energy–momen
relation for a two-partial surface NSW fork'5k* 1(bs). In
this case, the characteristic wave numbersk* 6 are connected
with bs through the relation
a-
ir

nd
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ist

e
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k
* 6
2 7

vme

c
k* 65H bs

3
1F S bs

3 D 2

1
k* 6

3 G2J 1/2

. ~13!

It follows hence that in the case of completely free spins~i.e.,
for bs50!, k* 25k* 53vme/2c; k* 150. The energy–
momentum relation of the generalized anisotropic surf
NSW under investigation forbsÞ0 cannot be found in ex-
plicit form. Taking into account relation~12!, we can write
the energy-momentum relation in the form

q1
21q2

21q1q25k'
2 1bs~q11q2!. ~14!

For bs50, the root of~14! is determined by relation~11!.

4. ANALYSIS OF THE SHAPE OF CONSTANT-FREQUENCY
MAGNON SURFACE

It was proved in Ref. 10 that the shape of the consta
frequency surface for normal elasto-exchange nuclear
oscillations of an unbounded magnet is in one-to- one co
spondence with anomalies of the spectrum of bulk osci
tions of a thin magnetic film made of the same material
would certainly be interesting to establish a relation~on the
basis of the relations obtained above! between the local ge
ometry of a constant-frequency surface of normal spin os
lations and the formation of the corresponding generali
surface spin wave on the mechanically free surface of
magnet. It can easily be shown that the corresponding c
acteristic equation foru'k and for given geometries o
nuclear spin oscillations~kPXZ, kPYZ, or kPXY in the
case~8!! can be written in the form

v
*
2 5v0

21vme
2 ~k•n!2

k2 1c2k2, ~15!

wheren is a unit vector along the direction of the ‘‘difficult’’
or middle magnetic axis~niH for kPXY or kPXZ for
Hi0X or ni0Y for kPYZ!. For v5const, relation~15! de-
termines the shape of the cross section of the relev
constant-frequency surface of a normal NSW in an u
bounded antiferromagnet by the plane of propagation of
wave in the space of wave vectorsk. An analysis shows tha
for uk•nu5uku, the curve acquires segments with a negat
curvature in the case when the following relation holds:

v
*
2 <v0

212vme
2 . ~16!

A comparison of the condition for the emergence of se
ments with a negative curvature on a constant-frequency
face in the spectrum of normal spin oscillations for an u
bounded magnet with characteristic points on the plane
the parametersv andk' ~see Fig. 1! readily shows that the
equality sign in~16! corresponds to the point where the r
gions of bulk NSW of the first type (q1

2,0, q2
2.0) and the

region of generalized surface NSW~Req1,2
2 Þ0; Im q1,2

2 Þ0!
merge:

k'5vme/c; v
*
2 5v0

212vme
2 . ~17!

A comparison of relations~11!–~16! leads to the conclu-
sion that the fulfillment of criterion~16! for a given direction
of propagation of spin oscillations in the plane of the boun
ary is a sufficient condition for the formation of a genera
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ized surface spin wave. Its energy–momentum relation
determined by formula~11! in the case when the surface
the magnet is mechanically free, and spins are not fixed
can be easily proved that this criterion of the formation o
generalized surface spin wave also holds for other ge
etries of the problem, for example, for the geometry cons
ered in Ref. 8:L ini0Z, k''u'n. It should be noted that the
fact that the obtained criterion of the formation of gener
ized surface spin waves does not differ qualitatively fro
that proposed earlier by Kosevich and Syrkin15–17 for the
formation of a generalized surface elastic wave of the R
leigh or Gulyaev–Blustein type also speaks in favor of
correctness of the given criterion. However, in the geome
under consideration (n'u'k') and for the thermodynamic
potential ~2!, none of the types of surface acoustic wav
investigated in Refs. 15–17 is observed.

CONCLUSIONS

Thus, the results obtained here imply that

~1! the hybridization of the exchange and phon
mechanisms of the Suhl–Nakamura exchan
in the nuclear spin subsystem of a magnetically orde
crystal leads to the formation of formerly unknown typ
of propagating generalized NSW in an anisotropic cr
tal;

~2! the type of spatial localization of this surface magn
depends considerably on the magnitude of the w
numberuk'u and on the surface magnetic anisotropybs :

~3! the directions of formation of curvature of a consta
frequency surface for normal elasto-exchange nuc
spin oscillations of an unbounded magnet are in one
one correspondence with the conditions of formation
generalized surface spin waves on the mechanically
surface of the magnet.
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Electron sound in aluminum. Electron–electron scattering
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and V. V. Khotkevich
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The relaxation parameters of charge carriers in aluminum are measured by investigating the
attenuation of electron sound and acoustic wave transfer under Doppler-shifted cyclotron
resonance. It is shown that the electron–electron relaxation rate at spherical parts of the
hole sheet of the Fermi surface is close to the results of the theory~A. Jaquieret al., Phys. Rev.
B52, 13005~1995!! that takes into account the electron–electron interaction with the
exchange of virtual phonons. At the same time, the experimental anisotropy of the
electron–electron scattering is considerably smaller than the calculated value. A noticeable
anisotropy of the electron–impurity collisions frequency in aluminum is discovered.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!00503-9#
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INTRODUCTION

The temperature dependence of the bulk electron re
ation rate is determined by two processes: electron–elec
(e–e) and electron–phonon~e–ph! collisions. At helium
temperatures, the following dependences have been e
lished reliably for the corresponding relaxation frequenci

nee~T!5aT2, ne ph~T!5bT3.

The order-of magnitude estimate1 for the ratio of the coeffi-
cientsa andb has the form

a/b'ms2/k,

where m is the effective electron mass,s the velocity of
sound, andk the Boltzmann’s constant. For a standa
simple metal~m'm0 , s2.1011 cm2/s2! a;b, i.e., e–ph
collisions prevail forT.1 – 2 K.

In general, the coefficientsa andb depend on the direc
tion of the electron wave vectork. The measurement of elec
tron relaxation frequencies in a given metal, especially th
dependence on the direction ofk, is an important problem in
the electron physics of metals since it is a good test
theoretical models of the electron relaxation rate develo
in recent publications.

The measurement ofb does not pose any difficulty: Any
ballistic effects makes it possible to do that quite accurat
As a rule, the quantity being measured is the value ob
averaged over a cyclotron orbit, although the methods all
ing one to findb~k! also exist.

The situation withe–e collisions is more difficult. The
coefficient a can be determined in two ways. The fir
method is obvious and involves measurements at low t
1691063-777X/98/24(3)/13/$15.00
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peraturesT<1 – 2 K. The difficulties of this method are ap
parently associated with precision measurements of we
varying quantities at presence of the background of sca
ing at impurities. Superconductivity can also be a deterio
ing factor.

The other method is an analysis of effect insensitive
small-angle scattering typical for low-temperaturee–ph col-
lisions. The most known example is electrical resistan
r(T), although an unambiguous interpretation of experim
tal data which are results of averaging over the entire Fe
surface~FS! is also a nontrivial problem.

The history of studying the mechanisms of electron sc
tering is extremely rich: More than a dozen reviews a
monographs have been devoted to this subject. The m
interesting problem is the separation of thee–e scattering.
This was done comparatively easily for transition metals
which the values ofa are larger than the values ofb by
several times. Reliable data were also obtained for metal
the alkali group. This problem is far from being solved com
pletely for simple polyvalent metals; the situation has b
come slightly more clear in recent years for Al only.

Aluminum is one of the most interesting metals from t
point of view of the electron theory since theoretical calc
lations taking into account the actual form of both the ele
tron and phonon spectra can be carried out completely du
the relative simplicity of its FS. However, the experimen
situation remained entangled almost as a detective story
recently. The contribution ofe–e collisions behaved as a
fantom which now appeared and then vanished even in
same type of experiments. Quantitative results obtained
different experiments were extremely contradictory. The r
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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sons behind such a state are quite trivial and boil down to
insufficient accuracy of measurements. The improvemen
accuracy by two or more orders of magnitude, which h
become possible due to revolutionary advances in dig
technique, made it possible to tackle this problem at le
partially.

Without going into the history of studying thee–e scat-
tering in Al, which is described in detail in several review
~see, for example, Refs. 2 and 3!, we shall describe the state
of-the-art in this field as we see it now.

~1! In 1981, the results of precision measurements ofr(T)
were reported,4 summing up the history of more than 1
years of investigations of transport properties of Al
zero magnetic field. It was found unambiguously that
quadratic contribution tor(T) in Al prevails in the tem-
perature interval aboveTc51.17 K up to 4.2 K. As re-
gards thee–ph contribution tor(T), it was found that it
obeys the Bloch law (re ph(T)5BT5) for 1.2 K,T
,2.2 K, while near 4 K the temperature dependence b
comes weaker, approachingT3.

~2! In 1994, the contribution ofe–e collisions to the attenu-
ation of the amplitude of rf size effect in Al was me
sured reliably for the first time.5 The orbital-averaged
values ofa were measured for an orbit of the hole she
of the FS as well as for two orbits belonging to th
electron sheet of the FS. The value ofa on the electron
sheet proved to be 3–4 times larger than on the h
sheet.

~3! In 1995, a sort of final theoretical calculation of the ele
tron relaxation rate in Al was reported.6 In this publica-
tion, the coefficientsa andb were presented as function
of the wave vectork on the FS. It was found that th
functionb~k! is strongly anisotropic and attains its max
mum values near the edges of the Brillouin zone~the
anisotropy factor is;20!. The behavior ofb~k! is basi-
cally in accord with the available large body of expe
mental data. The theoretical anisotropy ofa~k! also
turned out to be significant~the anisotropy factor;10!
like the anisotropy ofb~k! as a result of inclusion of the
e–e interaction with the exchange of virtual phonon
The results of calculations correctly describe the diff
ence in the rates of thee–e relaxation on the hole and
electron sheets.

It seems obvious, however, that the theory is much m
advanced than the experimental studies: a comparison ca
carried out only for three experimentally measured values
a averaged over the orbit5 ~the one orbit on the hole shee
and the two ones on the electron sheet! and for the coeffi-
cient of the quadratic contribution tor(T).4 On the whole,
calculated values are 1.5–3 times as high as the meas
ones. Such an agreement should be regarded as bas
satisfactory and indicating undoubtedly the success of
theory. Nevertheless, the quantitative agreement betwee
theory and experiment has not been reached so far. Fo
ample, the result of averaging of the theoretical values oa
over the relevant orbit on the main hole sheet of the FS
three times as high as the experimental value. Does
mean that all the calculated values ofa~k! should be reduced
n
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by a factor of three while preserving the theoretical anis
ropy, or is the latter absent or strongly smoothed?

In this research, we endeavor to remove this lag betw
experiments and the theory~at least partially! and to obtain
data on thee–e scattering at some characteristic points
the hole sheet on the FS of Al. We obtained the requi
information from an analysis of the temperature depende
of attenuation of electron sound.7 It was found that thee–e
scattering rate in all spherical regions of the FS is clo
(;70%) to that calculated for the center of a hexagonal f
of the hole sheet~point L!. However, the experimentally ob
served anisotropy ofa ~anisotropy factor 2! turned out to be
much smaller than the value calculated by Jaquieret al.6

1. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

1.1. Measurements

Electron sound~ES! is a fast electron mode propagatin
in a metal at a velocityvES close to the Fermi velocityvF

and characterized by a linear energy–momentum relat
Electron sound is associated with lattice deformation a
hence can be excited quite easily and detected with a he
piezoelectric transducers~the coupling coefficient K
;(s/vF)2!. Electron sound can be of various physical orig
~1! collective oscillations of the electron subsystem of t
zero sound type, propagating in a two-component Fe
liquid8 under the conditionsv/n>1 ~v/2p is the frequency
of oscillations!; ~2! a damped concentration mode associa
genetically with zero sound and existing forv/n<1,7,10 ~the
velocities of zero sound and concentration mode are clos
the maximum Fermi velocity!, and~3! purely ballistic trans-
fer of elastic perturbation by nonequilibrium electrons fro
one sample face to another, i.e., a quasiwave9 associated, as
a rule, with a reference point on the FS. The origin of ES
not essential for the further analysis since for all the ES ty
listed above, the temperature dependence of damping is
scribed by the simple exponential dependence

uES5Ku0 exp~2n~T!L/vES!, ~1!

whereuES is elastic strain in the ES wave,u0 the excitation
amplitude, andL the sample thickness. Formula~1! reflects
the fact that ES is excited directly on the sample surfa
This statement is obvious for zero sound or a concentra
wave since these oscillations, as well as an acoustic w
are intrinsic modes of the metal, which are renormalized
the acousto-electron interaction. Being excited on the m
surface, these modes propagate further without interac
with one another. The fact that a quasiwave is excited es
tially at the surface is less obvious, but theoretical calcu
tions confirm this statement completely.10 Physically, this is
due to the fact that all perturbations of the electron distrib
tion function in the bulk of the sample are self-averaged
view of a large difference between the Fermi velocity and
velocity of a sound.

The surface type of ES excitations is also responsible
the virtual independence of the transformation coefficienK
in ~1! of temperature. Thus, the logarithmic amplitude of E
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normalized to the time of flight contains direct informatio
on the temperature evolution of the electron relaxation
quency.

Although formal theoretical calculations indicate that E
is formed by a small group of effective electrons in the ran
of low dampingv/n>1, small-angle scattering is ineffectiv
in ES attenuation under actual experimental conditions.
example, the physical reasons behind the broadening of
gular perturbation of the distribution function, leading to lo
efficiency of one-phonon scattering in the propagation
zero sound, are considered in Ref. 7. However, the gen
and probably main reason for the ineffectiveness of sm
angle scattering is associated with the experimental geom
irrespective of the origin of ES. The diameters of t
piezoelectric-transducers in our experiments as well as
distance travelled by ES are comparable with the ES wa
length or are even smaller than this value. The partial wa
arriving along inclined trajectories at the observation po
are slightly out of phase relative to the principal wave t
versing the shortest distance from the emitting transduce
the receiving one, and make a comparable contribution to
ES signal. The size of the effective electron group is the
fore determined not by the properties of the electron sp
trum, but by the aperture of the system of piezoelectric tra
ducers. It leads to a considerable broadening of
perturbation region of the distribution function. Thus, t
departure of electrons from the ‘‘hot’’ regions of the mome
tum space due to scattering at phonons is of the diffus
type as in the case of transport experiments at low temp
tures, and the effective frequency of thee–ph relaxation
obeys the Bloch law. However, in contrast tor(T), relax-
ation of the distribution function and not of the total mome
tum of the electron system is sufficient for ES attenuati
and hence normal collisions are as important as collisi
involving U-processes.

The experiment7 made with different metals~Ga, Al,
Mo, and W! revealed the high efficiency of the method d
scribed above for separating thee–e component of scatter
ing. For example,e–e collisions in Al make a decisive con
tribution to ES attenuation up to 10 K. According to formu
~1!, the ES attenuation length that virtually coincides w
the mean free path for effective electrons is a directly m
surable quantity. In order to compare these results with
data obtained in other experiments and with the calcula
values, we must determine the relaxation frequency,
measure independently the ES velocity in a given directi
Such measurements were made in Ref. 7 only for Ga.
interesting to note that the value ofa.1.63107 s213K22

for Ga measured in Ref. 7 is comparable with the kno
maximum valuea.2.53107 s213K22 for Mo.3 This means
that transition metals are not distinguished by a stronge–e
scattering which can be quite significant in a simple nontr
sition metal also.

1.2. Sample preparation

Samples having a thickness of 3–4 mm and the requ
orientation were cut by the electric spark technique from
single crystals prepared from high-purity material ensur
the ratio of resistivities at room and helium temperatu
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RRR.43104. The error in the orientation relative to th
crystallographic axes was60.5°. After lapping to make
their surfaces plane-parallel, the samples were etched in
luted ~40%! KOH, annealed in dry hydrogen for 0.5 h atT
5500 °C, 0.5 h at 450 °C, and slowly cooled~for 3–4 h! to
room temperature. After this, the plane-parallel shape of
working surfaces, which was spoiled by etching, was
stored by careful lapping with a fine (;5 mm) polishing
powder. The latter operation was required since although
surface undulation (;2 – 5mm) emerging during etching
and undesirable in purely acoustic experiments is actu
insignificant for ES with a wavelength;1 cm. However, the
deviations from planarity of the working surfaces in the me
surements of the ES velocity~see below! were sources of
considerable errors, which made us to sacrifice the qualit
the surface which is inevitably deteriorated during polishin

The averaged impurity relaxation frequencyn0 in the
samples was estimated by measuring the change in the
locity of sound atT51.5 K in a strong magnetic field~q'H,
where q is the wave vector of sound! as compared to its
value for H50. The required perpendicularity ofq and H
was attained at the symmetry point of the effect with sm
(;s/vF) scanning of the angle between these vectors.
cording to Ref. 11 the change in the volocity of sound
defined by the formula

Ds

s
5S Ds

s D
n→0

v2

v21n2 ,

from which the frequencyn05(0.9560.1)3109 s21 was de-
termined from the measurement ofDs/s at two frequencies
~50 and 100 MHz!.

In order to verify the matching between the obtain
value of the impurity relaxation frequency and the know
value of the residual resistance of the initial material, we c
use the elementary Drude formula corresponding to the
electron approximation taking into account the effecti
mass renormalization constantl:

s5
ne2

n0m0~11l!
. ~2!

It is well known, however, that if we use in~2! the
values ofn andm0 from the free electron model, the resi
tivity of Al turns out to be lower by approximately a facto
of two.12 In order to somehow take into account the actu
electron structure of Al, we shall use the band value of
plasma frequency Vp5A4pne2/m51.8831016 s21,13

which gives forl50.4 ~as in Ref. 14! the value ofRRR
.(6.360.6)3104. The latter value is still 1.5 times large
than the actual one apparently in view of incomplete cons
eration of band effects.

2. PROPAGATION OF ES IN Al
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

2.1. Measurement of ES velocities

The most complicated problem is the measuremen
ES velocities. In order to find their values, it is necessary
measure the phase shiftw(L) of the ES signal upon a chang
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in the sample thicknessL. On one hand, the sample thick
ness must be at least 3 mm for a reliable separation of the
signal from the leading edge of an acoustic pulse whose
plitude is four orders of magnitude larger than the amplitu
of the signal under investigation. On the other hand, the
purity mean free path limits the maximum thickness of t
sample to;4 mm. Thus, the phase shift introduced by t
sample upon a change of its thickness by 1 mm at an e
tation frequency of 108 Hz and an ES velocity of;108 cm/s
amounted to;0.5 rad and could be measured to a high d
gree of accuracy. The main source of errors was the reglu
of piezotransducers to samples of different thickness. Pie
electric elements were glued with a layer of silicon
GKZh-94 of thickness;1.5– 2mm. A ratio of acoustical
impedances of the glue and the sample~as well as piezoelec
tric element and delay line! ;0.2. Neglecting the attenuatio
of sound in the glue, we can easily find the variation of ph
shift introduced by glue layers upon a change in their thi
nessd l :

dw5S 11
2.5

11~2.5q0l 0!2Dq0d l 22q0d l ,

where q0 is the wave number for sound in the glue lay
(q0;2.53103 cm21 for v52p3108 s21!. Thus, the ran-
dom variation of the thicknessl 0 of the glue layer by 0.5mm
generates a phase shiftdw;0.25 rad comparable to the valu
to be measured.

The variationdw associated with the change inl 0 is also
accompanied by the corresponding change in the ampli
of sounddA0 . It would be possible in principle to establis
the correlation dependencedw(dA0) and to correct the re
sults of measurements. In actual practice, however, su
procedure cannot be carried out since the acoustic chara

FIG. 1. The phase of the ES signal for various sample thicknesses
directions:qi@111#(h),qi@100#(n),qi@110#(s); f 5100 MHz.
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istics of the adhesive material are not known exactly, and
only way out is to make repeated measurements followed
the statistical analysis of the results. In order to narrow
confidence interval and to reduce the number of meas
ments the following additional condition was used: t
straight lines approximating the dependencew(L) for differ-
ent crystallographic directions must pass through the sa
point ~the phase reference point! for L50 ~see Fig. 1!. Since
Al is virtually isotropic in its elastic properties, such a lim
tation is entirely substantiated. The slopes of approximat
straight lines determine the corresponding ES veloci
whose values are given in Table I for the principal cryst
lographic directions. For the comparison, the table also gi
the Fermi velocities at corresponding reference points for
hole sheet of the FS,14 with which our results coincide to
within experimental errors. It should also be noted that
results of measurements ofvES correctly reflect the relation
between velocities from Ref. 14 forqi@100# and qi@111#.
Thus, the ES is associated with reference points of sphe
region of the hole sheet of the FS at least for these orie
tions.

2.2. Temperature dependences of ES damping

The native experimental curves for the logarithmic a
plitude of ES for the case of its propagation along the pr
ciple crystallographic axes are shown in Fig. 2 in the form
temperature dependences of the reciprocal length of att
ation. Plottingg52 ln uES as a function ofT2 or construct-
ing the dependence]g/]T2, we can easily prove that th
main contribution to these dependences comes from
component quadratic inT. An example of such a construc
tion is presented in Fig. 3 which shows that the coefficie
a/vES;0.05.

It should be noted that the temperature dependences
sented in Fig. 2 can be described equally well by a com
nation of the quadratic contribution ofe–e collisions with
Bloch’s law or with the cubic contribution corresponding
the efficiency of all collisions with phonons. In the latte
case, the coefficient ofT3 must be determined by the con
stantb which is well known from other experiments~see, for
example, Ref. 15!. With such an interpretation, however, th
values of b.(2 – 3)3105 s21K23 obtained from our data
~see Fig. 2! are an order of magnitude smaller than the mi
mum values given in Ref. 15. We believe that this fact co
firms a low efficiency of small-angle scattering in a prop
gating ES and justifies the representation of thee–ph
contribution to ES attenuation in the form of Bloch’s law.

nd
TABLE I. Velocities of electron sound and Fermi velocities.

Direction
q

vES ,
108 cm3s21 vF , 108 cm3s21 L, cm a0 /vES , cm213K22 a0 , 106 s213K22 a0 calc, 106 s213K22

Q, K
b052.43106 s213K23

qi@111# 1.2460.2 1.3814 0.315 0.04460.004 5.5 6.576 19065
0.418 0.03860.004 4.8 16065

qi@110# 1.2660.2 - 0.308 0.04760.004 5.8 - 12565
0.380 0.04260.004 5.2 14565

qi@100# 1.0360.2 1.2814 0.274 0.05560.004 5.7 11.256 10565
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In order to extract quantitative characteristics ofe–e
and e–ph scattering from experimental dependences,
must take into account the energy dependence of the rat
both processes and carry out averaging in~1! with a weight
function in the form of the derivative of the Fermi energ
distribution at a given temperature~see, for example, Ref. 3!.
It is well known16 that averaging over energy leads to

FIG. 2. Temperature variation of ES attenuation:qi@111#(a),qi@110#
3(b),qi@100#(c), f 554.3 MHz. Smooth curves correspond to approxim
tion according to~3!.

FIG. 3. Smoothed derivative (1/2T)]g/]T:qi@111#,L50.315 cm,
f 554.3 MHz.
e
of

increase in the constantsa andb being measured at very low
temperatures, when a decrease in the mean free path d
energy dispersion of relaxation frequencies is insignifica
In this case,aeff5(4/3)a0 , beff5(12/7)b0 in an experiment
with significant small-angle scattering andbeff5(80/31)b0

otherwise. The subscript ‘‘0’’ marks the values of the co
stants at the Fermi level. At an arbitrary temperature, we
assume that the coupling constant for electrons with ela
deformation is independent of energy and use the formu
for energy averaging given by Gasparov and Huguenin3 in
terms of directly measurable logarithmic amplitude norm
ized to the sample thickness:

ln uES

L
5

1

L
ln E

0

` exp@2~nee~y!1ne ph~y!!L/vES#

2 cosh2~y/2!
dy,

~3.1!

nee~y!5a0T2~11y2/p2!, ~3.2!

neph~y!5
b0T3

7z~3! S E
Q/T

`

x2F~x,y!dx

1S T

Q D 2E
0

Q/T

x4F~x,y!dxD , ~3.3!

F~x,y!5
~ey11!2

tanh~x/2!~e2y12ey coshx11!
. ~3.4!

Here x and y are the phonon and electron energies in te
perature units andF(x,y) is the so-called population factor.3

The interpolation relation~3c! takes into account a transitio
from low-efficiency small-angle scattering atT!Q to the
effective scattering atT>Q, whereQ/s is the characteristic
size of the ‘‘hot’’ spot on the FS,3 which is associated with
ES. Expressions~3a!–~3c! contain the three paramete
(a0 ,b0 ,Q) to be determined, whose values should be
lected for the best description of experimental dependen
Running ahead, we note that the values ofQ obtained for
minimum possible values ofb0

15 are at least an order o
magnitude higher than the upper limit of the experimen
temperature,15 and the first term in~3c! makes practically no
contribution; this reduces the description ofuES(T) to a two-
parametric case. The deviation of the theoretical depende
~3! from a smoothed experimental dependence did not
ceed 1–2%~Fig. 4!. The results obtained for all the sample
under investigation are summarized in Table I.

It should be noted first that variations of the logarithm
amplitudeuES(T) normalized to the sample thickness sy
tematically deviated towards smaller values for samples w

FIG. 4. Smoothed difference between the experimental recording and
proximating curve,qi@100#.
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a larger thickness. Qualitatively the same tendency is a
observed in Eqs.~3! and is associated with a more rap
relaxation of electrons at a large distance from the Fe
level in a thick sample. However, this tendency is manifes
weakly and does not explain experimental dependences.
reasons can be proposed for a slower variation of lnuES(T)/L
upon an increase inL: a decrease in the transformation c
efficient with increasing temperature~the relative contribu-
tion of this process decreases with increasingL! and a rela-
tively large contribution of partial waves arriving alon
inclined trajectories in a thinner sample. A decrease of s
a contribution with increasing temperature is equivalent
the emergence of theQ(T) dependence and also leads to
sharper variation of lnuES(T)/L. This effect emerges due t
limited size of transducers and can be taken into accoun
an additional averaging in~3! over the angle. However, it is
hardly possible to carry out this procedure accurately in v
of insufficient initial data~the more so since the change
numerical values of parameters for samples of differ
thickness does not exceed significantly the possible err!.
Nevertheless, we believe that the values ofa0 and b0 /Q2

obtained for thicker samples are closer to actual ones.
It was noted above that our data do not allow us

determine the values ofb0 and Q separately; we can only
find their ratiob0 /Q2. In order to obtain the values ofQ
presented in Table I, we used the value ofb0;2.4
3106 s213K23 measured in Ref. 15 near the pointsL andX
at the Fermi level. The corresponding diameter of ‘‘h
spots’’ on the FS was about a half the characteristic size
spherical regions. Hence we can state that the ‘‘hot spo
associated with ES must be centered near the refer
points belonging to the spherical regions of the hole shee
the FS of Al, i.e., near the pointsL andX for qi@111# and
@100# respectively. Forqi@110#, these ‘‘hot spots’’ can be
located only in spherical regions of hexagonal cups of the
near the lineUW. Such a conclusion correlates with the si
of a ‘‘hot spot’’ which is maximum forqi@111# and mini-
mum for qi@100#. An analysis of the behavior of ES in
longitudinal magnetic field leads to the same conclusion:
qi@111# or qi@100#, the application of a magnetic field up t
35 kOe does not change significantly the amplitude or ve
ity of ES since the magnetic field does not draw effect
electrons from a ‘‘hot spot.’’ Forqi@110#, the ES amplitude
and velocity decrease sharply in a magnetic field, and the
signal vanishes even forH5300 Oe due to the carrying
away the effective electrons along trajectories from ‘‘h
spots.’’

Thus, the values ofa0 obtained by us also correspond
spherical regions of the FS, and we can compare them
the relevant calculated valuesa0 calc

6 given in Table I. The
following aspects are worth noting.

~1! The experimental values ofa0 are close to the value
calculated at the pointL.

~2! The theoretically predicted difference between thee–e
relaxation rates at the pointsL andX ~by a factor of 1.8!
is apparently not confirmed. If we estimate the value
a0 from the measured values of the ES velocities, th
will be no difference between the values ofa0 at these
o

i
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o

h
o
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t
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t
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points, and if we use the values of the Fermi velocit
from Ref. 14 for estimates~the ES velocities are close t
these values!, the anisotropy ina0 does not exceed 20%
It should also be noted that the orbit-averaged value
a055.13106 s213K22 on an orbit of the hole sheet o
the FS investigated by Jaquieret al.5 are in excellent
agreement with our data. All these facts indicate that
actual anisotropy ofa0 is much smaller than predicted i
Ref. 6.

It would be interesting to compare the obtained results~dis-
regarding the anisotropy ofa0! with the resistivity data.
Ribot et al.4 obtained the coefficient Aexp

5(2.7– 3) fV3mK22 for a quadratic contribution tor(T)
5AT2 in the temperature range 1.2 K,T,2.2 K. In order to
obtain an independent estimate ofree(T) from our data with
the help of~2!, we must use the low-temperature value
aeff5(4/3)a0.73106 s213K22. Taking into account the
band value of the plasma frequency and the constanl
50.4, we obtainA53.1 fV3mK22. Obviously, the agree-
ment is apparent since onlye–e collisions involving U-
processes lead to the relaxation of the total momentum of
system, which is responsible for electrical resistance, and
value of aeff should be reduced by a factor ofD. The esti-
mated values ofD vary from 0.2 to 0.8, andD50.4 is re-
garded at present as the most feasible value.2 On the other
hand, formula~2! gives values ofr smaller than actual val-
ues following from theRRRestimates by a factor of 1.5. Th
estimated value ofA is generally close to the experiment
one, but indeterminacy of these estimates is too large
make a conclusion about the presence or absence of an
ropy in thee–e scattering.

As regards thee–ph contribution to electrical resistanc
the spherical regions of the FS determine the behavio
r(T) only in ‘‘pure’’ limit, 17 when the impurity relaxation
can be neglected, i.e., forT.10 K; in this case,beff5b0.
Using the results obtained for the largest spherical region
the FS, i.e., forqi@111#, we can find the frequency ofe–ph
collisions16:

ne ph'
b0

Q2 E
0

`

x4F~x,0!dx596.44
b0

Q2 .

Hence we obtain from~2! for the coefficientB in Bloch’s
law atQ5175 K the valueB53.431023 fV3mK25, which
is approximately three times greater the experimental va
B51.231023 fV3mK25.18 This is not surprising since the
size of the diffusion region in the transport experiment
evidently larger than the size of the ‘‘hot spot’’ forming ES

Thus, the results of investigations of the frequency
e–e collisions in Al described above confirm, on one han
the closeness of calculated and experimental values on
spherical regions of the FS, and on the other hand, ca
shadow of doubt on the existence of noticeable anisotrop
nee.

In order to obtain a more definite answer to this qu
tion, we analyzed one more version of ES, viz., transfer
sound under Doppler-shifted cyclotron resonance~DSCR!.19
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3. ANALYSIS OF e – e SCATTERING BY THE METHOD OF
ELECTRON TRANSFER OF SOUND UNDER DSCR

An acoustic signal transferred by electrons under
DSCR can also be regarded as an ES variety of the qu
wave type. For a certain value of a longitudinal magne
field ~parallel toq!, we can find a group of electrons whos
maximum displacement along the vectorq over a cyclotron
period is a multiple of the acoustic wavelength. At this i
stant, the attenuation and velocity of sound experienc
sharp change, which is known as the magnetoacoustic r
nance ~or DSCR!. Resonant electrons transfer the elas
field of an acoustic pulse with the Fermi velocity over
distance of the order of the mean free path, at which the fi
can be easily detected. Naturally, this ballistic effect can a
be used for studying the temperature dependence of the
tron relaxation rate.

This effect differs significantly from the phenomena d
cussed above in the inapplicability of the simple relation~1!
for the DSCR transfer. Indeed, the transmission of the ela
field energy to resonant electrons takes place in the en
region of the sample occupied by the pulse, and a cohe
transfer signal is similarly formed in the entire volume of t
sample. As a result, the effect of pumping of the trans
field amplitude by the initial acoustic pulse during its lif
time in the sample is also significant.

The physical pattern of DSCR transport described her
quite complicated, and a complete theoretical analysis of
effect is required for obtaining quantitative information o
the electron relaxation frequency from the experiments. S
an analysis will be carried out in the next section.

3.1. The theory of electron transport of an acoustic wave
under DSCR

The effect of electron transport of a longitudinal acous
wave packet~pulse! propagating in a metal along thez-axis
is described by corrections to the solution of the wave eq
tion for the elastic strain vectoru5(0,0,u), i.e.,

2
]2u

]t2 1s2
]2u

]z2 5F~z,t !, F~z,t !5
1

r

]

]z
^L f ~z,t !&,

~4!

which are due to the electron forceF(z,t)11 exerted by non-
equilibrium charge carriers on the crystal lattice outside
region of localization of the principal pulse. Heres is the
velocity of sound in the adiabatic approximation,r the den-
sity of the metal, andL5Lzz the longitudinal component o
deformation potential. The angle brackets denote avera
over the Fermi surface. The nonequilibrium correcti
f (]nF /]«) to the Fermi distribution functionnF(«) in a
magnetic field directed along the acoustic wave vectorq sat-
isfies the kinetic equation

] f

]t
1v2

] f

]z
1

] f

]t
1n f 1eEv5L

]2u

]z]t
, ~5!

wheret is the time of electron rotation in a cyclotron orb
andn the collision frequency. In the general case, the sys
of equations~4! and ~5! should be supplemented with Max
well’s equation for determining the self-consistent elect
e
si-
c
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field E accompanying the formation of an acoustic wav
However, we will confine our further analysis only to th
deformation mechanism of electron interaction with elas
vibrations since the account of the electric field only leads
a renormalization of the amplitude of the effect witho
changing the form of space and time distribution of t
acoustic field we are interested in. Moreover, since the e
tron transport is accomplished by a small group of reson
charge carriers, and hence the electron forceF(z,t) is a
small perturbation, we can neglect the contribution of t
transferred acoustic field to the kinetic equation~5!, and as-
sume that the shape of the principal pulse in~5! is a preset
function of the wave coordinatej5z2st:

u~z2st!5U~j!exp~ iqj!, ~6!

where U(j) is the envelope of the pulse, which varie
smoothly over the acoustic wavelength, which coincides
the order of magnitude with the spatial period of the elect
trajectory. Physically, this assumption corresponds to
analysis of space and time intervals over which the atten
tion of the initiating pulse can be neglected.

The physical pattern of electron transport in a sample
a finite size 0,z,L comparable with the pulse lengthj0 is
complicated by the edge effects including the excitation o
quasiwave as well as an additional change in the amplit
of the effect upon the penetration of the pulse into t
sample. In this connection, let us first consider the elect
transport in an unbounded metal, confining our analysis
time interval 0,t!t0 which is smaller than the timet0 of
attenuation of the principal pulse. The kinetic equation~5! in
the accompanying reference frame, i.e.,

] f

]t
1~vz2s!

] f

]j
1

] f

]t
1n f 5vqu~j!L~t!, ~7!

in which we disregard the derivatives of the smooth envelo
U(j), should be supplemented with the boundary conditio
that can be reduced to the condition of equilibrium of cha
carriers flying from the bulk of the metal against the pu
localized on the interval2j0,j,0:

f ~v.0, j<2j0!5 f ~v,0, j>0!50, v5vz2s. ~8!

The solution of the kinetic equation~7! in front of the
principal pulse (j.0), which is obtained by the method o
characteristics taking into account the boundary conditi
~8!, i.e.,

f ~v.0, j.0!5vq exp~2nj/v !E
0

j0 /v
dt1

3exp~2nt1!L~t2t12j/v !u~2vt1! ~9!

has a clear physical meaning and describes the energy
moval by electrons from the pulse over its entire leng
2j0,2vt1,0 taking into account the relaxation attenu
tion of the contribution of distant segments of the pulse~ex-
ponential in the integrand! and subsequent attenuation of th
nonequilibrium distribution function upon an increase in t
distancej from the pulse front.

The separation of the resonant contribution to~9! is car-
ried out by the method of representation of the integral in~9!
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in the form of the sum of integrals over the cyclotron perio
TH , which is known from the theory of magnetoacous
resonance:

f ~v.0, j.0!5vq expS 2
nj

v D
3S E

0

TH
dt1 exp~2nt12 iqvt1!L

3S t2t12
j

v D (
n50

N21

U~2vt12nTHv !

3exp~2nTH~n1 iqv !!1E
NTH

j0v
dt1

3exp~2nt12 iqvt1!LS t2t12
j

v DU~2vt1!D ,

~10!

whereN is the maximum number of periods of the electro
trajectoryD(pz ,H)5vTH fitting into the pulse length. Fo
N@1, the last term in~10! is a small nonresonant correctio
and can be omitted. Neglecting also the weak relaxa
damping in the first term (nt1<nTH!1) as well as a smal
variation of the envelope (U(2vt12nvTH)'U(2nvTH))
over a cyclotron period, and substituting~10! into the expres-
sion for the electron force~4!, we obtain

F~z,t !5F~j!5
ivq2

r E m* dpz

2p2

j0

D~pz!
C1~D~pz!,j!

3C2~D~pz!!, ~11!

C1~D,j!5E
0

TH
dtE

0

TH
dt1L~t!LS t2t12

j

v D
5TH(

m
uLmu2 expF2p im

j

DG E
0

1

dx

3exp@ ix~2pm2qD!#, ~12!

C2~D !5
D

j0
(
n50

N21

U~2nD!exp@2n~nTH1 iqD !#

5 (
k52`

1` E
0

j0 dx

j0
U~2x!expS x

D
~2p ik2 iqD

2nTH! D . ~13!

In Eq. ~13!, we have used the Poisson summation formu
and Lm are the harmonics in the Fourier expansion of
periodic functionL(t1TH)5L(t):

L~t!5(
m

Lm exp~2 imVt!, V52p/TH , Lm5L2m* .

~14!

The functionC2(D) defined by~13! and containing in-
tegrals of a rapidly oscillating function is sma
s

n

,
e

(;(D/j0)U!U) virtually for any pz except the preferred
valuespzn satisfying the resonance condition

qDn5qD~pzn ,H !52pn, n51,2,..., ~15!

under which a resonant term of the order ofU with k5n is
singled out in the sum~13!. This term corresponds to elec
trons with an integral number of acoustic waves fitting into
period of the trajectory, its contribution to the electron for
is proportional to the width of the resonant group and is a
small in the general case. If, however, the resonance co
tion ~15! holds for a certain valueHn of the magnetic field
for a wide electron group, e.g., for a cross section with
extremal value of the period

qD~pz extr,Hn!52pn,
]D

]pz
~pz extr!50, ~16!

the electron force exhibits a sharp peak corresponding
resonant peaks of attenuation of sound in the DSCR the
and to an abrupt increase in the intensity of transfer in
case under investigation. Expanding the resonant term
~12! and ~13! in the vicinity of pz extr and integrating with
respect topz in ~11!, we obtain the value of electron force a
the point of thenth resonance:

Fn5An exp~ iqj!E
0

j0 dj8U~2j8!

Aj1j8
expS 2

n

v
~j1j8! D ,

An5
ivq2uLnu2 exp~p i /4!

2p2rApnDn9
;v2

vq

nV ULn

«F
U2

, ~17!

which indicates that resonant transfer forms a coher
acoustic field~‘‘precursor’’! with the frequency and wave
vector of the initial pulse, extending over a distance of t
order of a mean free path from the pulse front. Far aw
from resonance, the precursor field is small and incohe
~random!.

In order to calculate the precursor fieldun(j,t), we con-
sider the wave equation~4! which has the following solution
in the regionj.0 in front of the pulse at the point of thenth
resonance:

un~j,t !52An exp~ iqj!E
0

`

dt1~ t2t1!exp~2ivt1!

3E
0

j0
dj8

U~2j8!

Aj1j812st1
expS 2

n

v
~j1j8

12st1! D
'

Ant

2iv
exp~ iqj!E

0

j0
dj8

U~2j8!

Aj1j8

3expS 2
n

v
~j1j8! D;UvtULn

«F
U2 v

nV
qj0 . ~18!

The linear increase of the precursor amplitude with tim
reflects continuous pumping of the acoustic field being tra
ferred by nonequilibrium electrons removing energy fro
the pulse and is limited by attenuation which is not taken i
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consideration.1! The presence of an additional~power! at-
tenuation of the precursor described by the factor 1/Aj1j8
in the integrand is associated with dephasing of reson
electrons over large distances, and its shape can vary dep
ing on the type of the cross section ensuring resonant tr
fer.

The solution of the problem on electron transfer of
acoustic pulse in a finite-length sample can be constru
similarly if we assume that the metal surface scatters cha
carriers diffusely. In this case, the equilibrium condition~8!
in which the role ofj0 is played by the current valuest of
the pulse length in the sample~t50 is the instant when the
pulse enters the sample! holds asymptotically accurately fo
a narrow resonant group of electrons we are intereste
since f is the isotropic constant for reflected carriers det
mined from the electroneutrality condition and is negligib
small as compared to the resonant value off formed after the
passage of electrons through the pulse. The functionU(j)
describing the pulse envelope vanishes abruptly at
sample surfacez50 containing the emitter; among othe
things, this leads to the excitation of a quasiwave, i.e
long-wave (q'v/vz) elastic field propagating at a velocit
of the order of the Fermi velocity. The nonequilibrium co
rection to the distribution function calculated in analogy w
~9!, i.e.,

f ~v.0, j.0!5vq exp~2nj/v !E
0

T0~z,t !
dt1

3exp~2nt1!L~t2t12j/v !u~2vt1!,

T0~z,t !5
z

vz
2

j

v
5

s

v S t2
z

vz
D ~19!

vanishes fort,z/vz , reflecting the finiteness of the velocit
of the precursor propagating from the pulse front. For
time we are interested in (t;z/s@z/vz), the delay effect
becomes insignificant, and the quantityt0 can be replaced to
within s/vz by its approximate valuej0(t)/v5st/v. The ex-
pression for electron force at the resonance point coinc
with ~17! to the same accuracy, and the form of the precur
is described by the function

un~ t0!5
An

2iv
exp~ ivt0!E

0

ts2t0
dt

3~ ts2t02t !
U~ t !

At01t
exp~2x~ t01t !!, ~20!

where we go over to the time representation for the con
nience of comparison with experimental data~coordinates
are normalized to the velocity of sound!: ts5L/s is the
acoustic delay time in the sample,t0 the position of a reading
strobe-pulse measured from the instant of arrival of the le
ing front of the main acoustic signal at the receiving end
the sample, andx5ns/vH . Expression~20! differs from
~18! in the nonlinear dependence of the amplitude boos
on t0 due to a change in the length of the pulse entering
sample.

Concluding the section, we note thatvz was treated for
the sake of brevity as independent of the position of an e
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trons on the orbit. The inclusion of this dependence o
leads to the replacement ofv by its average valuev̄[vH on
the resonant orbit.

3.2. DSCR transfer in Al for q iHiGU

In view of the aim of our experiments, we had to choo
the sample orientation for which the ES signals discus
above are absent in a magnetic field, thus making inter
ence impossible. This discards the directions@111# and
@100#, but suggests an analysis of the@110# direction. In such
a geometry, however, the structure of DSCR transport is
productive, and so we chose the orientationqiHiGU for
which we can expect the emergence of transport by elect
near the boundary cross section passing through the poiU
and corresponding to a two-loop orbit breakage into two c
cular orbits. This would allow us to determine thee–e scat-
tering frequency near the pointsU andW at which the cal-
culated values ofa are maximum.

The study of DSCR transport is technically the same
experiments with ES: the amplitude of the elastic field pro
gating through the sample prior to the arrival of the ma
acoustic signal is detected with the help of a strobing syst
The recording of a DSCR transport signal in a sample w
qiHiGU at a frequency of 54.3 MHz is illustrated in Fig. 5
The main ~marked! group of signals corresponds to res
nances withn51. The only possible exception is the sign
E which can be attributed according to its position to res
nances of groupC for n52, but differs in behavior from
these resonances.

The absence of resonances withnÞ1 is apparently as-
sociated with the absence of wide regions of effective int
action of electrons with sound on resonant orbits, which
determined by the conditionq3vF50 ~in all probability,
this condition could be satisfied only on very narrow regio
on the edges of the hole sheet on the FS!. In this case, the
amplitude of thenth resonance is determined by the squa
of the nth harmonic of deformation potential, whose valu
decreases rapidly with increasingn (Ln}n22) when the
vectorq lies in the symmetry plane, and when the deform
tion potential varies smoothly; this explains difficulties i
volved in observing higher resonances.

FIG. 5. Recorded signal of longitudinal acoustic field transfer;qiHiGU,
f 554.3 MHz. Resonant magnetic fields are marked.
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The magnitude of the resonant fieldH res is determined
by the following simple formula following from~16!:

H res5
qc

2pe S ]S

]pH
D

extr

.

In order to identify resonances and~which is most im-
portant! to determine the velocityvH of propagation of trans-
fer signals, we carried out model calculations of]S/]pH and
vH .

3.3. Calculated differential characteristics of FS cross
sections in Al for H iGU

It should be noted that detailed information on a num
of differential characteristics of the band structure is n
available for a metal like Al, which has been investigat
thoroughly in many respects. The existing data mainly p
tain to high-symmetry points of the Brillouin zone~BZ! or to
some high-symmetry lines. For example, there are practic
no data on the behavior of the derivatives of the areas of
cross sections in Al along the lineGU of the BZ.

We calculated the band structure of Al by the method
pseudopotential~PP! using the highly effective PP model fo
Al proposed by Ashcroft20 in the four-wave approximation
The computational error forEn(k) did not exceed 1 mRy
The cross-sectional areasS(pH) of the hole sheet of the FS
in the second zone of Al were determined without using
any interpolation procedures associated with the computa
of the band structure, which ultimately allowed us to min
mize the error in the calculation of the derivatives]S/]pH .

In the plane of the FS cross section~for a fixed value of
pH!, the band structure was calculated directly at 1.63105

points of the BZ forming a regular two-dimensional mes
The values ofS(pH) for the simply connected hole FS in th
second zone were determined by calculating the mesh n
with E2(k).EF . The computational procedure for the d
rivatives ]S/]pH was based on numerical differentiation
the cross-sectional areas of the FS with respect to the
mentum in a given direction. It were used both of the si
plest differentiation algorithms for computing derivativ
with an adaptive step 0.01–0.0001 in the units of 2p/a, and
the representation of derivatives in terms of coefficients
the cubic spline constructed for the functionS(pH).

The above parameters of the computational algorit
ensured a reliable reproduction of the nonmonotonic dep
dence of]S/]pH , which suggests that the chosen model
the band structure of Al is the main source of systema
errors.

It should be noted that the computations carried out
us for the derivatives]S/]pH in the second zone in the ap
proximation of an empty lattice demonstrates a qualitativ
different pattern of extrema as compared to the PP meth
and does not allow us to interpret experimental data
equately. At the same time, reasonable variations of the
rameters of the computational algorithm in the PP appro
mation, including a shift of the Fermi level within 10 mR
from the value ofEF50.833 Ry used by us do not lead to
considerable change in the differential characteristics of
band structure. Taking into account the relative error of l
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than 1% in determining the band effective masses attai
here, the relative error in computation of drift velocities~ex-
cept in the case stipulated below! can be estimated as 10 %

Figures 6a and b show the calculated values of]S/]pH

and vH ; the corresponding resonances are marked near
tremal values of]S/]pH . Numerical data characterizing th
correspondence between the calculated and experimenta
ues of (]S/]pH)extr are presented in Table II together wit
corresponding values of the drift velocityvH .

It was noted above that certain difficulties are encou
tered in the classification of theE- resonance whose ident
fication with the second harmonic of theC-resonance does
not agree with our data. At the same time, it can be attribu
to the boundary cross sections emerging on ‘‘horns’’W of
the hole sheet of the FS at the instant of splitting of two-lo

TABLE II. Calculated and experimental values of (]S/]pH)extr and drift
velocities.

Resonance
(S8/2p)exp,

Å 21
(S8/2p)calc,

Å 21
vH zone,

108 cm3s21
vH zone/(11l),

108 cm3s21

A 1.05 1.067 1.06 0.76
B1 0.69 0.71 1.06 0.76
B2 0.656 0.665 0.65 0.46
C1 0.554 0.59 0.75 0.54
C2 0.516 0.49 0.54 0.39
D 0.36 0.33–0.34 1.0–1.1 0.75
E 0.26 ? ? ?
F 0.21 0.2 0.44 0.32

FIG. 6. Model dependence of the derivative of the cross-sectional are
the hole sheet of the FS forpH varying along theGU direction. The arrows
indicate the extrema corresponding to resonant fields in Fig. 5~a!; the model
dependence of the band drift velocity along theGU direction (HiGU) ~b!;
a is the crystal structure constant.
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orbits. However, the error of calculations in the vicinity
such a ‘‘topological transition’’ increases significantly takin
into account the divergence of]S/]pH as well as the cyclo-
tron mass. This is apparently the reason behind a spike
the theoretical dependencevH(pH) at the transition point,
although the drift velocity should not have any singularity
this point according to physical considerations. For this r
son, we shall not discuss here the behavior of
E-resonance and consider only the experimentally meas
dependences.

Some resonances may belong to an electron sheet o
FS. We did not calculate]S/]pH on this sheet since th
calculations of this kind are cumbersome due to multic
nectedness of such cross sections. It can be stated, how
that no extrema of]S/]pH are observed on the main tubes
the third electron band, which are successfully approxima
by ellipsoids~naturally, we are interested only in]S/]pH for
each simply connected cross section separately!. The ex-
trema can appear only in the regions of connection of
ellipsoids, in which the values of (]S/]pH)extr are small. The
‘‘fence’’ of resonances in the region of weak fields app
ently corresponds to these extrema.

On the whole, Table II demonstrates a good agreem
between the calculated and experimental values
(]S/]pH)extr.

Figure 7 shows schematically the position of cross s

FIG. 7. Central cross section of the FS of Al by the@110# plane. The traces
of resonant cross sections of the FS by the planes perpendicular to thGU
direction are denoted by corresponding letters.

FIG. 8. Temperature variations of the amplitude of DSCR transfers fot0

50. Straight lines correspond to approximation. Experimental curves
shifted arbitrarily one to another.
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tions on the FS, that generate the resonances marked in
5. It can be seen that the most interesting is theD-resonance
since the FS cross section corresponding to it lies near
pointsU andW.

3.4. Parameters of electron–impurity and e – e scattering

In order to obtain information on the parameters ofe–e
scattering, we must get rid of the phonon contribution to
total relaxation frequency; for this reason, we confine o
analysis to the temperature range 0.4 K,T,2 K. The tem-
perature dependences of the relative changes in the am
tudes of ‘‘precursors’’ for the resonancesB1 , C1 , D, E, and
F at t050 are shown in Fig. 8, which demonstrates that
law du/u5ãT2 holds well for all the resonances.

Since amplitude variations are small, we can derive
expression describingdu/u by confining ourselves in~20! to
the first term in the expansion in the small incrementdn of
the relaxation frequency:

du

u
5

*0
`~ ts2t !U~ t !x0At exp~2x0t !dt

*0
`~ ts2t !

U~ t !

At
exp~2x0t !dt

dn

n0
[S~x0!

dn

n0
,

x05n0s/vH . ~21!

Thus, in order to finda5ãn0 /S(x0) for the known shape of
the pulseU(t), we must also measure the electron–impur
relaxation frequencyn0 .

re

FIG. 9. Dependence of the logarithmic amplitude for DSCR transfers on
position of the strobe. Straight lines are approximations. The mutual
rangement of experimental points reflects the relative amplitude of sign

FIG. 10. Dependence of the coefficientsx0 andS on xeff ~see text!.
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TABLE III. Physical characteristics of investigated precursors.

Resonance ã, K22 xeff , 108 s21 x0, 108 s21 S(x0) n0 , 109 s21 a, 106 s213K22 a0 , 106 s213K22

B1 0.0109 0.129 0.060 1.18 0.67 6.2 4.660.4
C1 0.0132 0.156 0.087 1.54 0.69 5.9 4.460.4
D 0.00884 0.309 0.225 2.23 2.5 10 7.560.8
E 0.0082 0.205 0.135 1.97 ? ? ?
F 0.0065 0.387 0.29 2.17 1.37 4.1 3.160.5
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For this purpose, we measured the dependences o
amplitudes of the resonances in question ont0 at T50.4 K
~Fig. 9!. According to~20!, for large values of the paramete
x0 , the logarithmic amplitude is a linear function oft0 with
a slopex0 . This relation is nonlinear in the general case, b
according to numerical calculations, it is correctly appro
mated by a linear dependence with an effective slopexeff(x0)
in the range 0,t0,631028 s, where the transport field i
detected reliably.

The functionsS(x0) andx0(xeff) used for processing th
results are shown in Fig. 10. It should be emphasized
these functions are not universal, but are determined bts

~the sample thickness! and the shape of the exciting puls
The subsequent procedure of processing of the results lie
the following:xeff is determined from the slopes of approx
mating curves in Fig. 9, the values ofx0 andS(x0) are found
from Fig. 10, the value ofn0 is determined from the calcu
lated value ofvH presented in Table II, and finally, Fig. 8 i
used to find the values ofa which in the given case ar
averaged over energy. The final results for the resonan
under investigation are compiled in Table III.

Table III contains anything unexpected for the res
nancesB1 and C1 whose orbits mainly belong to spheric
regions of the FS. The frequencyn0 of impurity relaxation is
close to the value 0.953109 s21 measured earlier and ave
aged over the entire FS. The values of the constanta are also
virtually the same as those measured in Sec. 2 with the
of ES. The most unexpected result is apparently the ani
ropy in n0 : the impurity scattering frequencies for the res
nancesD and F are respectively four and two times th
value ofn0 for the resonancesB1 andC1 . At the same time,
the value ofa for the D resonance does not exceed t
doubled value ofa for the B1 andC1 resonances, althoug
the electron orbits for theD resonance are so close to poin
of the type ofU and W that we should expect an order o
magnitude increase in the value ofa according to the calcu
lations made by Jaquieret al.6

Let us now consider the reliability of the results perta
ing to the observed anisotropy ofn0 . Theu(t0) dependences
used to find the value ofn0 are reproducible, and their mea
surements does not impose straight requirements to the
curacy of experiments. The corrections connectingx0 and
xeff are significant only for small values ofxeff ; for large
slopes, however~see Fig. 10!, xeff approachesx0 irrespective
of the shape of the pulseU(t). The error in the estimation o
n0 is also determined by the error in the calculation ofvH as
well as by the used value of the electron–phonon renorm
ization constantl50.4, whose value apparently increases
0.6 as we approach the pointsU and W.15 In general, this
he
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es
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lp
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l-

can reduce the value ofn0 by less than 20–25%. It shoul
also be noted that the anisotropy inn0 was observed earlie
in experiments on the de Haas–van Alphen effect in hig
diluted Cu–Ni and Cu–Ge alloys.21

The estimates of thee–e interaction parametera are
primarily based on the measurement of relative change
the precursor’s amplitude as a function of temperature~see
Fig. 8!. These dependences are also reproducible. The n
level is determined primarily not by the smallness of t
amplitude of the transferred signal, but by the instability
the delay of a strobe-pulse with respect to an exciting
pulse since the measurements are made on the exponen
descending edge of the transferred signal. For smallxeff , the
corrections change the values ofn0 and S(x0) in the same
direction so that the value ofa virtually remains unchanged
For largexeff , the value ofS is independent ofxeff ~see Fig.
10! ~this is a reflection of the fact that the main transferr
signal in the case of strong scattering arrives from a dista
vH /n0!, and the dependence onts disappears. In this case
the estimates ofa andn0 are virtually of the same accuracy

In conclusion, let us formulate the main results. T
temperature dependences of the amplitude of electron so
in Al are determined almost completely by electron–elect
collisions up to 10–12 K in view of its extremely low sen
sitivity to small-angle scattering. Thee–e relaxation fre-
quency determined from such measurements on spherica
gions of the Fermi surface of Al is in good agreement w
calculations.6 The measurements of parameters ofe–e scat-
tering from the data on the transfer of sound under DS
have confirmed the estimates obtained for spherical reg
of the FS. However, the considerable~an order of magni-
tude! increase in the frequency ofe–e collisions near cor-
ners and edges of the hole sheet of the Fermi surface
dicted in the theory6 was not confirmed experimentally th
anisotropy factor does not exceed 2. A considerable incre
is observed in the frequency of electron–impurity collisio
near the pointsU andW of the Fermi surface for Al.

*E-mail: bezugly@ilt.kharkov.ua
** E-mail: fil@ilt.kharkov.ua
1!In our experiments, relaxation attenuation of ES is much stronger than

Landau absorption of an acoustic pulse, and the inclusion of the la
effect leads to insignificant corrections.
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Peculiarities of electronic properties of dŠSb‹ layers in epitaxial silicon. IV. Hopping
conductivity and nonlinear effects
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The temperature dependence of the kinetic electronic characteristics~conductivity,
magnetoresistance, Hall e.m.f.! is studied in the temperature interval 3–50 K on epitaxial silicon
crystals having ad ^Sb& layer with sheet concentrations of Sb atoms 131013 and 5
31012 cm22. The shape of the current–voltage characteristics is determined at various
temperatures. It is found that the low-temperature kinetic phenomena in these objects are governed
by the hopping mechanism of conductivity. A variable range hopping conductivity is
observed at sufficiently low temperatures (,10 K). The nonlinearity of the current–voltage
characteristics is explained by the theory of non-Ohmic hopping conductivity in moderately strong
electric fields. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!00603-3#
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INTRODUCTION

The electrical properties~conductivity, magnetoresis
tance, Hall e.m.f.! of d ^Sb&-layers in silicon obtained by
molecular beam epitaxy have been studied in a wide t
perature interval.1–3 The delta layer is a conducting layer o
atomic thickness formed by impurity atoms lying in the sa
crystallographic plane in the matrix of a semiconducti
crystal. Electrons responsible for thed-layer conductivity are
located in a symmetricV-shaped potential well formed du
to screening of the impurity atoms potential by electro
Electrons in the potential well form a two-dimensional ele
tron gas.

In contrast to the other types of two-dimensional ele
tron systems~inversion layers, heterojunctions, etc.!, d-
layers can be formed with any concentration of electro
The kinetic characteristics of five samples with the followi
concentrationND ~in cm22! of antimony atoms in thed-layer
were studied by us1 in a wide temperature interval~1.6–300
K!: 331014 ~sample A!, 131014 ~B!, 331013 ~C!, 131013

~D! and 531012 cm22 ~E!.1! All samples have an activatio
region of impurity carriers in which an exponential decrea
in resistance with increasing temperature is observed.
temperatures above which an activation of impurity carri
to the conduction band of silicon is clearly manifested
;70 K ~sample A!, ;60 K ~B!, ;45 K ~C!, and ;30 K
~samples D and E!. It was shown in Ref. 2 that at lowe
temperatures, the temperature and magnetic-field de
dences of conductivity and Hall e.m.f. for samples A, B a
C are described with a high degree of accuracy by quan
corrections to the conductivity associated with the interf
1821063-777X/98/24(3)/7/$15.00
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ence effects of weak localization~WL! of electrons and
electron–electron interaction~EEI! in a two-dimensional
system. An analysis of these dependences leads to the
perature dependence of the timetw of the electron phase
relaxation which is treated as a manifestation of t
electron–electron scattering in thed-layer, as well as the
spin–orbit interaction timetso and the electron–electron in
teraction parameterlD. A combined analysis of the interfer
ence effects and the electron-overheating effect in sam
A, B, and C provides information about the temperatu
variation of the timetep of electron–phonon relaxation.3

Properties of high-resistance samples D and E below
K were not discussed by us in Ref. 1 since their behav
does not correspond to the WL and EEI effects, but rathe
the hopping mechanism of conductivity. In this work, w
present the results of investigation of the behavior of c
ductivity of high-resistance silicon samples with ad^Sb&
layer upon a change in temperature~in the helium region!, as
well as magnetic and electric fields. The obtained tempe
ture dependences of resistance and current–voltage ch
teristics demonstrate the peculiarities of hopping mec
nisms of conductivity in two-dimensional electron system
The significant difference in the conductivity mechanisms
low- ~A, B! and high-resistance samples~D, E! is illustrated
by the dependenceRh(ND) ~curve1, Fig. 1! constructed for
the entire investigated batch of samples on the basis of
data obtained by us earlier1 and in the present work at
temperature 8 K. The sharp increase in the resistance aND

<331013 cm22 is associated with the metal–insulator tra
sition upon a decrease in the concentration of impurity ato
in the d-layer. Such a transition occurs under conditio
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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when the mean separation between ionized Sb atoms in
d-layer (;ND

21/2) is larger than the Bohr radiusaB charac-
terizing the dimensions of the electron wave function at
impurity atom. For the sake of comparison, Fig. 1 shows
dependenceRh(NA) for d-layers of boron, an acceptor im
purity in silicon,4 which was also measured at 8 K~curve2!.
In this case, the metal–insulator transition is observed
NA;131013 cm22, i.e. for a lower concentration than fo
Sb, which is apparently due to a larger value of the effect
Bohr’s radius for boron. Thus, the high-resistance sample
and E with ad^Sb&-layer are obviously on the insulator sid
of the metal–insulator transition.

2. MEASURING TECHNIQUE

The samples were single crystals of epitaxial silicon~of
size 63430.5 mm! with a d^Sb&-layer formed in the crys-
tallographic plane~100! and having the shape of a doub
cross. The contact areas of current and potential leads a
crystal surface made it possible to connect the sample in
measuring circuit. Measurements of resistance, magne
sistance, current–voltage characteristics, and Hall e.m.f
ported in the present work were made predominantly at t
peratures below 20 K~down to 3 K for sample D!. The
temperature was stabilized to within 0.05 K.

In view of the large range of variation of sample res
tance (103– 1012 V), measurements were made in two r
gimes, viz.,~a! by passing a fixed current~FC! through the
sample for measurement of resistance below 108 V ~measur-
ing currentI 51028 A!, we measured either the voltage dro
across the sample by the standard four-probe technique
directly the resistance with the help of an ohmmeter;~b! by
applying a fixed voltage~FV! across the sample having
resistance exceeding 108 V, in this case, we measured th

FIG. 1. Dependence of the resistanceRh on the sheet concentration N o
impurity atoms ind-layers in silicon for antimony~curve 1! and boron4

~curve2!.
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current in the sample circuit which was determined only
the sample resistance that is several orders of magni
higher than all the remaining resistances in the current
cuit. The results of measurements made in the FC and
regimes were ‘‘joined’’ in the vicinity of the value 108 V.

The investigated samples displayed transient proce
whose origin remains unclear. It was found that after cool
of the sample from room temperature to helium tempe
tures, the first application of voltage~FV regime! across the
sample results in the generation of a current whose va
increases sharply by a factor of 2–3 after a few seconds,
then increases slowly over the next tens of minutes by
order of magnitude as compared with the initial value. If
switchover to the FC regime~ohmmeter! is made severa
times instantaneously, a monotonic decrease in the sam
resistance is observed. Hence the applied voltage form
new state of the sample which is characterized by a lo
resistance. If the FC regime is preserved for a long time,
value of the sample resistance attained earlier in the FV
gime will increase very slowly, tending to its initial value
Hence the electric measurements lead to a decreas
sample resistance, the magnitude of the decrease being
larger, the longer the time interval over which measureme
are made, or the stronger the measuring current or the
plied voltage. This circumstance was taken into consid
ation during measurements. For example, the tempera
dependences of resistance were plotted from the result
measurements for a low applied voltage (,2 V). The result-
ing high-resistance state is reproduced in repeated cycle
measurements. Higher applied voltages as well as prolon
measuring cycles reveal low-resistance states of the sam
but theR(T) dependences obtained in such cycles are fu
tionally identical to the corresponding dependences for
high-resistance state of the samples. The current-volt
characteristics~IVC! were measured by varying discrete
the applied voltage, while the duration of measurement o
complete IVC did not exceed two minutes, thus ruling o
the influence of transient processes.

3. DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1. Temperature variation of kinetic characteristics

Figure 2 shows the temperature dependences of the
sistanceR, the magnetoresistanceDRH5R(H)2R(0), and
the reduced Hall e.m.f.UH /(H j ) ~j is the current!, measured
on sample D in the temperature interval 10–50 K. For
sake of comparison, the logarithms of the quantitiesR, DRH

andUH /(H j ), plotted against the reciprocal temperature,
presented in relative units: all the curves are normalized
the corresponding values atT534.4 K. It can be seen quite
clearly that the dependences shown in the figure obey
same exponential dependence in the temperature inte
27–47 K. Below 27 K, theR(T) dependence displays an
other~weaker! exponential region, while the quantitiesDRH

andUH /(H j ) decrease sharply upon a decrease in temp
ture after attaining their peak values atT'23 K. The mag-
netic field dependences of the quantitiesDRH andUH /(H j ),
measured to the left and right of the peak at various temp
tures, differ significantly~Fig. 3!. A conventional power de-
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pendenceDRH;Hn is observed to the right of the pea
wheren;1.5– 2 ~curve1, n51.6! andUH;H. The depen-
dencesDRH(H) tend to saturation to the left of the peak, a
the amplitude of the magnetoresistance effect decreases
idly ~curves3–5!, while theUH(H) dependences are in th
form of curves with a peak followed by an asymptotic d
crease to zero. The Hall e.m.f. also decreases rapidly up
decrease in temperature. The low-temperature segment o
dependence logR(1/T) for the investigated samples is pr
sented in Fig. 4.

The d-layers of Sb in silicon used in this work are act
ally weakly doped weakly compensatedn-type semiconduc-
tors of two-dimensional configuration. In the temperature
terval 3–50 K studied by us, the current flow is main
determined by two competing mechanisms of conductiv
The first mechanism, which dominates at higher tempe
tures, is associated with electrons in the conduction band
are in thermal equilibrium with electrons at the donor ce
ters. The second mechanism, which is manifested at lo
temperatures, is associated with electrons localized in
vicinity of impurities and having a weak overlapping
wave function tails. Under certain conditions, electrons m
hop from donor to donor by tunneling without an activati
transition to the conduction band. In spite of the fact that
electrons hopping over impurity levels have a very low m
bility since it is associated with the interaction of impuriti

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of resistanceR ~1!, variation DRH

5R(H)2R(0) of resistance in a magnetic field (H516 kOe) ~2!, and the
reduced Hall e.m.f.UH /(H j ) ~3! for sample D with a concentrationND

5131013 cm22 of Sb atoms in thed-layer. The curves are normalized t
their corresponding values atT534.4 K.
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separated from each other by large distances, the impu
conduction begins to dominate at low temperatures due
‘‘freezing out’’ of electrons in the conduction band. Cons
quently, the electrical conductivity assumes the form5

r21~T!5r1
21 exp~2«1 /kT!1r3

21 exp~2«3 /kT!, ~1!

where the first term corresponds to band conductivity, a
the second to hopping conductivity with a constant activat
energy«3 whose origin is associated with the spread of i
purity energy levels: an electron transition from one donor
another is possible only through absorption or emission
phonons. The constancy of the activation energy«3 upon a

FIG. 3. Magnetic field dependences of relative variationDR/R0 of resis-
tance~a! and Hall e.m.f.UH ~b! of sample D at various temperaturesT, K:
27.25~curve1!, 25.25~curve2!, 23.15~curve3!, 20.4~curve4!, 18.8~curve
5! ~a! and 20.4~curve1!, 18.8 ~curve2!, and 17.5~curve3! ~b!.
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decrease in temperature is determined by the inequality
lowing from the coherence condition in the percolati
theory5:

« i j /kT!2r i j /a, ~2!

where« i j 5(u« i2«Fu1u« j2«Fu1u« i2« j u)/2; « i and « j are
the energies of the donor ground statesi and j , «F is the
Fermi energy, anda is the radius of the state. For wea
compensation, the mean value of« i j is essentially the acti-
vation energy«3 , and r i j acquires the meaning of mea
separation between donor centers. However, at very low t
peratures and in samples with impurity concentrations cl
to the insulator–metal transition, inequality~2! is violated.
Consequently, the activation energy does not remain c
stant, but decreases upon a decrease in temperature ac
ing to a power law. The hopping conductivity with a decrea
ing activation energy~variable range hopping conductivity!
is determined by states with energies in a narrow band in
vicinity of the Fermi level~Mott’s law6!:

r~T!5r0 exp~T0 /T!1/4, ~3!

whereT05b/@kg(«F)a3#; g(«F) is the density of states a
the Fermi level, andb521.25,7 is a numerical factor. For a
two-dimensional system, Mott’s law assumes the form8

r~T!5r0 exp~T08/T!1/3, ~4!

whereT085b8/@kg8(«F)a2#; g8(«F) is the two-dimensiona
density of states at the Fermi level, andb8513.8.7

A large number of publications9–11have been devoted t
the experimental investigation of variable range hopp
conductivity in real physical systems, viz., amorphous a
crystalline semiconductors. These publications deal ma

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the resistance of samples D~curve 1!
and E~curve2!. The inset shows the low-temperature segment of theRh(T)
dependence for sample D.
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with three-dimensional systems, and the results obtaine
them are in satisfactory agreement with Mott’s law~3!.

A transition from activation conductivity to hoppin
conductivity upon a decrease in temperature in the inve
gated samples is confirmed by the existence of peaks on
dependencesDRH(T) and UH(T) ~Fig. 2! at T'23 K. A
rapid decrease inDRH andUH below the temperature corre
sponding to the peak is associated with a decrease in
contribution to the overall current from the conduction ba
electrons having a much higher mobility than the hopp
mobility. Measurement ofUH at lower temperatures, wher
the conductivity is determined only by the hopping mech
nism, could provide valuable information about the Hall m
bility and charge carrier concentration. Unfortunately, su
measurements are hampered by a rapid decrease inDRH and
UH , as well as the noises from the measuring instrume
associated with the high sample resistance, and the ano
lous form of the dependencesUH(H) which, as was men-
tioned above, asymptotically tend to zero upon an increas
the magnetic field~Fig. 3b!.

It can be seen clearly from Fig. 4 that the temperat
dependence of the resistance of samples D and E at
temperatures is described by the first term in Eq.~1!:
R5R0 exp(«1 /kT). The energy«0 of the ground impurity
state of Sb in silicon, which can be identified with the ac
vation energy«1 and determined from experimental da
with the help of Eq.~1!, was found to be equal to 44 meV
Below ;20 K for sample D and;16 K for sample E, the
conductivity is described by the hopping mechanism. Let
study curve1 in Fig. 4, which is essentially similar to curv
2 but measured over a wider temperature range. It can
seen that the dependenceR(T) straightens out in logR vs.
T21 coordinates in the temperature interval 11–20 K, wh
the experimental points below 11 K lie on a straight line
log R vs. T21/3 coordinates~see inset to Fig. 4!. ~Note that
the straightening of the curve is much worse in logR vs.
T21/4 coordinates.! Such a behavior of the temperature d
pendence of resistance upon a decrease in temperature
responds to a transition from the hopping conductiv
mechanism with a constant activation energy to varia
range hopping conductivity~4! corresponding to Mott’s law
for a two-dimensional system. The activation energy«3 , de-
termined from the experimental data with the help of t
second termR5R0 exp(« /kT) in Eq. ~1!, has the value 3.9
meV in the temperature interval 11–20 K. The experime
tally obtained values of«3 and the separationr i j 5ND

21/2 lead
to an estimate for the temperature at which relation~2! is
violated, i.e., a transition to the conductivity type~4! takes
place. The radius of the statea5\/(2m«0)1/2 for the given
system has the value'19 Å. The equality of the right- and
left-hand sides of the inequality~2! is attained atT513 K,
which is in quite good agreement with the experimen
value'11 K.

3.2. Magnetoresistance

For the hopping conductivity mechanism, thre
dimensional systems usually display an exponentially la
positive magnetoresistance. The theory of this phenome
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in strong magnetic fields was constructed by Shklovskii
Ref. 12, while weak magnetic fields were considered in R
13. In his work,12 Shklovskii used the ideas underlying th
percolation theory in which the calculation of hopping res
tance is reduced to finding the resistance of a thr
dimensional random network whose elements correspon
the nearest impurity pairs. A strong magnetic field co
presses the wave functions of impurity electrons in the tra
verse direction. The overlapping of exponential tails of el
tron wave functions at the adjoining impurities decreas
and hence the magnetoresistance must increase exponen
under the action of the magnetic field.

Unlike three-dimensional systems, the observed posi
magnetoresistance in thed^Sb& layers in silicon in the hop-
ping conductivity region is not exponentially large, but qu
small and vanishing as the temperature is lowered below
K ~Fig. 3!. For example, we did not observe at 10 K a
relative variation of sample resistance in a magnetic field
kOe to within 1023. Apparently, the smallness of the ma
netoresistive effect is associated with two-dimensionality
the investigated objects, i.e., with two-dimensionality of t
network reflecting the hopping conductivity process. In a r
system, the impurity electron states are spread in the sep
tion between the states and their energies. The decisive
in the conductivity of the network, especially in the tw
dimensional case, is played by the key elements which cr
the most ‘‘difficult’’ hop. In this case, the role of variation o
the overlapping of electron wave functions at adjoining i
purities in a magnetic field becomes auxiliary in comparis
to the contribution from the key elements of the netwo
The latter define a certain characteristic sizeL0 of the critical
subnetwork, whose concept plays an important role in
scribing the nonlinearity of current–voltage characterist
under conditions of hopping conductivity mechanism
moderately strong electric fields~see below!.

3.3. Current–voltage characteristics

Figure 5 shows examples of IVC measured at vario
temperatures on the sample D. Note that all IVC are prima
i.e. correspond to the first electrical measurements on
sample after cooling. Repeated measurements of IVC at
same temperature after the voltage has dropped to zero
an IVC identical to the primary one, but with a higher cu
rent. For example, repeated IVC measurement at 14 K le
to a curve identical to the primary IVC measured at 16.6
~Fig. 5!, i.e., the current increases by nearly an order of m
nitude as a result of repeated measurements.

For an electric field strengthEB'90 V/cm, the IVC at
10 K reveal a sharp increase in current~a jump of several
orders of magnitude!. With increasing temperature, the vol
ageEB at which the jump is initially observed is displace
towards lower values, and a blurring of the jump is observ
on the voltage scale. For example, the blurringDEB

'0.4 V/cm at 10 K, whileDEB'50 V/cm at 20 K~Fig. 5!.
It should also be observed that the measured values of
rent become unstable in the voltage intervalDUB ~the cur-
rent ‘‘jumps’’ in this interval!. At temperatures higher tha
16 K, the IVC reveal another current jump of smaller amp
f.
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tude, which is displaced towards lower voltages upon an
crease in temperature~Fig. 5!.

Nonlinear current–voltage characteristics were obser
by several authors in the temperature interval where the c
ductivity is of hopping type. The most suitable objects f
investigations of nonlinear IVC are highly compensated a
amorphous semiconductors. In these cases, the separ
from the Fermi level to the edge of the nearest band is m
larger than the binding energy of an isolated impurity, whi
hampers the ionization of impurities and allows investig
tions in a wide interval of electric fields in which nonohm
hopping conductivity can be observed, i.e., it can be assu
quite confidently that the observed nonlinearity is associa
with the hopping mechanism of conductivity. At the sam
time, higher electric fields in weakly doped and weakly co
pensated semiconductors usually lead to a more rapid ion
tion of impurities~impurity breakdown!, after which the con-
ductivity is no longer of the hopping type. However, in th
samples investigated in this work, the IVC nonlinearity b
gins to be manifested in such low electric fields that t
electric field can be increased by almost two orders of m
nitude before the onset of impurity breakdown. The tempe
ture dependence of resistance measured atE530 V/cm,
which is identical to theR(T) dependence measured on t
linear conductivity segment atE51 V/cm ~Fig. 4!, indicates
that the nonlinearity observed in the entire range of app
electric fields~up to breakdown! is determined just by the
hopping conductivity mechanism.

The theory of Mott’s type hopping conductivity~3! in
very strong electric fieldsE.kT/ea constructed by
Shklovskii14 leads to IVC of the type

FIG. 5. Current–voltage characteristics for sample E at temperaturesT ~in
K!: 10 ~curve 1!, 14 ~curve 2!, 16.6 ~curve 3!, 18.9 ~curve 4!, and 20.4
~curve5!.
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j ~E!}exp~2E0 /E!1/4, ~5!

whereE0'kT0 /ea. For moderately strong electric fieldsE
,kT/ea, Hill 15 obtained an expression of the type

j ~E!}exp$C~eEr~T!/kT!%'exp$C~eEa/kT!

3~T0 /T!1/4%, ~6!

where r (T)5a(T0 /T)1/4 ~according to Shklovskii,16

(T0 /T)1/4[jc , wherejc is the percolation threshold!, andC
is a constant of the order of unity. Hill15 considered a typica
jump r (T) and assumed that the voltage drop correspond
to this jump isEr(T). The variation in the distribution func
tion at the initial and final localized states was not taken i
consideration. According to Shklovskii,16 it weakens the ef-
fect of the electric field to a considerable extent. It was m
tioned by Austin and Sayer17 that system inhomogeneit
plays an important role in the increase in nonohmicity, wh
Botger and Bryksin18 pointed towards the need to take in
account the rearrangement of current paths in a strong e
tric field.

The theory of nonohmic hopping conductivity in mode
ately strong electric fields starting right after the regi
where Ohm’s law is observed and extending toE'kT/ea
was developed by Shklovskii.16 Note that the quantitative
analysis of the problem in his work is based on the perco
tion theory taking into account the change in the distribut
function at the initial and final localized states. It was p
dicted that a departure from linearity occurs in the field

Ec5kT/eL0 , ~7!

which is much lower than in Ref. 15. The main idea beh
Shklovskii’s theory16 is the introduction of the concept of th
length L0 , which is much larger than the lengthr (T) of a
typical jump, namely, the characteristic dimension of t
critical subnetworkL0'r (T)jc

n'ajc
11n , where n'0.9 is

the correlation radius index~for two-dimensional case, nu
merical methods lead to the valuen'1.3!.5 This length plays
an important role in the theory of physical phenomena
objects having a hopping conductivity.19 The j (E) depen-
dence obtained by Shklovskii16 for E.Ec has the form

j ~E,T!5s~T!Ec exp$const~eEL0 /kT!1/11n%. ~8!

Here,s(T) is defined by one of the expressions~1!, ~3!, or
~4!, while Ec is defined by the expression~7!. Formula~7!
for Ec and formula~8! are valid for hopping conductivity
with a constant or decreasing activation energy, the o
condition being that appropriate expressions must be u
for quantitiesjc and L0 .19 Formula~8! is valid in the field
interval Ec,E,kT/ea.

Formula~8! describes correctly the nonlinear part of t
experimental IVC~Fig. 5!. Figure 6 shows examples of com
puter fitting of dependence~8! to the nonlinear IVC seg-
ments~up to breakdown voltage! measured in sample E at 1
K and in sample D at 4.2 K. Condition~7! and the experi-
mental value ofEc'2 V/cm for sample E~Fig. 6!. lead to
the characteristic lengthL0'4.331024 cm. ~For sample D,
these quantities assume the valuesEc'8 V/cm and L0

'4.531025 cm.! Further, using the obtained values ofL0 ,
we can calculate the breakdown electric field strengthEB
g
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with the help of the equalityeEBL05«0 . The valueEB

'100 V/cm obtained in this way is close to the experimen
value, and is only about 10% higher~Fig. 5!. ~The solution
of the inverse problem, i.e., the evaluation of the quantityL0

corresponding to the experimental value ofEB gives L0
B

'4.931024 cm.! On the other hand, the value ofL0 can be
estimated from the temperature dependence of resista
since, by definition, the approximate equalityL0'ajc

2 holds.
Here, the percolation thresholdjc is equal to the exponent in
~4!, i.e., jc5(T08/T)1/3. For sample D at 10 K, the value o
jc'15, which givesL0

T'5.531025 cm ~we have used the
valueT08'253103 K determined from the experimental da
shown in the inset to Fig. 4!. Unfortunately, the experimenta
data for sample E in the low-temperature region are in
equate for determiningjc correctly. However, in view of the
fact thatNE,ND, we can use the typical valuejc'20– 30
for sample E ~see Ref. 16!. This gives L0

T'(1 – 2)
31024 cm, which is in very good agreement with the valu
of L0 andL0

B determined above.

CONCLUSION

The low-temperature conductivity ofd-^Sb& layers in
silicon with a sheet concentration 131013 and 5
31012 cm22 of antimony atoms is associated with the ho
ping conductivity mechanism with an activation ener
;3.9 meV, and at very low temperatures (,10 K), with
variable-range hopping conductivity. In the latter case, tw
dimensional electron systems are manifested quite cle
~Mott’s law is obeyed for the two-dimensional case!. The
theory of nonohmic hopping conductivity in moderate
strong electric fields16 describes successfully the observ

FIG. 6. Current–voltage characteristics~in bilogarithmic coordinates! for
sample D at 4.2 K~curve 1! and sample E at 10 K~curve 2!. The arrows
indicate the fieldsEc .
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nonlinearity in the IVC of the investigated objects and p
vides a good quantitative agreement of the character
fields Ec corresponding to the onset of nonlinearity,EB cor-
responding to impurity breakdown, and the characteri
sizeL0 of the critical percolation subnetwork of donor stat
over which hopping takes place.
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Amplitude–frequency dependence of doppleron–phonon resonance
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The amplitude-frequency dependence of the doppleron–phonon resonance~DPR! in tungsten is
investigated experimentally and theoretically. The analysis is based on the general
theoretical consideration of propagation and interaction of ultrasonic and electromagnetic modes
in metals. It has been established that the weak doppleron–phonon interaction takes place
in tungsten in the frequency range used~10–500 MHz!. The complicated experimental
amplitude–frequency dependence of DPR can be explained under the assumption of
predominance of the induction mechanism of interaction between the electronic and ionic
subsystems of the metal. It is found that under such an assumption, this dependence is of a general
character and is not determined by the shape of the Fermi surface of the metal. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!00703-8#
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INTRODUCTION

Ultrasonic spectroscopy has become an informa
method of studying collective excitations of the electr
plasma in metals, especially specific excitations like dopp
rons. A doppleron is a weakly attenuating electromagn
mode existing due to Fermi degeneracy of the elect
plasma.1 The observation of doppleron–phonon resona
~DPR!2 and subsequent magnetoacoustic investigations h
considerably enriched our knowledge about the proper
and peculiarities of doppleron spectra.3–5 However, the prob-
lems associated with specific features of interaction of aco
tic and electromagnetic modes in metals, which were form
lated as a result of these and subsequent experime
investigations, have been studied insufficiently. Among ot
things, an important question arises in an analysis of es
tially nonmonotonic experimental amplitude–frequency d
pendence of the DPR peak in tungsten. Is the observed
pendence associated with the peculiarities of the elec
energy spectrum, i.e., the shape of the Fermi surface~FS!, or
is it a specific feature of the doppleron–phonon interaction
general? The answer to this question forms the subject m
of this research.

We studied experimentally the frequency dependenc
the amplitude of the absorption peak of a transverse acou
wave caused by its interaction with the so-called
doppleron in tungsten.3,4 Tungsten is a compensated met
For this reason, the G-peak of sound absorption is obse
in tungsten in an external magnetic field in a wide frequen
range. This basic feature of long-wave dopplerons in co
pensated metals considerably facilitates the solution of
problem formulated above.

In the general case, the DPR theory differs from t
thoroughly developed theory of the helicon–phonon re
nance~see, for example, the review in Ref. 6! only in view of
the difference in the behavior of the doppleron and helic
1891063-777X/98/24(3)/9/$15.00
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spectra. However, this difference makes the theory of D
much more complicated.

The DPR theory is considered in Ref. 4 and 7 for t
aspect we are interested in. Medvedevet al.7 constructed the
DPR theory for the case of a strong interaction betwe
dopplerons and phonons, the FS of a compensated meta
the deformation potential tensor being approximated by
ing simplified models. It should be emphasized that the c
rectness of application of the strong interaction limit, whi
is obviously observed for the helicon–phonon resonance
pure metals, requires a special verification in the case
DPR. It will be shown below that the models should also
chosen carefully since they determine the form of the f
quency dependence of the DPR peak amplitude to a con
erable extent.

Weak doppleron–phonon interaction was considered
Ref. 4. However, the analysis carried out by the authors
this publication was confined only to the absorption of sou
in the local limit, and hence the deformation electron
phonon interaction was neglected. Consequently, the res
obtained in Ref. 4 are valid only for the helicon–phon
resonance in ‘‘dirty’’ metals.

In this paper, we present a detailed theoretical analy
of the amplitude–frequency dependence of the G-peak
DPR obtained for tungsten. On one hand, this analysis ta
into account the shape of the FS as well as peculiarities
spectra and attenuation of electron modes, and on the o
hand, it is based on an estimate of the intensity of interac
between the electromagnetic and acoustic modes.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

1. We used a pulse spectrometer which was a modi
version of the spectrometer proposed by Galkin a
Korolyuk.8 Ultrasonic pulses were generated by piezotra
ducers made of lithium niobate and arranged parallel to
another. The absorption of transverse sound was measur
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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the geometryksiH0i@001# ~ks is the wave vector of sound!
at a temperature 4.2 K and at frequenciesv/2p
510– 500 MHz in an external magnetic fieldH0 attaining
values of 65 kOe. The error in the adjustment ofH0i@001#
was;0.3°.

The samples were cut from a tungsten single crystal w
a resistivity ratior300 K/r4.2 K.1.53105. The sample size
along the@001# axis varied from 1 to 4 mm.

2. Figure 1 shows fragments of experimental dep
dences of absorptionG of linearly polarized transverse soun
on the magnetic fieldH0 . It should be noted that the value o
G is generally not identical to the damping coefficient f
sound since we disregarded the effects of ellipticity and
tation of the polarization plane of ultrasonic waves that oc
on propagation of ultrasound in metals.9 Nevertheless, it was
found that if the sample thickness and the frequency of
trasound are not large, and the intensity of the dopplero
phonon interaction is low, the attenuation of sound at re
nance is determined to a high degree of accuracy by
amplitude of the DPR peak. These conditions were satis
in our experiments. The correctness of such a statement
be easily verified in experiments by comparing theG(H0)
dependences obtained for different number of passages
ultrasonic wave through the sample.

3. The doppleron spectrum of the G-mode in tungs
we are interested in,3,4 which was obtained from the reso
nance conditionk5ks ~ks5v/vs , vs52.883105 cm/s being
the velocity of ultrasound at helium temperature!, is shown
in Fig. 2. The coordinates (k/v1/3,H0 /v1/3) used by us and
proposed for the first time in Ref. 10 are universal for wea
attenuating low-frequency modes since the correspond
spectral curves are defined uniquely for any values of
extrinsic parametersv and H0 . In this respect, they differ
advantageously from, say, the energy–momentum relat
v(k) (H05const) ork(H0) (v5const). Figure 2 shows tha

FIG. 1. Fragments of experimental dependences of the absorption c
cient for transverse ultrasound in tungsten for various frequencies o
ultrasonic wave (ksiH0i@001#). The inset illustrates experimental recordin
of surface impedance in W.4 The polarity of circular polarization of the
exciting field is indicated in circles. Long-period oscillations in the ‘‘-
polarization are associated with the excitation of a G-doppleron.
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the results of rf~see the inset to Fig. 1! and magnetoacousti
measurements are in good agreement although the l
make it possible to reconstruct the G-doppleron spectrum
a considerably wider range ofH0 /v1/3.

The amplitude–frequency dependence of the DPR p
is shown in Fig. 3. The characteristic feature of this dep
dence is that the peak amplitude first increases with
quency, and then decreases smoothly and monotonically
high frequencies (.400 MHz), the peak becomes virtuall

ffi-
n

FIG. 2. Spectrum of a G-doppleron in W: our results~d!, rf measurements
data4 ~s!. The curve describes the graphic solution of Eq.~9! with conduc-
tivity ~21! ~see the inset and Fig. 4!. The inset shows nonlocal conductivit
in W: experimental points~d! and the curve corresponding to function~21!
(F05F6ug50 ).

FIG. 3. Frequency dependence of the amplitudeG of the G absorption peak
for transverse sound in W~see Fig. 1!. The dependence of ImG0r is obtained
by using formula~25! for a metal with conductivity~21!. The dashed curve
shows the amplitude–frequency dependence of doppleron oscillations i
reduced to thev-axis according to the algorithmH0→k→v5kvs ~see Figs.
1 and 2!.
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indistinguishable against the background of quantum osc
tions.

THEORY: MODEL AND METHODS

1. Equations of the theory of elasticity and Maxwell
equations supplemented with the constitutive relations fo
a complete system of equations describing elastic and e
tromagnetic oscillations in metals~see, for example, Refs. 1
and 12 and the reviews in Refs. 6 and 13!. We shall confine
our analysis to the interaction of plane monochroma
waves~u, E}exp(ikr 2 ivt), u being the displacement vec
tor of the lattice andE the electric field! in the geometry
kiH0i ẑ in a metal whose all the regions of the FS surface
axisymmetric about the axisẑ. In this case, the dispersio
equation for interacting electromagnetic and acoustic wa
with transverse circularly polarized components of osci
tions ~c65cx6 icy , c5u,E! can be written in the form

k22ks
25

iv

rvs
2 S H0

c D 2

3H @M6~k/mvc!^L6v6* &#@M6~k/mvc!^L6* v6&#

M2s6

2M1~k/mvc!
2^L6L6* &J ~62polarization!, ~1!

where r is the density of metal,M5k2c2/4p iv, vc

5eH0 /mc is the cyclotron frequency,L̂ the deformation
potential tensor (L65Lxz6 iLyz), v the electron velocity
(v65vx6 ivy); s65^v6v6* & the conductivity of metal,~* !
indicates complex conjugation, and the angle brackets^c6&
~c is an arbitrary function! indicate integration over the FS i
the momentum~p! space:

^c6&5 i
2pe2

~2p\!3 E
~FS!

c6umudpz

v1 in6vc2kvz
. ~2!

In Eq. ~1!, we have neglected the Tolman and Stewart effe
which is justified in the field and frequency range under
vestigation defined by the inequalities

v&n!vc . ~3!

Heren is the electron relaxation frequency.
The first term on the right-hand side of~1! is associated

with the so-called field component of the force exerted
electrons on the lattice. This is the term determining the t
of resonant interaction between electromagnetic and u
sonic modes since zeros of its denominator are the root
the equation

k2c254p ivs6 ~62polarization!, ~4!

which is apparently the energy–momentum relation for el
tromagnetic waves in the absence of their interaction w
sound. The other two terms are associated with the induc
and deformation components of this force.

2. Let us consider briefly the main features of the sp
trum of weakly attenuating electromagnetic modes in n
-

c-

c

e
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e
a-
of

-
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ve

-
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compensated and compensated metals in the collision
limit. We shall use in our analysis the model of an asymm
ric FS of the ‘‘corrugated cylinder’’ type14:

S~pz!5S01S1 cos~ppz /p0!, upzu<p0 , ~5!

whereS(pz) is the area of the FS cross section by the pla
pz5const, andS0 , S1<S0 , and p0 are the model param
eters. This model is quite simple, but it reflects the m
physical peculiarities of actual FS. The conductivity can
calculated by using the relationsv6v6* 5S(pz)/pm2, vz5
2(]S/]pz)/2pm and assuming thatumu andn5const for all
charge carriers.

For a noncompensated metal with an electron FS (vc

.0) ~5!, we obtain from~2!

s656 i ~Nec/H0!@~16 ig!22~kve /vc!
2#21/2. ~6!

Hereg5(n2 iv)/vc ; ve5u(]S/]pz)/2pmumax is the maxi-
mum drift velocity of electrons alongH0i ẑ, and N is the
electron concentration defined as

N5
2

~2p\!3 E
~FS!

S~pz!dpz . ~7!

An analysis of the dispersion equation~4! and of the nature
of its roots becomes more visual if we introduce the dime
sionless parameters

q5kve /vc , j35vc
3c2/vp

2wve
2, ~8!

write ~4! and ~6! in the form

7q2j35F6~q! ~62polarization! ~9!

and solve~9! graphically in the limitg→0.14 In formulas~8!
and ~9!, vp5(4pNe2/m)1/2 is the plasma frequency and

F6~q!5@~16 ig!22q2#21/2 ~10!

is a nonlocal factor in the conductivity~6! (s65
6 i (Nec/H0)F6).

Curve1 in Fig. 4 illustrates the graphic solution of Eq
~9! and~10! in the limit g→0 in the ‘‘-’’ polarization. It can
be seen that the dispersion equation has either two r
values solutions, viz. the helicon~G ! and doppleron (D1)
solutions~straight linec!, or no solutions at all~straight line
a! depending on the value ofj}H0 /v1/3. The threshold
value14 of jm5(27/4)1/6 ~straight lineb! separates these re
gions of solutions. The spectra of electromagnetic mo
corresponding to the obtained real-valued solutions
shown in Fig. 5~curve1!.

Analyzing the spectrum of electromagnetic modes in
compensated metal with equal concentrations of electr
and holes (Ne5Nh5N), we can use a simple two- ban
model. We approximate the electron and hole FS by t
‘‘corrugated cylinders’’~5! of the same volume, assumin
that S150(vz50) for the hole surface. It can be seen fro
~2! that such an assumption is equivalent to the inclusion
the hole contribution to the conductivity in the local (k
→0) limit. In this case, we have

F6~q!5F6
e 1F6

n 5@~16 ig!22q2#21/22~17 ig!21.
~11!
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Here we take into consideration the sign of cyclotron mas
putting vce5vch5vc.0. Here and below, the subscrip
‘‘e’’ and ‘‘h’’ mark the electron and hole parameters respe
tively.

The graphic solution of Eqs.~9! and ~11! in the limit g
→0 in the ‘‘-’’ polarization is illustrated by curve2 in Fig. 4.
It can be seen that as a result of compensation, the rang
the doppleron solution~point D2! has changed (jm

50.51/3,q2,1), while the helicon solution degenerates in
zero. The spectrum of theD2-doppleron is shown by curve
in Fig. 5.

The obtained spectra of electromagnetic modes have
characteristic features. First, it is a threshold for their ex
tence on thej-scale from below. It should be noted that th
feature is generally not essential for dopplerons and is a
sult of the choice of the FS model. This is illustrated, f
example, by the thresholdless doppleron spectrum in Fig
The other characteristic feature of doppleron spectra is t
asymptotic behavior:q2→1 for j→`. This peculiarity
makes it possible to determine experimentally the differen
characteristics of resonant FS cross sections. Usually,
conditionq251, which is the equation of the straight line
Fig. 5, is used to find

FIG. 4. Graphic solutions of the dispersion equation~9! with conductivity
~10! ~curve1 for a noncompensated metal! and~11! ~curve2 for a compen-
sated metal! for g→0;F05F6ug50 . The straight linesa, b, c, andd is the
left-hand side of~9! in the ‘‘-’’ polarization for successively increasing
values ofj}H0 /v1/3: G stands for the helicon solution andD1 andD2 for
doppleron solutions. The inset illustrated the graphic solution of Eq.~19!
with conductivity ~10! (q5qs). The curvese, f , andg correspond to the
left-hand side of~19! in the ‘‘-’’ polarization for successively increasing
values ofV}v. The dotted curves correspond to the functionF2 ~10! for
gÞ0. The curves are of qualitative nature.
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H0 /v1/3

k/v1/3 . ~12!

3. Let us now analyze the role of collisions in the atten
ation of electromagnetic modes in metals. According to F
4, the doppleron solutions of the dispersion equation e
since the conductivity has a singularity at the pointq251
due to nonlocal effects associated with the Doppler-shif
cyclotron resonance~DSCR!. For q2.1, the functionF6(q)
is complex-valued even in the absence of collisionsg
→0) due to collisionless attenuation of electromagne
waves as a result of DSCR. The inclusion of collisions lea
to blurring of the absorption edge. The functionF6(q) be-
comes complex-valued forq2,1, and dopplerons and heli
cons attenuate as a result. We assume that the follow
inequalities hold:g!1,uq9/q8u!1 (q5q81 iq9). Using ex-
pression~2! for the conductivity^v6v6* &, we obtain after
simple transformation of~9! the approximate equations de
scribing the spectrum and attenuation of electromagn
modes:

7q82j3>F08~q8!, ~13!

2q8q9>
F69 ~q8!

7j32]F0 /]~q82!
, ~14!

F69 ~q8!5F09~q8!7
n

vc
FF08~q8!12q82

]F0

]~q82!G . ~15!

Here and below,F05F6ug50 (F05F081 iF 09). Relations
~13!–~15! have been derived in the general case and are v
as long as the initial inequalities hold.

FIG. 5. Spectrum of electromagnetic modes in a noncompensated~curve1!
and compensated~curve2! metal. The dependence of the resonant fieldH0

on the ultrasonic frequency at helicon– and doppleron–phonon resona
in a noncompensated metal~curve 18!; at DPR in a compensated meta
~curve 28! ~see Fig. 4!. Arrows on the curves indicate the relevant coord
nate axes.
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For large values ofj.jm , ]F0 /](q82)@j3,q8'1 for
the doppleron mode~see Fig. 4!, and we obtain from~14! the
doppleron damping coefficientkD9 . l 21, where l 5n/ve is
the mean free path for resonant electrons.1 The minus sign
appears due to the fact that the group and phase velocitie
dopplerons have opposite directions in the given mode14

Near the doppleron threshold,j3']F0 /](q82), and attenu-
ation becomes much stronger.1,4,10 It should be noted tha
although this attenuation appears due to the inclusion of e
tron collisions, it is collisionless according to its physic
meaning. As a matter of fact, forq2,1 there are no charg
carriers for which the DSCR conditionkvz5vc holds. Nev-
ertheless, the energy absorbed by electrons drifting in
field of the wave has a finite~nonzero! value just in view of
the finiteness of the mean free path. It is this energy tha
lost by electrons as a result of collisions.

Let us now consider the role of collisions from a som
what different point of view. FornÞ0, the functionF6 is
complex:F65F68 1 iF 69 . Transforming Eq.~10!, we obtain

F68 ~x!5F69 ~2x!5F ~x214y2!1/21x

2~x214y2! G1/2

, ~16!

wherex5(16v/vc)
22(n/vc)

22q2>12q2; y57(n/vc)
3(16v/vc)>7n/vc .

The inclusion of collisions leads to the finiteness of t
functions F68 and F69 in the vicinity of the pointq251,
which have peaks at the pointsx5xm15(2/))y and x
5xm252(2/))y respectively. At these points, we have

F6max8 5uF6max9 u5
33/4

4uyu1/2>0.57S vc

n D 1/2

. ~17!

The dotted curves in Fig. 4 describe qualitatively the form
functions~16!.

In pure metals in relatively strong fields~3!, the value of
uxm1u5uxm2u is small. Consequently, forx2@4y2 we have

F68 >F0~q!, F69 >7
n

vc
F0

3~q!, ~18!

in a fairly wide range ofq2,1. For example, in a noncom
pensated metal with conductivity~10!, exactly these func-
tions appear in Eqs.~13! and ~14! (q5q8). However, the
difference in functions defined by relations~16! and ~18!
becomes significant in the immediate vicinity of the po
q251. It may appear at first glance that Eq.~13! has no
purely real-valued doppleron solution for large values ofj.
Figure 4 shows the graphic solution of Eq.~9! with F28 ~16!
on the right-hand side in the case when the straight lind
intersects the curveF28 at a single pointG . Such a situation
is possible for large values ofj since the left-hand side of~9!
is proportional toj3, while F2max8 }j1/6 (v5const). It is im-
portant, however, that such a solution is incorrect. Indeed
collisions are taken into account in the solution of Eq.~9!,
we must also take into consideration the attenuation o
doppleron due to collisions. This was done in the course
direct derivation of Eqs.~13! and~14!. In this case, we have
x'12q82 and y'(n/vc)1q8q9 in ~16! with the ‘‘-’’ po-
larization. Taking into account such a correction, the value
y decreases with increasingj in accordance with~14!
of
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-

f

t
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f

f

(y→0 for j→`!, while the value ofF26max8 increases. As a
result, the functionF28 ~16! virtually coincides with the func-
tion F0 (q'q8) in the vicinity of the doppleron solutionD1

as before for any large value ofj. Equations~13! and ~14!
remain valid, and the range of a nearly real-valued solut
D1 is not bounded inj from above. The only exception is th
neighborhood of the pointj'jm in which the doppleron
spectrum is distorted in view of enhancement of attenuat

4. Using the results obtained above, we can analyze
correlation of field dependences of the amplitude of dopp
ron oscillations and the damping coefficient for the dopp
ron mode. In accordance with~14!, the damping coefficient
for dopplerons decreases with increasingj, attaining a finite
value (kD9→ l 21). At first glance, this result contradicts th
experimentally observed dependences of the amplitude
doppleron oscillations of surface impedance onH0 . A typi-
cal example of such oscillations is shown in the inset to F
1. It can be seen that the amplitude of oscillations decrea
abruptly with increasingH0 . In this case, however, the form
of the amplitude–field dependence of doppleron oscillatio
in strong fields is determined not by the increase in
damping coefficient for dopplerons, but by specific featu
of the experimental method used. As a matter of fact, as s
as we go over to the solution of a specific problem of ex
tation of electromagnetic waves in a metal plate, the w
known boundary problem arises.17 It is extremely difficult to
obtain the solution of the boundary-value problem in t
general case since it depends not only on the extrinsic
rameters, but also on the type of conductivity and the nat
of reflection of electrons by the surface. Nevertheless,
solution can be found in the case of simple models of the
and the sample surface. For example, in a relatively p
metal ~l @d, whered is the sample thickness! with conduc-
tivity ~10! ~doppleronD1 ; see Fig. 4!, the amplitude of
doppleron oscillations for specular reflection of electrons
the surface in strong fields~j@1, v5const! is proportional
to v3/nvc

7 ,14 and hence must decrease. It should be no
that the decrease in the amplitude of doppleron oscillati
with increasingH0 can be explained by a typical feature
the solution of the boundary-value problem, which is asso
ated with the asymptotic behavior of doppleron spectra~q2

→1 for j→`! and hence does not depend on the choice
the model of the FS of the metal.

5. Let us now consider briefly some aspects of inter
tion of ultrasonic and electromagnetic modes, which are
sociated with peculiarities of the spectra of the latter mod
Resonant interaction is obviously possible at degener
points for the modes, i.e., fork5ks ~k is the wave vector of
the electromagnetic mode!. Substitutingk5ks into ~9! and
putting g50, we obtain the following equation describin
the position of resonant points on thev, H0 plane:

7V2/qs5F0~qs!, ~62polarization!. ~19!

HereV5v/v0 ; v0
25vp

2vs
3/c2ve ; qs5quk5ks

.
The inset to Fig 4 shows the graphic solution of Eq.~19!

with conductivity ~10! in the ‘‘-’’ polarization for various
values of V. The point G 8 corresponds to the helicon
phonon resonance (V4,Vm

4 52), while the pointD8 corre-
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sponds to the DPR (V.Vm). Figure 5 shows the solution
of Eq. ~19! (V}v;V/qs}H0) for a noncompensated met
with conductivity ~10! ~curve 18! and a compensated met
with conductivity ~11! ~curve28!.

Let us obtain numerical estimates by using typical valu
of parameters of a metal:

N51022 cm23, vs533105 cm/s, Rextr
e 51 Å21.

~20!

Here Rextr
e 5(m/\)ve is the maximum value ofR for elec-

trons ~see ~12!!. For parameters~20!, V51 for v/2p
5460 MHz andV/qs51 for H0563 kOe. It can be seen
from Fig. 5 that DPR and helicon–phonon resonance can
observed in a noncompensated metal only in relativ
strong fieldsH0>90 kOe. It is probably for this reason tha
the resonant field was attained in magnetoacoustic exp
ments on helicon–phonon resonance only for indium.15 Con-
versely, a considerable segment of curve 28 for a compen-
sated metal lies in the range of frequencies and fields ea
attainable in experiments. It should also be noted tha
contrast to a noncompensated metal, the range of the
valued solution of Eq.~19! for a compensated metal is no
bounded on theH0 scale from below at all. For this reaso
compensated metals are preferred objects of investigatio
ultrasonic and electromagnetic modes in metals.

6. Let us now analyze the experimental results obtain
by us. Earlier,3,4 we analyzed qualitatively the form o
doppleron spectra in tungsten by using a simplified two-b
model of the FS. In the present case, however, an e
model of the FS is required for an adequate description
not only the G-doppleron spectrum, but also the amplitud
field dependence of the DPR. For smallq2, the main nonlo-
cal contribution to conductivity comes from charge carrie
localized near the cross sections of the electron ‘‘jack’’ w
Rextr

e ;1 Å21 and theA cross section of the hole octahedro
with Rextr

h 50.495 Å21.4 For this reason, we assume that t
FS is formed by the two~electron and hole! ‘‘corrugated
cylinders’’ ~5! with charge carrier concentrationsaeN and
ahN (ae ,ah,1) respectively. The contribution from the re
maining charge carriers will be taken into account in t
local limit. The functionF6 for such a FS has the form

F6~q!5F6
e 1F6

h 5
ae

@~16 ig!22q2#1/21
12ae

16 ig

2
ah

@~17 ig!22a2q2#1/2 2
12ah

17 ig
. ~21!

Herea5Rextr
h /Rextr

e .
The inset to Fig. 2 shows the functionF0 ~21! calculated

for ae50.1,ah50.6,Rextr
e 51.04 Å21, Rextr

h 50.495 Å21, as
well as the spectrum obtained as the result of graphic s
tion of Eqs. ~9! and ~21! for N50.76731022 cm23. The
value ofN was obtained by us from the data on the size a
cross sections of hole sheets of the FS for tungsten prese
in Ref. 16. It can be seen that the calculated curves ar
good agreement with experimental dependences, indica
satisfactory fitting of FS parameters. It should be noted t
the functionF0 changes its sign forq2.0.42, which deter-
mines the thresholdless form of the G-doppleron spectru
s
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Let us now calculate the amplitude–frequency dep
dence of the G-peak of the DPR. It was noted above that
type of resonant interaction between electromagnetic and
trasonic modes is determined by the first term on the rig
hand side of~1!. Hence the two other terms can be omitte
We shall seek the ‘‘acoustic’’ solution of Eq.~1! in the form
k5ks1Dks , assuming thatuDksu!ks . In the case of weak
interaction between dopplerons and sound, in the first
proximation we can putk5ks on the right-hand side of~1!.
In this case, the damping coefficient for sound is defined

Im~Dks!>Im~bG0!, ~22!

G05
1

2

Nm

r

vevc

vs
2

V/qs

V2/qs6F6~qs!
, ~23!

b5@M6~k/mvc!^L6v6* &#@M6~k/mvc!

3^L6* v6&#/~Nec/H0!2uk5ks
. ~24!

Such a simplified method of solution of the dispersi
equation for coupled ultrasonic and electromagnetic wave
metals was successfully used, for example, in an analysi
one-particle interaction of electrons with sound, which is
sociated with DSCR.18 However, the correctness of thi
method in the case of resonant interaction of ultrasonic
collective electromagnetic modes should be substantiate

The resonance peak of sound absorption is due to
presence of a denominator in the expression for the co
cient G0 ~23! singled out by us. The resonant singulari
described by the dependenceG09(H0)5Im G0 is manifested
in the form of a peak of the quasi-Lorentzian type. The ma
nitude of the field corresponding to the peak ofG09 virtually
coincides with the value determined by Eq.~19!. Conse-
quently, the real part of the denominator in~23! vanishes at
resonance, and the peak amplitude is given by

G0r9 >
1

2

Nm

r

vevc

vs
2

V/qs

F29 ~qs!
U

qsr

, ~25!

whereqsr is the value ofqs at resonance.
The experimentally observed DPR peak at relatively l

frequencies is described qualitatively by the depende
G09(H0). Consequently, the dimensionless coefficientb ~24!
for tungsten does not affect the form of this dependence r
cally. However, the frequency dependence of the coeffic
b remains unclear. We shall consider briefly this proble
later. Here we confine ourselves to the calculation of
frequency dependence of the quantityG09 at the peak:G0r9 .
Such a dependence obtained for the model of tungsten
by us is shown in Fig. 3. The mean free pathl 5ve /n of
resonant electrons was assumed to be equal to 0.5 mm.

Let us now obtain the criterion for the validity of th
weak interaction between electrons and sound. For the s
of simplicity, we confine our analysis to the DPR in a no
compensated metal with conductivity~10!. In the first ap-
proximation, ImDks}(F29 )21 at resonance or, in accordanc
with ~17!, Im Dks}@(n/vc)F0

3#21. Substituting into~22! the
obtained solution q5q81 iq9, where q8'qs , q9
5Im(Dks)/(vc /ve) we obtain in the second approximatio
Im(Dks)}@(n/vc1q8q9)F0

3#21. Obviously, we can confine our
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selves to the first approximation~22! if the inequality
n/vc@q8q9 holds. In accordance with~14!, uqD8 qD9 u>n/vc

for a doppleron wave in the absence of interaction. Con
quently, this inequality at resonance (ukD8 u'ks) can be writ-
ten in the form

kD9 @Im~Dks!, ~26!

wherekD9 > l 21 is the damping coefficient for dopplerons
the absence of interaction, and Im(Dks) the damping coeffi-
cient for sound at resonance, calculated by formula~22!. Cri-
terion ~26! has a simple physical meaning. As a matter
fact, resonant contributions to the attenuation of ultraso
and doppleron waves are equal in magnitude. Conseque
the condition of weak coupling between dopplerons a
sound is the smallness of doppleron damping associated
the DPR as compared with the ‘‘background’’ damping. F
a typical value of the electron mean free pathl 50.5 mm and
in accordance with~14!, the background damping of dopple
rons ~in the absence of interaction! amounts to
kD9 .20 cm21. Figure 3 shows that the values ofG obtained
by us here are much smaller than this value. Hence we
draw the conclusion that the weak coupling approximat
used by us is correct. Concluding the section, we note
criterion ~26! can be obtained without specifying the form
the functionF6(q) described by relation~2!.

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF AMPLITUDE–FREQUENCY
DEPENDENCE OF DPR

1. Analyzing the asymptotic behavior of the amplitud
of the DPR peak forv→`, it is natural to compare it with
the dependence of the doppleron damping coefficientkD9 on
the quantityj considered above. These dependences ca
compared since the graphic solution of Eq.~19! shows~see
insets to Figs. 4 and 2! that qsr→1 asv→`, and hencej
}v2/3→` also. It is obvious, however, that the expect
correlation is not observed~even qualitatively!. With in-
creasingv, attenuation of a doppleron in the resonant fie
becomes weaker~kD9→ l 21; see~14!!, and the efficiency of
interaction should increase. On the contrary, the amplitud
the DPR peak decreases also. The calculated depend
G0r9 (v) ~see Fig. 3! behaves similarly. In this connection, le
us analyze the structure of expressions~14! and ~25!.

It follows from ~14! and ~25! that the quantitieskD9 and
G0r9 correlate with respect to the parametern as expected:
(kD9 }n,G0r9 }n21)→G0r9 }kD9

21, i.e., the amplitude of the
DPR peak decreases upon an increase in doppleron dam
associated with an increase inn, and vice versa. On the othe
hand, the asymptotic behavior ofkD9 in ~14! is associated
with the compensation of an increase in the value ofF29 in
the numerator at resonance forv→` by the corresponding
increase in the derivative]F0 /](q2) in the denominator.
This is not observed in~25!, which ultimately explains a
decrease in the value ofG0r9 with increasingv.

Let us consider in greater detail the dependenceG0r9 (v)
in a compensated metal in two limiting cases without spe
fying the form of the functionF6 . For the sake of definite
ness, we assume that the ‘‘long-wave’’ doppleron solut
e-

f
ic
ly,
d
ith
r

an
n
at

be

of
nce

ing

i-

n

exists in the ‘‘-’’ polarization and is due to singularity ofF6

at the pointq251. Using expression~14! for F29 , we can
write ~25! in the form

G0r9 }
vc

2

( i 5e,huF08
i12qs

2]F08
i /]~qs

2!uqsr

. ~27!

The modulus in the denominator of~27! reflects the fact that
the contributions of electrons and holes to the dissipa
component of conductivity have the same sign.

A. The limit v→0. Taking into account the presence
the inversion center and using~2!, we can easily prove tha
the expansions

F08
e511b1q21b2q41... ;

~28!
F08

h5212c1q22c2q42... ,

where b1 ,b2 , ... andc1 ,c2 , ... are positive constants, ar
valid for a compensated metal. If the functionF08 does not
change its sign forq2,1 (F085F08

e1F08
h.0) and the fol-

lowing relations hold:

~b12c1!50, ... ,~bn212cn21!50,
~29!

~bn2cn!.0 ~n>1!,

it follows from the graphic solution of Eq.~19! that qsr→0
in the limit under investigation. In the expansion of the fun
tion F08 , we can confine ourselves to the first nonzero te
(F08>(bn2cn)qs

2n), and obtain from ~19! vc

}v (2n21)/(2n11). Since the limiting value of the denominato
in ~27! is equal to two, at low frequencies we have

G0r9 }v2~2n21!/~2n11! ~n>1!. ~30!

In particular,n51 andg0r9 }v2/3 for a metal with conductiv-
ity ~11!.

If the first nonzero difference in~28! is (bn2cn),0(n
>1), the functionF08 changes its sign at a certain pointq0

2

,1 sinceF08→1` for q2→1 ~see, for example, Fig. 2!.
Obviously, in this case we have at resonanceqsr

2→q0
2 in the

limit v→0, i.e., vc}v. The limiting value of the denomi-
nator in ~27! is finite, and relation~27! leads to the depen
denceG0r9 }v2, which coincides with~30! for n→` as ex-
pected.

B. The limit v→`. In this limit, qsr→1, and the func-
tion F08 increases unlimitedly. It is obvious, however, that t
nonlocal contributionF0r8

e of the resonant group of electron
dominates in conductivity at high frequencies. This is illu
trated by the function~21! (q5qsr) in which the first term
on the right-hand side dominates at high frequencies. Co
quently, we can neglect the contributions from remaini
charge carriers and write~14! and ~27! in the form

V2>F0r8
e , ~31!

G0r9 }
vc

2

u]F0r8
e/]~qs

2!uqsr

, ~32!

considering that 2qs
2]F0r8

e/](qs
2)@F0r8

e(qs
25qsr

2→1).
Falk et al.14 give a ‘‘hierarchy’’ of singularities on the

basis of an analysis of the functionS(pz) at the points at
which the derivativeu]S/]pzu has an extremum~see, for ex-
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ample, ~5!!. Such singular points should be supplemen
with points at which the derivative has a discontinuity. T
FS cross sections corresponding to these points as well a
groups of charge carriers localized in the vicinity of su
points are referred to as resonant. The existence of such c
sections is a purely geometric property of real FS, leading
the emergence of singularities in the conductivity, which c
be of the logarithmic (F08} ln(12q2)) or power (F08}
3(12q2)2m,m.0) type. If the resonant cross section
areaSrÞ0, we have 1/2<m<1. If, however,Sr50 ~refer-
ence point!, we have 1/3<m<1. In the case of a power-typ
singularity in ~32!, ]F0r8

e/](qs
2)}F0r8

e(m11)/m and we obtain
G0r9 }v22/m on account of~31!. Consequently, in the limit
v→`, the value ofG0r9 always decreases, the decrease h
ing the lowest rate form51. Such a singularity in conduc
tivity ( F05(12q2)21) is observed if we have a layer o
orbits for which]S/]pz5const. An example of this kind is a
physically unfeasible model of FS of the type of a ‘‘par
bolic lens.’’ 7,14 For the FS model~5! used by us, conductiv
ity ~10! has a root singularity (m51/2), andG0r9 }v4. If the
singularity is logarithmic, the derivative]F0r8

e/](qs
2) can be

presented in the form of an expression containing the ex
nential function expF0r8

e. As a result, this expression at hig
frequencies will contain all powers ofv2 (expx511x1x2

1...), and the decrease ofG0r8 with increasingv will be
‘‘faster’’ than in the case of a power singularity.

Summarizing the results described in A and B, we c
draw the first and most important conclusion: for compe
sated metals with any form of conductivity, the quantityG0r9
~25! defining the amplitude of the DPR peak under we
doppleron–phonon interaction~26! always increases at firs
with frequency, attains its peak value, and then decrea
monotonically. The specific asymptotic form ofG0r9 is deter-
mined by the shape of the curveF68 (q), and hence by pecu
liarities of the actual FS of the metal.

2. An analysis of the amplitude–frequency depende
of DPR was limited to the calculation of the quantityG0r9 .
However, this dependence can be changed radically by
ing into account the coefficientb ~24! which depends on
frequency both explicitly and implicitly. The complexity o
the problem of such an inclusion is illustrated by Grish
et al.18 we considered a simplified model of a metal with
single group of charge carriers, whose deformation poten
tensor ~Lab5l0m(vavb2v2dab/3); l05const! cor-
responds to an isotropic energy–momentum relation. Th
authors used the transformationbG0→b* G01G0* ; as a re-
sult, the expression for the coefficientb* we are interested
in does not contain singular terms any longer, and the t
G0* is of nonresonant type. In our notation, the expression
b* has the form

b* 5~l1V2/qs7l2!2. ~33!

Herel1512l0(16 ig), l25l0 .
It can be seen from~33! that the form of the frequency

dependence ofb* can be different even for such a simp
model. In the given case, it is determined by the deforma
potential constantl0 which is a characteristic of an electron
about which the information is scarce. For example, the
d
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efficient b* depends on frequency weakly forl0.1 in a
wide frequency range defined by the inequalityV2/qs

,l0 /u12l0u.
The expression forb* becomes multiparametric and

complicated considerably for a metal with several groups
charge carriers, e.g., for a compensated metal. Medve
et al.19 analyzed DPR in a compensated metal, which w
approximated by an extremely simplified model. Amo
other things, it was assumed~which is very important! that
l05const for all charge carriers. For such a model,l250 in
~33!, andb* }v4 for l0Þ1 at high frequencies. As a resul
the expression for the sound absorption coefficient at re
nance has the asymptotic form Im(Dks9)}v, which differs
radically from that obtained in our experiment~G→0 for v
→`!.

The above qualitative analysis of the expression for
efficientb and a comparison of amplitude–frequency dep
dencesG~v! and G0r9 (v) lead to the following conclusions
First, the frequency dependence of the amplitude of the D
peak in tungsten is mainly determined by relation~25!, and
the coefficientb ~to be more precise,b* ! weakly depends on
frequency. The weak frequency dependence~33! of the co-
efficient b* observed by Grishinet al.18 indicates that the
inductive interaction between the electron and ion s
systems dominates over the deformation interaction.
though Grishinet al.18 confined their analysis to a speci
case of a noncompensated metal with a single group
charge carriers, a physical analysis of the nature of the in
action indicates that this conclusion is of general nature. T
statement concerning the weak frequency dependence ob*
naturally requires a more rigorous analysis. Second, the
model used by us apparently does not describe the actua
exactly. As a result, the peaks on the curvesG~v! and
G0r9 (v) are shifted relative to each other, and the theoret
curve decreases with increasingv at a noticeably lower rate
These discrepancies do not cast a shadow of doubt on
correctness of qualitative conclusions. Probably, the mo
proposed in Ref. 20 provides a more adequate descriptio
the Fs. In this model, the conductivity has a logarithmic s
gularity leading~see above! to a ‘‘stronger’’ frequency de-
pendence ofG0r9 .

3. The amplitude–frequency dependencesG~v! and
G0r9 (v) resemble qualitatively the amplitude–field depe
dence of doppleron oscillations~see the inset to Fig. 1!. In
Fig. 3, this dependence is reduced to thev axis according to
the algorithmH0→k→v5kvs based on the identity of the
doppleron spectra~see Fig. 2! obtained from magnetoacous
tic and rf measurements. It is obvious, however, that t
similarity is not connected directly with the physics of th
effects under investigation. It was noted above that the fo
of the amplitude–field dependence of doppleron oscillatio
is determined by singularities of the solution of th
boundary-value problem. This dependence correlates w
G0r9 (v) to a certain extent. As a matter of fact, in the ca
when an electromagnetic wave is incident on the me
boundary, the amplitude of the transmitted wave is de
mined by the integral whose integrand has the same den
nator as on the right-hand side of~23!.14,17 Such a structure
of the integral leads to a decrease in the wave amplit
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upon an increase in the functionF8 in strong fields at points
corresponding to the doppleron solutions of the dispers
equation~9! and coinciding with zeros of the denominator
the integrand. On the other hand, the increase inF8 is ac-
companied by an increase inF9 in ~25!. As a result, the value
of G0r9 as the amplitude of doppleron oscillations decrea
in a resonance field in the limitv→`.

4. While deriving the ‘‘acoustic’’ solution~1!, we ne-
glected attenuation of sound on the right-hand side put
k5ks . Such a method of solution of Eq.~1! is quite correct
since we assume that doppleron in tungsten weakly inter
with sound, the inequality~26! serving as a criterion of the
intensity of this interaction. In this case, however, the fini
ness of the functionF68 associated with inclusion of colli
sions will be manifested in Eq.~19! with F6(qs) on the
right-hand side~in contrast to Eq.~9! for large values ofj!.
As a result, the situation takes place when the curvesF28 (qs)
and V2/qs do not intersect at high frequencies~curve g in
Fig. 4! and the real component of the denominator in~23!
does not vanish. This obviously does not mean at all t
DPR is not manifested. However, the frequency asympt
form of the DPR peak amplitude can change. Such a si
tion emerges for the FS model~21! of tungsten used by us a
relatively high frequenciesv/2p.500 MHz, and hence wa
not investigated by us.

CONCLUSIONS

In this research, we have studied experimentally and
plained theoretically the amplitude–frequency dependenc
DPR in tungsten.

A graphic analysis of the dispersion equation has b
used for constructing the spectra of weakly attenuating e
tromagnetic modes in compensated and noncompens
metals in the collisionless limit. The influence of collision
on the attenuation of these modes has been analyzed.
dependences of the external magnetic field at the doppler
phonon and helicon–phonon resonances on the ultras
wave frequency have been constructed. The proposed m
of the FS in tungsten correctly describes the spectrum of
doppleron mode under investigation. Subsequent ana
based on this theoretical investigation of the problem led
the following conclusions.

~1! In the case of tungsten, a simplified method of the so
tion of equation for coupled electromagnetic and aco
tic modes is possible. This statement is based on
analysis of the obtained experimental results demons
ing that G-dopplerons weakly interact with sound
tungsten.

~2! The form of the amplitude–frequency dependence
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DPR is determined to a considerable extent by the co
ficient b ~24! ~to be more precise,b* ~33!!. It is found
that this coefficient in tungsten depends weakly on
frequency of sound. This conclusion actually indicat
that the inductive mechanism of interaction between
electron and ion subsystems dominates over the de
mation mechanism in tungsten.

~3! Under the conditions of dominating inductive mech
nism of interaction between the two subsystems of
metal, the amplitude of the DPR peak first increases w
frequency, attains the peak value, and then decre
monotonically irrespective of the shape of the FS. T
results of calculation of the amplitude–frequency dep
dence of DPR in tungsten are in good qualitative agr
ment with experimental data.
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Effect of boson peak on low-temperature electron spin–lattice relaxation
in amorphous materials

N. P. Giorgadze and L. Zh. Zakharov
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The effect of a boson peak~BP! on the low-temperature electron spin–lattice relaxation in
amorphous materials is investigated. It is shown that the contribution of the boson peak to one-
phonon relaxation for EPR frequencies within the boson peak width dominates over the
Debye contribution, and the field dependence of relaxation rate changes qualitatively, while the
temperature dependence remains unchanged. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-777X~98!00803-2#
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It is well known1 that the density of vibrational states
amorphous materials~glasses! is characterized by a low
temperature peak corresponding to vibrational excitati
obeying the Bose statistics. The frequencyvm corresponding
to the maximum density of states at the peak varies~for
different materials! from 431011 s21 to 2031011 s21, while
the maximum density of states at the peak exceeds the D
density of states at the same frequencyvm by a factor of
2–10. The existence of a boson peak~BP! is confirmed in
experiments on Raman scattering and neutron scattering
existence in the density of vibrational states affects sign
cantly the physical properties~heat capacity and therma
conductivity! of amorphous materials in the temperatu
range 3–15 K.

The boson peak must also naturally affect considera
the electron spin–lattice relaxation~ESLR! for which pho-
non mechanisms are obviously of primary importance~in-
cluding the case of amorphous materials!. To our knowledge,
Lebanidzeet al.2 were the first to pay attention to this ci
cumstance. They considered a two-quantum process of e
tron spin–lattice relaxation~of the Raman type! under the
conditions when vibrational excitations pertaining to the
play an active part in the relaxation process. These aut
obtained an expression for relaxation rate which was used
estimating the temperature dependence of this rate as pro
tional toTL

5 ~TL is the lattice temperature!. It should be noted
that the expression derived in Ref. 2 presumes that the E
frequency is smaller thanvm . It is remarkable, however, tha
the frequency interval embraced by the peak partly overl
with the EPR frequency range (1010– 1011) s21. Conse-
quently, we can expect that the two-quantum relaxat
mechanism associated with the BP is suppressed cons
ably for high EPR frequencies~especially for frequencies
;vm! since the number of pairs of vibrational excitatio
pertaining to the BP and participating in an act of ene
exchange between the electron spin system and the latti
extremely small in this case.

Simultaneously, we must expect that the rate of o
1981063-777X/98/24(3)/3/$15.00
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quantum mechanism of spin–lattice relaxation involving
the present case the vibrational excitations with an exc
density of states will be considerably enhanced. This co
munication is devoted to a quantitative analysis of this pr
lem.

We confine our analysis to the case when the s
S51/2 and assume that the time of establishment of intrin
equilibrium in the spin system is much shorter than the ch
acteristic time scales of spin–lattice relaxation. Further,
assume that the parameter\vs /kBTL is arbitrary, while the
parameter\vd /kBTL!1 ~vs is the EPR frequency andvd

the frequency of the electron spin in the local field det
mined by the dipole–dipole interaction of electron spin!.
Finally, we assume that the thermal equilibrium of the sp
system with the thermostat is violated by resonance inte
tion. Under these conditions, we can consider that the re
ation of electron polarization is independent of the ene
relaxation of spin–spin interaction~assuming that the secula
component of the latter interaction continues to be the sou
of randomization! and proceed from the Hamiltonian of
coupled spin–phonon system presented in Ref. 3:

H5HS1HL1HSL , ~1!

where

Hs5\vs(
j

Sj
z , ~2!

is the Zeeman energy of the electron spin system,

HL5\(
q

vqaq
1aq ~3!

the Hamiltonian of phonons~lattice!,

HSL5
i\

2 (
q

(
j

1

N1/2 ~gq
1Sj

21gq
2Sj

1!~exp iqr j~aq

2a2q
1 !! ~4!
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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the Hamiltonian of the spin–phonon interaction,q and vq
5qc are the wave vector and the phonon frequency,c is the
velocity of sound,aq

1 andaq
2 are the creation and annihila

tion operators for a phonon with the wave vectorq, N is the
number of atoms in the sample,r the radius vector of thej th
spin, andgq

a the spin–phonon interaction constant. In th
case,

gq
15vsS vq

4V1
D 1/2

for the Kramers magnetic ions and

gq
15S vqV2

4 D 1/2

for non-Kramers magnetic ions~V1 and V2 are constants
having the dimensions of frequency!, and the relation
(gq

2)* 5g2q
1 holds.

The electron spin–lattice relaxation can now be cons
ered as a process of stabilization of thermal equilibrium
the kinetic stage of evolution in a quasi-equilibrium syste
consisting of a Zeeman reservoir of electron spins and
lattice ~thermostat!. Using the method of a nonequilibrium
statistical operator4 for describing this process, we obta
after simple calculations the well-known equations for t
rate of variation of relaxing electron polarizationPS

52th(\vs/2kBTs) ~Ts is the Zeeman spin-temperature!:

dPS

dt
52

~PS2PSL!

TSL
, ~5!

where the relaxation rate is defined as

1

TSL
5

4p

uPSLuN
(

q
ugq

2u2d~vs2vq!, ~6!

andPSL is the electron polarization at the lattice temperatu
A transition to the continual description in terms of ph

non is carried out by conventional replacement of summa
by integration:

(
q

~ ...!→E dVq

4p E dvG~v!~ ...!,

where~in contrast to ordinary materials! the density of states
is defined by1

G~v!5
9Nv2

vD
3 H 11m

vm
2

v2 expF2S ln v/vm

&s
D 2G J , ~7!

vD5(6p2c3/a3)1/3 is the Debye frequency,a the lattice pa-
rameter,m the coefficient assuming values from 2 to 10 f
different materials and characterizing the BP width, and
parameters.0.48. The first term in this expression is th
conventional Debye density of states, while the second t
is the contribution of vibrational excitations localized in th
vicinity of the frequencyvm to the density of states, th
width of the corresponding region being

g52vm sinh sA2 ln 251.2vm .
-
t

e

.

n

e

m

Using the above-mentioned transformation and expres
~6! for the required rate of electron spin–lattice relaxatio
we obtain

1

TSL
5

1

TSL
D 1

1

TSL
BP , ~8!

where

1

TSL
D 5

18pvs
2

vD
3 uPSLu

g2~vs! ~9!

is the Debye relaxation rate,

1

TSL
BP 5

18pmvm
2

vD
3 uPSLu

g2~vs!expF2
ln~vs /vm!

&s
G 2

~10!

the contribution to the relaxation rate from the BP, and

g2~vS!5E dVq

4p
ugq

1u2.

Let us analyze the obtained results.
It should be noted above all that~in accordance with~9!

and ~10!! the contribution of the BP to the one-phonon r
laxation for large values ofm and for EPR frequencies lying
within the BP dominates over the Debye contribution, a
hence the type of one-phonon relaxation is determined
by this contribution. Naturally, the presence of a BP does
affect the temperature dependence of relaxation rate w
has the form 1/TSL}coth(\vs/kBTL) ~as in the Debye case!.
However, the field dependence changes qualitatively. Th
illustrated graphically in Fig. 1 depicting the field depe
dence of the relaxation rates 1/TSL

D and 1/TSL
BP for Kramers

magnetic ions in a sample withvD;1013 Hz and vm;4
31011 Hz at T53 K andm510.

FIG. 1. Relaxation ratesf b51/(TSL
BP)(2310220V1)/9p ~solid curve! and

f d51/(TSL
D )(2310220V1)/9p ~dashed curve! as functions of the EPR fre-

quency~constant magnetic field!; v15vm exp(2sA2 ln 2).2.331011 Hz
andv25vm exp(sA2 ln 2).731011 Hz are the frequencies correspondin
of the BP half-widths. The differenceg5v22v154.731011 Hz is the bo-
son peak width.
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It is also important that the general increase in relaxat
rate must lead to the expansion of the temperature rang
which the one-quantum mechanism of ESLR dominates o
the Raman two-quantum mechanism.

It should also be noted that glasses with a moderate
sition of the peak (Tm5(\vm /kB);3 – 5 K) and with the
maximum possible value ofm are the most suitable materia
for studying the effect of the BP on the one-phonon elect
relaxation. Indeed, in this case the two-quantum relaxa
mechanism associated with the BP, as well as the Ra
mechanism, is obviously ineffective~at least at temperature
TL<Tm!, and the typical features of the one-quantum rel
ation mechanism associated with the BP are manifested m
clearly.
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Superconducting properties and structure of vanadium after cryogenic deformation
V. K. Aksenov, N. A. Chernyak, O. I. Volchok, A. V. Mats, and Ya. D. Starodubov

National Science Center ‘‘Kharkov Physicotechnical Institute’’, 310108 Kharkov, Ukraine
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The effect of low temperature~77 K! deformation by drawing~80%! on the superconducting
properties and structure of vanadium is studied. The structural elements~fragment
boundaries! responsible for the observed changes of critical parameters are isolated. The electron-
phonon coupling constant and the electron mean free path undergo most significant changes
in these regions of rotational deformation localization, which have a high density of defects and are
powerful sources of internal stresses. The dislocation density at the fragment boundaries is
estimated. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!00903-7#

This paper is written in commemoration of the 70th anniversary of the National Science Center
‘‘Kharkov Physicotechnical Institute’’
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1. INTRODUCTION

According to the prevailing concepts, the change in
superconducting properties of metals subjected to plastic
formation is associated with the level of defects and the
ture of the structural state formed as a result of deformat
This problem has been studied theoretically and experim
tally for quite some time, and the maximum progress h
been attained for the cases when the structure of the ma
als is characterized by a uniform distribution of dislocatio
a weakly disoriented cellular structure, and the presenc
twin interlayers~see, for example, Refs. 1 and 2!. The situ-
ation was found to be quite different in the studies of t
influence of the fragmented structure, one of the most
quently encountered types of structural state, on the pro
ties of superconductors. As a rule, the emergence of su
structure is associated with the growth of large plastic de
mations and leads to the fragmentation of the material in
large number of highly disoriented microregions~fragments!.
Several authors assume that significant changes in the p
erties of the superconducting state are associated with
onset of rotational plasticity.3,4 However, the interpretation
of the experimental results is greatly hampered due to
absence of suitable models explaining the entire comple
and diversity of this phenomenon. We believe that the se
ration of contributions from individual elements of frag
mented structure in the variation of the superconducting
rameters would be an important step towards the solutio
this problem and the construction of models conforming
the experimental results.

Earlier, we studied the effect of large plastic deformati
by drawing at 77 and 300 K on the magnetic properties
vanadium at 4.2 K.4 In order to interpret the observed vari
tions, it was proposed by us that one of the main fact
responsible for the observed effects is the strength of fr
2011063-777X/98/24(3)/4/$15.00
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ment boundaries which depends primarily on the disorien
tion angle, the number density of defects, and the leve
nonuniform internal stresses caused by them. The streng
boundaries increases significantly as a result of cryoge
deformation, which enables us to study the nature of
phenomenon. In the present paper, which is a continuatio
our earlier publication describing the effect of fragmentati
on the superconducting properties of vanadium,4 we en-
deavor to describe the results of new experimental stu
whose analysis makes it possible to isolate the contribu
from individual elements of the fragmented structure to
variation of superconducting characteristics of the metal t
ing into account the internal stress fields.

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

In the present work, we study the connection betwe
the variations of the lower critical fieldHc1

, the thermody-
namic fieldHc , and the upper critical fieldHc2

, as well as
the superconducting transition temperatureTc , the resistivity
rn , and the emergence of inhomogeneous dislocation st
tures as a result of large plastic deformations. As in o
earlier work,4 we chose 99.88% pure vanadium obtained
electron-beam melting as the object of our investigatio
Cylindrical bars were first subjected to recrystallization a
nealing at a temperature of 1300 K in a vacuum of 1
31025 Pa for three hours. Subsequent deformation by dra
ing at 77 K was carried out on a special device.5 As the
deformation attained the level«580%, samples of wire hav
ing a diameter 1.2 mm and a length 12 mm were cut.
structural state of the samples identical to the initial~recrys-
tallized! state was created by repeated annealing.

In order to plot the field dependences of magnetizat
M (H) for vanadium at 4.2 K, we used a special magnetom
ter capable of recording the dependenceM (H) under a con-
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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tinuous variation of the magnetic field. The sample axis w
at right angles to the magnetic field. The technique for m
netic measurements was described in detail in our ea
publications.6,7 With the exception ofHc corresponding to
the deformed state, the values of the critical fields at 4.2
were determined by using the standard technique for proc
ing theM (H) dependences.8,9 The estimate for the valueHc

of the deformed state is presented below. The supercond
ing transition curves were recorded by the usual resis
technique, and the error in determiningTc was 0.001 K. The
structural state was studied by transmission electron mic
copy on longitudinal sections of the samples. Note that
investigations in the initial state and in the state deformed
drawing were carried out on the same sample after remo
a surface layer of thickness.10mm.

In our calculations, we used the quantityrD , the contri-
bution torn from a unit length of the dislocation line. Thi
quantity was determined in supplementary experiments
measuring the increment inrn at 5 K as aresult of an in-
crease in the mean dislocation densityN registered by an
electron microscope after relatively small deformations
was found thatrD.1310224V•m3.

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Table I shows the characteristics of vanadium in vario
structural states. It can be seen that deformation leads
decrease in the value ofHc1

and an increase in the values
Hc2

, Tc andrn , the variation in the value ofHc2
being the

most significant. While the magnetization of the initi
sample is described by a typical hysteresis curve, the na
of magnetization changes significantly as a result of de
mation, and a peak effect is observed~Fig. 1!.

The initial structural state of vanadium is characteriz
by a low dislocation densityN.1012 m22, and polygonal

TABLE I. Characteristics of vanadium in different structural states.

State Tc , K Hc1 , Oe Hc2 , Oe rn•108, V•m

Initial 4.88 90 1660 3.78
Deformed
«580%, T577 K

4.98 80 2660 4.18

FIG. 1. Magnetization curves for vanadium samples: initial state~curve1!
and after deformation by drawing~80%! at 77 K ~curve2!.
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structure is practically not observed. The grain bounda
are in equilibrium state and do not cause any inter
stresses. Low-temperature deformation leads to the for
tion of a macroscopically heterogeneous structure over
sample cross section due to different conditions of pla
flow in the core and over the periphery of the bar duri
drawing. Microhardness measurements show that the rati
the corresponding regions of the cross section after defor
tion is about 5:1. The core is characterized by a morpholo
cally homogeneous distribution of dislocations withN'1.4
31015 m22 ~Fig. 2a!, and fragments stretched along the d
rection of drawing are encountered rarely. On the other ha
the periphery abounds in fragmented structure and the f
ments are also stretched along the direction of drawing~Fig.
2b!. In the region of bulk fragmentation, the density of di
locations uniformly distributed in the fragments
N'2.631015 m22, the average size of fragments isd'3.0
31027 m, and the fragments may be disoriented by up
15°. The fine structure of fragment boundaries is not
solved, which is apparently due to a very high density
defects at the boundaries, and the presence of intern
stress fields in them. This leads to a significant blurring a
overlapping of the regions of diffractional contrast betwe
dislocations. Note that strong variations of diffractional co
trast and a large number of flexural contours observed
quently in the fragments point towards the existence of qu
large and nonuniform internal stresses caused by interfa
Twinning is not observed after deformation.

Let us compare and analyze the obtained results

FIG. 2. Vanadium structure after drawing~77 K, «.80%): a—core
(380 000); b—periphery of the sample (340 000).
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should be remarked at the very outset that a more deta
analysis of the reasons behind observed effects requir
knowledge of not only the characteristics presented in Ta
I, but also several other theoretical parameters characteri
the superconducting state of the initial and the deform
samples. These parameters are calculated on the basis
BCS theory and the Ginzburg–Landau theory.10,11

Let us consider the properties of the initial state a
define its generalized parameter:

k15
1

&

Hc1

Hc
. ~1!

An analysis of the magnetization curve shows thatHc

'290 Oe, which givesk1'4.1. In order to estimate th
‘‘purity’’ of the superconductor under investigation and
select a criterion for correctly determining the variation ofk1

in the deformed state, we calculate the Sommerfeld cons
g. For this purpose, we use the temperature depend
Hc(T)/Hc(0)12 to estimate the value ofHc(0)'1.24 kOe.
Using familiar relations,10,11 we can obtain from here th
constant g51.13103 J/~m3

•K2! and the BCS coherenc
length j0 . The value ofj0>5.3531028 m was obtained
from a comparison of the characteristicsTc andg for vana-
dium which was also analyzed by us in Ref. 12. Havi
calculated the mean free pathl 59.331029 m from the re-
lation rnl 53.5310216V•m2,12 we obtain the impurity pa-
rametera50.882j0 / l'5.1. This means that the metal und
investigation is a quite ‘‘dirty’’ superconductor.

Let us now consider the possible reasons behind
variation of superconducting properties of a metal as a re
of deformation. In the first approximation, these variatio
may be caused by an increase in the dislocation densit
the regions of their uniform distribution~core and the regions
inside the fragments!, fragment boundaries and macroscop
internal stresses. The latter emerge as a result of any v
tion in sample shape and must be taken into considera
while estimating the effect of the structural factor on t
critical parameters. In the case studied by us, tensile stre
dominate at the periphery, while compressive stres
abound in the core region.13 For the sake of simplicity, we
shall consider the maximum possible effect of these stre
on superconducting characteristics. While evaluating
critical parameters in the core of the sample, we shall ass
that the effect of compressive stresses on the chosen vo
is similar to the effect of hydrostatic pressure. Consider
that fragments are strongly stretched in the peripheral
gions, we shall confine ourselves to the case when a
fragment mainly undergoes an axial elongation. Accord
to Rybin et al.,14 the internal stress field distribution in th
fragments is quasiuniform in this case, except in the bou
ary regions which have a characteristic linear size'0.05d.

Let us estimate the most probable variations in the c
cal parameters in the regions with a uniform dislocation d
tribution. According to Zaitsev’s model15 and our experi-
mental data,3 the dislocation part of the growth inTc satisfies
the approximate equality
ed
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DTc~N!>
p

18 S s'

si
D 4 EF

2ms

\kBG
N, ~2!

where s' and si are the transverse and longitudinal sou
velocities,EF is the Fermi energy,m the electron mass at th
Fermi surface,s the velocity of sound,G the shear modulus
\ the Planck constant, andkB the Boltzmann constant. Sub
stituting into ~2! the values s563103 m/s, G54.65
31010 Pa,16 EF50.7617 m'm* '2m0 ~m* is the effective
cyclotron mass andm0 the electron mass!,18 and assuming
thats' /si has the value;0.67 typical of a metal, we obtain

DTc~N!'0.15310216N ~3!

~DTc is in kelvins!. It is well known19 that for a uniform
distribution of dislocations, the stress level can be defin
with the help of the expression

s5s01aGbN1/2, ~4!

wheres0 is the yield stress in the initial state,b the modulus
of the Burgers vector, anda is a constant. The valuess0

5250 MPa anda50.3 are obtained from mechanical tes
ing, while Fidel20 gives the valueb52.63310210 m. This
gives s58.431023G. In the first approximation, we sha
consider elastic stress fields as the additional additive co
bution to the overall increase in the value ofTc . Using for-
mula ~3! and the valuedTc /dp50.6231025 K/bar,21 we
find that DTc /Tc'0.8%, which is smaller than the exper
mentally observed increase in the value ofTc .

For the relative deviation ofHc2 , we obtain from Eq.~1!

DHc2

Hc2
5

Dk1

k1
1

DHc

Hc
. ~5!

Since vanadium which was the object of our investigation
a very ‘‘dirty’’ superconductor andk1 is defined in the vi-
cinity of Tc , we obtain

Dk1'2.373106g1/2Drn . ~6!

In subsequent calculations, we can disregard the small
crease ing associated with an increase inTc . The disloca-
tion contribution to the increase in the electrical resistanc
estimated from the relationDrn'NrD . Nearly the same in-
crease in electrical resistance is caused by the point-
scatterers accumulated as a result of deformation.22 Further,
we consider that the scale of effects associated with the c
nection betweenHc2 and elastic stresses is mainly dete
mined for T;Tc by the quantity dHc /dp
'1.8531023 Oe/bar.23 In this case we obtain from Eq.~5!
the valueDHc2 /Hc2'8%, which is also much lower than
the experimentally determined variation ofHc2 in vanadium
after low-temperature deformation.

A practically similar result is obtained from analogou
calculations for the quasiuniform core region of the fra
ment, since a certain increase in the critical parameters a
ciated with an increase in the dislocation density will
compensated by the competing effect of tensile stresses

Thus, the analysis carried out by us shows that even
maximum possible values ofTc and Hc2 in regions with a
uniform dislocation distribution are smaller than the expe
mentally recorded values, which can be naturally associa
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with the fragment boundaries that are narrow unrela
zones of localization for rotational deformation.

According to the prevailing concepts, the main var
tions in the critical characteristics of vanadium observed
ter deformation are caused by an enhancement of
electron-phonon interaction and a decrease in the elec
mean free path. Using McMillan’s formula24 and assuming25

that an equal increase in the value ofTc is accompanied by
an insignificant decrease in the Debye temperature, we
tain the valueDl/l'1.5% for the relative increase in th
electron-phonon interaction constant. This value is close
the estimates for the increase inl at the regions of plastic
deformation localization.1

Let us now evaluate the parameterk1 and the character
istic electrical resistancerb of the boundary by using the
experimental values ofHc2 andTc and disregarding possibl
distortions of the dependenceHc(T)/Hc(0) introduced by
the stress field. Considering that the increase ing as a result
of deformation of vanadium correlates with the increase
Tc ,25 and using relations from the Fetter-Hohenbe
theory,11 we obtainHc(0)'1.27 kOe,Hc'330 Oe, andk1

'5.8. This gives the required value ofrb'5.8831028V
3m. Since the measuring current flows through the circ
element with a resistance lower thanrb , we find that
rb.rn . Naturally, the electron mean free path in the def
mation localization region is smaller than in the surround
volume.

The value ofrb can be used to calculate approximate
the dislocation density at deformation boundaries. Assum
that scattering at the cores of individual dislocations is
dominating factor, we obtainN'231016 m22 from the re-
lation rb5rn1NrD . This value of the dislocation density i
an order of magnitude larger than at the core of the fragm

CONCLUSION

Thus, an analysis of the experimental data allows us
differentiate the contribution from individual elements of t
fragmented structure to the variation of the critical para
eters of deformed vanadium. The dominating contribution
made by boundaries of fragments that are unrelaxed zone
localization of rotational plasticity and are regions of hi
density of crystal structure defects as well as powe
sources of internal stress fields. The variations of superc
ducting characteristics observed at fragment boundaries
d
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associated with the combined effect of an increase in
electron-phonon interaction constant and a decrease in
electron mean free path in such structural formations. T
dislocation density at fragment boundaries causing a dis
entation of about 15° may attain values up to'2
31016 m22.
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The paper reports on the results of high-resolution field emission microscopy technique and its
application for a qualitative analysis of the local chemical composition of superconducting
Nb–Ti alloys. Previous investigations based on field ion microscopy revealed that a
superconducting wire made of Nb–60 at. %Ti alloy contains thin and extended regions with a
composition close to Nb, which form current-carrying paths with a density
431010 cm22. The formation of such zones is associated with rising diffusion occurring
during thermal treatment and correlates with high critical currents. The development of the high-
resolution field emission microscopy has made it possible to refine considerably in the
present work the distribution of precipitated components and the configuration of the current-
carrying system. The obtained results confirm that high current-carrying properties of
Nb–Ti alloys are due to the presence of phases with a composition close to pure Nb precipitated
as a result of thermomechanical treatment and forming a three-dimensional lattice of
inclusions. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!01003-2#
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INTRODUCTION

The origin of a heterophase structure formed in d
formed superconducting Nb-based alloys~Nb–Ti and Nb–
Zr! during uphill diffusion, which was discovered and an
lyzed quantitatively in the theoretical work by Konobeevs
~see Ref. 1, p. 399! was discussed consistently in a series
our earlier publications over a long time. The concepts
current-carrying structure and the magnitude of the criti
current in superconducting alloys are associated with the
rameters of this structure. The evolution of the concentra
of components in an alloy deformed during thermal tre
ment can be described by the equation

]c/]t5D1]2c/]x22D2]2«/]x2, ~1!

in which the diffusion coefficientD2 associated with the
stress gradient is larger than the ordinary diffusion coe
cient D1 in Fick’s equation by several orders of magnitu
and is negative, and« stands for strain.

For this reason, ‘‘the diffusion occurring in a solid sol
tion in the presence of a nonuniformly stressed state du
the second term in the equation leads not to levelling ou
concentrations, but to the separation of components.’’1 In
other words, in our case of deformation by drawing a w
made of a superconducting alloy, diffusion leads to the f
mation of a well-developed thin and extended curre
carrying Nb system in the alloy matrix. This structure w
discovered by us by using various methods;2–4 and its exis-
tence was demonstrated most convincingly in Refs. 3 an
on the basis of field ion microscopy in a Nb–60 at. %
alloy. It is expedient for subsequent analysis to consider h
some of the results described in these publications.

Figure 1 shows a typical ion-microscopic pattern of a
made of a thin wire subjected to final~optimal! thermal treat-
ment at 400 °C for two hours. Light contrast spots cor
2051063-777X/98/24(3)/5/$15.00
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spond to precipitated phase rich in Nb. Statistical treatm
of 1000 microphotographs of the samples led to a histog
of the relative transverse size distribution of precipita
~Fig. 2! with a peak corresponding to a diameter of 10–40
and a density of precipitates of (461)•1010 cm22. The ex-
perimental technique also allowed us to trace the evolu
of the structure upon an increase in the annealing temp
ture from 200 to 550 °C and to compare it with the critic
current variation with a peak at 400 °C. This corresponded
an increase in the size of precipitates to the optimal valu
coagulation, and a decrease in their number. This inform
tion was used for obtaining quantitative results concern
the origin of high current-carrying structure of the materi
i.e., typical sizes of the elements of this structure, their d
sity, and the total cross-sectional area. In our opinion, s
parameters are universal for all superconducting mater
with high values ofJc andHc2 .

It should be noted that the methods developed by
showed graphically the ‘‘filamentary’’ extended precipitat
of the nanometer size, which have the same crystal lat
~bcc! as the matrix and hence cannot be distinguished by
electron microscope. This remark is significant since~until
recently! numerous publications5–7 devoted to the synthesi
of Nb-alloy-based superconducting materials with a h
critical current density contain results obtained by us
high-resolution electron microscopes, which are confined
a quantitative but essentially auxiliary tracking of the evo
tion of titanium precipitation without associating it with th
formation of the basic Nb system during phase separatio

In our opinion, such experiments which disregard t
main mechanism of rising diffusion do not provide mu
information on the origin of high critical currents in alloys

A considerable advance in these studies was made w
the quantitative distribution of Nb and Ti was determined
precipitates of phases found earlier~see Fig. 1!. An atomic-
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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scale analysis of the heterophase structure ensuring
critical current densities for superconducting alloys was c
ried out by using the methods of field~electron and ion!
emission microscopy and mass spectrometry with a con
erably reduced area (131 nm) and with a high resolution in
phase concentration.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Measurements were made on a two-chamber field em
sion microscope in which the samples were cooled to 219

Image was formed by using hydrogen gas under a pressu
1024– 1023 Pa. The microscope was evacuated by cr
genic pumps to a residual gas pressure of 1027 Pa in the
working chamber of the microscope.

In order to use the microscope in the field and elect
modes, a constant positive voltage of 5–22 kV, and a va
ing voltage of amplitude 6–25 kV, and frequency 50 Hz w

FIG. 1. Field ion-microscopic image of a Nb–Ti alloy.

FIG. 2. Size distribution of precipitates enriched by Nb, constructed on
basis of ion-microscopy data.
gh
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supplied to needle-shaped samples of diameter 20–140
The application of a constant voltage ensured the opera
of the microscope in the ion mode. The total voltage was
the pulse type. The ratio of the amplitudes of positive a
negative voltages supplied to the sample varied from 7 to
The amplitude of negative voltage pulses of durati
(2 – 3)31023 s was sufficient for creating on the samp
surface a field strength corresponding to an electron cur
density of 10– 103 A/cm2. In order to reduce the intensity o
ionic bombardment of the surface during the removal of
field electron current, we used a microchannel amplifier
image brightness.

The local chemical composition was determined by
ing the field ion microscope with an atom probe allowing
to identify the chemical nature of individual atoms on t
sample surface being evaporated. The operation principl
the instrument is similar to that described in Ref. 8. Evap
ration of ions subjected to mass-spectroscopic analysis
implemented by a pulse generator with the front steepnes
20 ns and a pulse duration of 50 ns at a level of 0.7
amplitude. The voltage pulse amplitude was varied smoo
from 1 to 15 kV. Evaporation occurred under the effect
the total voltage~a constant voltage of 5–20 kV required fo
the formation of the field ion voltage and a pulsed voltag!.
The signals generated by individual ions after the flig
through the drift chamber were detected by a secondary e
tron multiplier, amplified by a wide-band amplifier, and fe
to the input of the timer and the counting instrument.

For some samples, measurements were made i
vacuum of 1024– 1025 Pa. The surfaces of the samples we
partly coated by residual gases in spite of the presence
shielding positive electric field.8 In order to reduce the error
of mass-spectroscopic analysis, we operated in a kin
mode9 realized with the help of a pulse pair generator. T
first of high-voltage pulses was desorbing, while the seco
pulse was analyzing. The pause between the pulses va
from 1025 to 1024 s. The indicator block operated in th
delay mode with a time-of-flight delay for desorbed ions, a
detected only the spectrum of ions evaporated by the ana
ing pulse. Experiments proved that a pause between pu
of 1025 s is sufficient for ensuring a virtually absolute puri
of the sample surface during the analysis. The exposur
the samples in the residual gas in this case varies from 126

to 1025 Langmuir units, which corresponds to standa
mass-spectrometric studies in ultrahigh vacuum.

The material of investigation was the same multip
strand wire~1045 strands! made of Nb–60 at. %Ti supercon
ducting alloy as that used in Ref. 4 and subjected to optim
thermal treatment at 400 °C for two hours. The diameter
superconducting strands was 15mm. Prior to the preparation
of sharp-tipped samples for emission microscopic exp
ments, the copper matrix was etched in nitric acid. This w
followed by electrochemical polishing of filaments in th
electrolyte HNO3~9!1HF~1! in a direct current of 4–8 A at
15 °C. Such a regime of polishing made it possible to av
preferential etching of precipitates in the alloy.

e
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Figures 1 and 3a and 3b show typical ionic and el
tronic images of Nb–Ti alloys respectively. Under the co
ditions of electron emission, large-scale contrast heterog
ities were observed on the surfaces of samples polis
during low-temperature field evaporation in ultrahig
vacuum: regions with enhanced emissivity separated by
tances of 5–30 nm could be singled out~see Fig. 3!. The
surface density of such regions, which was obtained a
result of treatment of 1000 microphotographs of vario
sample cross sections, amounted to (6.062.0)31010 cm22.
As in Ref. 4, an increase in the working voltage reduces
emission contrast. Some regions enriched with Ti and hav
the minimum emissivity were not processed on micropho
graphs. The electron-microscopic images presented in
3a and 3b were obtained at different stages of field evap
tion. The microphotograph b was obtained after evapora
to a depth;150 nm. A comparison of microphotograph

FIG. 3. Field electron-microscopic images of Nb–Ti alloy samples bef
~a! and after~b! field evaporation to a depth of 150 nm.
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corresponding to different stages of processing of surf
layers over their thickness shows that the position of m
regions with an enhanced emissivity remains unchanged
dicating that precipitates singled out in the electron mode
stretched along the axis of the sample, and hence along
wire. Most of these precipitates has a nearly axisymme
cross section, and their distribution correlates with the dis
bution of ion-microscopic contrast observed under stim
lated field evaporation~see Fig. 1!.

The use of a microanalyzer makes it possible to de
mine the average concentration of elements in cylindri
regions of diameter 1 nm and length 10–20 nm, analy
during field evaporation. Before measurements, the sam
was oriented so that the center of a brightly emitting reg
coincided with the probing aperture of the microanalyz
Thus, the obtained results usually pertained to the cen
regions of precipitates enriched with Nb to within 1.5–2
nm. The maximum Nb concentration was 80 at. %. The n
bium concentration decreased with increasing distance f
the axis of the precipitate~in the course of field emission!.
Thus, the application of the combined method of field em
sion ion–electron microscopy provided a detailed inform
tion on the spatial distribution of elements in the alloy.

Considering that the electron work functions for niobiu
and titanium are approximately equal, while the energies
evaporation differ considerably,8 we can conclude tha
brightly emitting regions correspond to the emergence
precipitates with a higher energy of field evaporation~en-
riched with Nb!4 at the surface. Figure 4 shows the distrib
tion of such precipitates over diameters of cross sectio
Most filaments in the precipitate have a diameter rang
from 1.5 to 4.5 nm. The peak of the distribution lies near 2
nm. A comparison with the results presented in Ref. 4 sho
that the sizes of precipitates obtained by the method of p
ferred field evaporation8 are slightly underestimated. The m
croscopic images of Nb-enriched precipitates, which w
obtained in one-chamber microscopes, have a comparati
high emission contrast. A possible reason behind this p

e

FIG. 4. Distribution of filamentary precipitates enriched by Nb over av
aged diameters of cross section.
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nomena is associated with processes of evaporation of
enriched phases stimulated by residual gases and occu
under a relatively low vacuum typical of one-chamber m
croscopes. This effect is suppressed in two-chamber fi
emission microscopes used by us due to ultrahigh-vacu
conditions in the working chamber.

Precipitate phases are distributed nonuniformly over
sample cross section. The density of precipitates of the
enriched phase varied from 3 to 20%; the calculated a
aged value taking into account the difference in the pr
abilities of concentration values was 4.5%.

The methods of field electron microscopy of samp
formed preliminarily by field evaporation allows us to dete
mine the local energy of field evaporation and use it to c
culate the concentration of elements. For example, the de
tion of the Nb concentrationCNb from the mean valueC̄Nb

can be determined from the relation

CNb5C̄Nb1~dQ/dCNb!
21~Q2Q̄!, ~2!

whereQ andQ̄ are the local and mean values of field evap
ration energy. In order to determine the value ofQ, we can
use the image force model8 of field evaporation in the form
of n-fold ionized atoms:

Q5~ne!3/2Fi
1/2, ~3!

whereFi is the local value of electric field strength for ac
vationless evaporation ande the electron charge. The ave
age electric field strengthF̄ i was determined from the field
corresponding to the best image in hydrogen ions~22
V/nm!.8 The average value of the field strength for evapo
tion of the Nb–Ti alloy~40 at. %Nb! proved to be equal to
35 V/nm, the strength for evaporation of pure Nb was
V/nm, anddQ/dCNb54.431022 eV/at. %. An analysis of
the low-temperature evaporation spectra for the alloy o
field emission microanalyzer proved that more than 80%
Nb atom evaporate in the form of doubly charged ionsn
52).

Variations of the field strengthF were determined from
the displacement of constant brightness contours of fi
electron image~constant electron current densityj e! upon a
change in the amplitude of negative pulses of high voltage
follows directly from the Fowler–Nordheim relation10 for
the electron field emission in narrow field strength interv
that

d je / j e5kdF/F, ~4!

wherek is the electron emission field sensitivity, which va
ies in our experiments in the interval 15,k,20.

The high field sensitivity of electron emission has ma
it possible to determine~to within ;1 nm! the configuration
of contours characterized by a constant evaporation fi
strength, and hence the evaporation energy and chem
composition.

Figure 5 shows the dependence of the Nb concentra
on the distance from the precipitation center. It can be s
from the figure that the atomic concentration of niobiu
changes by 60 at. % over a segment of 3 nm width. T
b-
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maximum value of concentration gradient~30 at. %/nm! is
attained at a distance of 1.5 nm from the precipitation cen

CONCLUSION

In our previous works involving the application of th
ion field microscopy in a superconducting wire made of t
Nb–60 at. %Ti alloy, we detected thin~1–4 nm! extended
(.100 nm) precipitates with a composition close to niobiu
and corresponding, according to modern concepts, to
evant current-carrying paths. Their formation was natura
associated with uphill diffusion occurring during therm
treatment after a strong plastic deformation and correla
with critical currents. The development of the hig
resolution method of field emission microscopy in t
present research resulted in a significant quantitative refi
ment of the form of distribution of precipitating componen
i.e., in the construction of a map for the distribution of com
ponent concentrations over the conductor cross sect
These results not only confirmed the pattern obtained by
ing the ion field microscopy, but also improved considera
the developed concepts concerning the nature of curr
carrying capacity of superconducting alloys and allowed
to correct the technology of preparing superconducting m
terials.

This research was partly supported by the Internatio
Science Foundation.
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Effect of impurities and external fields on second-harmonic generation in ceramics
YBa2Cu3O72d exposed to laser radiation

Ya. O. Dovhyj, I. V. Kityk, R. V. Lutciv, and S. Z. Malynych

I. Franko State University, 290602 L’vov, Ukraine
~Submitted July 14, 1997!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.24, 278–280~March 1998!

A single-mode picosecond YAG-Nd31 laser~P530 MW, l51.06mm! is used to measure the
reflected second-harmonic generation~SHG! in cerium-doped YBa2Cu3O72d ceramics at
low temperatures. An enhancement of the SHG signal is observed in the vicinity ofTc .
Concentration variations of the effect are associated with the splitting near the van Hove
singularities. The SHG signal is found to depend on the magnitude and direction of the external
magnetic field. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!01103-7#
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The second-harmonic generation~SHG! was observed
earlier in the centrally symmetric~space groupD2h

17! HTS
ceramics YBa2Cu3O72d .1–4 In crystals having a center o
inversion, nonlinear optical effects described by tensors
rank three are forbidden in the dipole approximation, sin
all components of the quadratic nonlinear optical suscept
ity tensor are identically equal to zero in them. In this ca
the SHG effect can emerge as a result of quadratic qua
pole polarization, or under the action of a constant exter
electric field.5 However, this restriction on SHG in the dipo
approximation may be removed in centrally symmetric m
dia if the quadratic dipole polarizationP(2)(2v) at the
sample surface is taken into consideration. The existenc
an interface leads to a lowering of symmetry and to the d
appearance of the center of inversion in the symmetry gr

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the RSHG signal in do
ceramics: YBa2Cu3O72d ~1!; Y12xCexBa2Cu3O72d , x50.05 ~2!;
Y12xCexBa2Cu3O72d , x50,1 ~3!; Y12xCexBa2Cu3O72d , x50,2 ~4!;
YBa22xCexCu3O72d , x50,4 ~5! The inset shows the dependence of t
superconducting transition temperature on the extent of doping.
2101063-777X/98/24(3)/2/$15.00
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of the surface layer even for isotropic materials.5 An analo-
gous effect was also observed in semiconductors, e.g., in
system SiO2\Si(111).6

The restriction on SHG can also be removed unde
certain magnetic ordering. For example, SHG is observe
the antiferromagnetic tetragonal phase of YBa2Cu3O72d ow-
ing to the existence of a magnetic structure associated
the ordering of copper ions Cu21 with a spinS51/2. This
structure is described by ferro- and antiferromagnetism v
tors ~La , a51,2,3!. The generation of second harmonic w
also observed in the superconducting phase
YBa2Cu3O72d .2,3,7 It was shown by Akhmanovet al.2 that
quadratic polarization is of dipole type.

A striking feature of the SHG signal is its significan
temperature dependence. The signal sort of ‘‘perceives’’
approach of the transition to the superconducting state.7

In this communication, we describe the results of inve
tigations of the the ceramic Y12xCexBa2Cu3O72d ~x50;
0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4!. The ceramic was synthesized by soli

d

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the RSHG signal in the cera
YBa2Cu3O72d in an external electric field:E50 ~curve 1!; 23104 V/m
~curve2!; 43106 V/m ~curve3!, and 53107 V/m ~curve4!.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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phase reactions in oxygen flow at a temperature 1010 K f
a mixture of components Y2O3, BaCO3 and CuO with a
doping of CeO2 in stoichiometric proportions.

An unfocused beam of single-mode picosecond YA
Nd31 laser ~P530 MW, l51.06mm! was used to excite
the SHG. The angle of incidence was varied from 2 to 4
relative to the normal to the surface. The SHG signal w
separated from the fundamental frequency radiation with
help of a monochromator ZMR-12 and was registered b
photomultiplier FEU-79. Measurements were made in
single-pulse mode with a pulse repetition frequency of
Hz. Samples were placed in a helium cryostat. The temp
ture was varied smoothly in the interval between 4.2 and
K with the help of the systemUTREKS.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the RSHG signal in the cera
YBa2Cu3O72d in an external magnetic fieldH parallel~a! and perpendicular
to the sample surface~b!: H50 ~curve1!; H52 ~curve2!; H55 ~curve3!;
andH58 kOe ~curve4!.
m

-

°
s
e
a
e
2
a-
0

It was shown by us earlier8 that the highest-intensity
reflected SHG~RSHG! was observed by doping the ceram
YBa2Cu3O72d with cerium. As the temperature is lowere
and the superconducting transition is approached, the RS
signal undergoes a characteristic enhancement. The cor
tion between the RSHG intensity and the superconduc
transition temperatureTc is shown clearly in Fig. 1 for vari-
ous samples. The effect is probably associated with lo
symmetry violation or with noncentral modulation. The latt
may be due to superconducting pairing emerging in the
cinity of van Hove singularities owing to the Jahn–Tell
band effect, and having a close connection with the em
gence of phonon anharmonism.9 In YBa2Cu3O72d crystals,
structural modulation may appear in oxygen-deficient plan

The temperature dependences of the RSHG signal fo
undoped ceramic in external electric and magnetic fields
shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The application of a magnetic fi
parallel to the sample surface enhances the effect, whi
field applied at right angles to the sample surface suppre
the signal at a frequency 2v. This is in qualitative agreemen
with the results obtained by Lyubchanskii10 who explained
the SHG effect by taking into account the nonuniform ma
netoelectric effect associated with the presence of dom
boundaries.

Thus, the nonlinear optics methods can be used for c
tactless diagnostics of high-temperature superconductor
conclusive explanation of the SHG effects for these mater
will probably provide an understanding of the very mech
nism of high-temperature superconductivity.
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Light-induced optical absorption in the garnet Ca 3Mn2Ge3O12

V. A. Bedarev and S. L. Gnatchenko

B. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering, National Academy of Sciences of
Ukraine, Lenin ave. 47, 310164, Kharkov, Ukraine*

R. A. Rupp

Vienna University, A-1090 Vienna, Strudlhofgasse 4, Austria**

B. Sugg

University of Osnabrueck, D-49069 Osnabrueck, Barbarastrasse 7, Germany
~Submitted November 18, 1997!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.24, 281–283~March 1998!

Light-induced change in the optical absorption of the garnet Ca3Mn2Ge3O12 has been found. The
magnitude of the light-induced optical absorption does not depend on the polarization state
of the exciting illumination. The effect persists for a long time at low temperatures and can be
attributed to light-induced generation or redistribution of Mn41 ions in the crystal. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!01203-1#
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Photoinduced effects occurring in dielectric crystals,
particular, in yttrium iron garnet, may be classified accord
to whether they depend on the polarization state of the
citing light or not. Different physical mechanisms are r
sponsible for the first and second type of photoinduc
effects.1

Until now, only photoinduced effects depending on t
polarization state of the exciting irradiation were reported
the garnet Ca3Mn2Ge3O12. Illumination with linearly polar-
ized light changes the optical anisotropy2–5 and influences
the process of magnetization reversal of the sublattices
duced in the antiferromagnetic state by a magnetic field.6,7

In the present paper we report the results of an exp
mental observation of a photoinduced effect in calcium m
ganese germanium garnet~CaMnGeG!, which is independen
of the polarization state, namely, light-induced optical a
sorption~LIOA !.

The effect of illumination on the optical absorption
CaMnGeG was studied with use of an optical double-be
setup. The beam of the He-Ne laser with the wavelengtl
5633 nm and a power of several milliwatts was split in
two beams. The sample was irradiated by the first be
which served at the same time as a transmission probe, w
the second beam passed by the sample. Each beam
chopped alternatingly with a frequency of about 170 Hz
means of a mechanical modulator and hit the photocath
of a photoelectric multiplier. At the beginning, the intens
of the second beam was adjusted to the same intensity as
of the beams that passed through the sample. As the tr
mission of the sample changed under illumination, the int
sity of the first beam also changed and an alternating ele
signal appeared at the photoelectric multiplier. This signa
proportional to the change in the transmission of the sam
2121063-777X/98/24(3)/3/$15.00
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It was measured by means of a lock-in amplifier.
The sample, a plate of thicknessd'130mm, was cut

from a single crystal of CaMnGeG, which was polished m
chanically and annealed at a temperature of approxima
1 000 °C to relax the internal stresses which appeared du
polishing. At the temperatureT'520 K a twin domain struc-
ture arises in CaMnGeG because of a Jahn-Teller phase
sition from the cubic to the tetragonal state.8–10 Therefore, a
thermal treatment9 is needed to increase the average size
the domains in the sample to approximately 1 mm2. A spe-
cial sample holder with a diaphragm was used to selec
single-domain region of the sample. The measured be
passed through a domain in which the tetragonalc axis was
perpendicular to the plate; i.e., the measurements of
LIOA were carried out for a sample cut perpendicularly
the tetragonal axis. The sample was immersed into a hel
cryostat in a vacuum.

The light-induced variation in the transmission
CaMnGeG was measured as a function of the illuminat
time. The curves which were measured at several temp
tures are shown in Fig. 1, whereDI is the change in intensity
of the transmitted light as a result of the illumination of th
crystal, andI is the intensity of the transmitted light mea
sured at the beginning of the illumination of the sample. T
measurements show that illumination increases the op
absorption of CaMnGeG.

As the optical absorption of CaMnGeG increases w
increasing temperature, too,11 it is necessary to separate th
genuine LIOA from the increase in the optical absorpti
due to heating of the sample under illumination. For th
purpose the change in the temperature of the sample u
illumination was determined from the known temperatu
dependence of the linear birefringence,9 using a domain with
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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the c axis in the plane of the sample. The measureme
were carried out at an initial temperature of the sample~be-
fore illumination! of T5200 K, because there is no photoi
duced linear birefringence above a temperature of 180
~Refs. 2–5!. The time dependences of the sample tempe
ture are shown in the inset in Fig. 1 for heating of the sam
during illumination and for cooling after the illumination i
switched off. The curves were measured for an intensity
1.68 and 0.86 W/cm2, respectively. As can be seen from
comparison of the dependences shown in Fig. 1 and in
inset in Fig. 1, the time constants for heating and therm
relaxation are much smaller than the time constants for
duction and relaxation of LIOA. Measurements of t
change in birefringence as a result of illumination at lo
temperatures allow us to conclude that the time constants
heating and thermal relaxation remain approximately
same, and that heating of the sample by light increases
significantly. The large difference between the two proces
allows us to separate them unambiguously. Furthermore
measurements of LIOA were carried out at a much low
intensity, 0.16 W/cm2. In this case the increase in the tem
perature of the sample under illumination was less than
and the change in the optical absorption caused by heatin
the sample was not essential.

As can be seen from Fig. 1, the saturation value of
LIOA depends on temperature. The temperature depend
of the light-induced change of the transmission of Ca
nGeG, measured after reaching saturation, is shown in Fi
The light-induced change in the optical absorption coe
cient was calculated using the relation

Da52@ ln~12DI /I !#/d

and is also plotted in Fig. 2 as a function of temperature. T
change in the absorption coefficient under illuminati
reaches a value of about 30 cm21 at a low temperature bu
decreases with increasing temperature. LIOA is not obser

FIG. 1. Change of the optical transmission as a function of the time
illumination measured for the garnet Ca3Mn2Ge3O12 at temperaturesT
540, 83, and 165 K~I 50.16 W/cm2, l5633 nm,d'130 mm!. The inset
shows the time dependences of the temperature change of the sampI
50.86 and 1.68 W/cm2.
ts
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aboveT5200 K. It should be noted that the photoinduc
linear birefringence in CaMnGeG disappears atT5180 K
~Refs. 2–5!.

The saturation value of the LIOA is approximately th
same for illumination of the crystal with linearly and circu
larly polarized light as well as unpolarized light. Hence, t
magnitude of the LIOA does not depend on the polarizat
of the inducing light.

The most probable cause for the change in the opt
absorption of CaMnGeG under illumination is the generat
of Mn41 ions due to optically induced transfer of electro
from Mn31 ions to traps~photodoping!. In accordance with
Refs. 12 and 13, Mn41 ions can be located in the octahadr
positions in CaMnGeG. The local octahedral oxygen s
rounding of the Mn41 ion in Ca3Mn2Ge3O12 differs from that
of the Mn31 ion, because the Mn41 ion has an orbitally non-
degenerate ground state, and because it is not a Jahn-T
ion. Local distortions and stresses of crystal lattices sho
accompany an appearing of Mn41 ions in CaMnGeG. The
Mn41 ions placed within the changed oxygen octahedra
the lattice of CaMnGeG can be the light-induced absorpt
centers, which are responsible for the increase of absorp
It is known that Mn41 ions in the octahedral position of th
garnet lattice~e.g., in the garnet Ca3Ga2Ge3O12:Mn! have
absorption bands in the visible range of the optical spectr14

The optical absorption can also increase due to charge tr
fer transitions between Mn31 and Mn41 ions.

A further conceivable mechanism is the change in
optical absorption of CaMnGeG by light-induced redistrib
tion among already existing Mn41 in the crystal. A similar
model was proposed for the explanation of LIOA in the g
net Y3Fe5O12.

15,16 The photoinduced change of the optic
absorption in this garnet was interpreted in terms of differ
properties of Fe21 and Fe41 ions at the sites that are near an
far from an impurity ion or a vacancy. The compensation
the electrical charge of the Mn41 ions is accomplished by
vacancies of Ge41 ions in the crystal.12,13If it is assumed that
the optical properties of Mn41 ions differ at the sites that ar
near and far from Ge vacancies, then the optical absorp
of CaMnGeG can change as a result of the light-induc

f

at

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the saturation value of the light-ind
optical absorption for the garnet Ca3Mn2Ge3O12.
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redistribution of these ions between the sites near and
from the vacancies.

We wish to thank Dr. J.-M. Desvignes~CNRS Labora-
toire de Physique des Solides, Meudon-Bellevue, France! for
providing Ca3Mn2Ge3O12 single crystals. This work was sup
ported in part by the Volkswagen-Stiftung I/70980.
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The 2nd International Conference on Cryocrystals a
Quantum Crystals~CRYOCRYSTALS’97! was held from
September 7 to 12, 1997 in Polanica-Zdroj near the city
Wroclaw, Poland. The conference was organized by the
stitute of Low Temperatures and Structural Transformatio
Polish Academy of Sciences, and the Institute of Phys
and Theoretical Chemistry of the Wroclaw Technical U
versity in collaboration with the Polish Physical Society.

The term ‘‘cryocrystals,’’ which was introduced by th
famous Ukrainian physicist Academician Antonina Fed
ovna Prikhot’ko in the early sixties, is widely used at pres
in the world literature to represent a special group of so
including atomic and molecular quantum crystals~3He, 4He,
H2, D2, CH4!, solidified inert gases~Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe!, as well
as simplest molecular crystals~N2, CO, O2, CO2, N2O,
etc.!. The introduction of a common term to emphasize
close similarity between the physical properties of such
jects turned out to be extremely fruitful.

The first International Conferenc
‘‘CRYOCRYSTALS’95’’ was held in 1995 in Alma-Aty
~Kazakhstan!. The conference proceedings were published
the journal ‘‘Low Temperature Physics’’~No. 2, Vol. 22! in
1996. This conference was a continuation of the tradition
conferences on the physics of cryocrystals held regularl
the former Soviet Union since 1979. Eight such conferen
were held before this~Viljandi, Estonia, 1979; Kharkov,
Ukraine, 1981; Donetsk, Ukraine, 1983 and 1985; Ode
Ukraine, 1987; Alma-Aty, Kazakhstan, 1989; and Donet
Ukraine, 1991 and 1993!.

Thus, the conference held in Poland was in fact the te
~Jubilee! conference in the series. Considerable attention
paid in the materials of the conference not only to the tra
tional 3D objects, but also to various problems of 2D cry-
ocrystals, the structure and properties of microcrystalli
spectroscopy of cryocrystals, matrix isolation in cryocrysta
molecular cryocrystals under high and ultrahigh pressu
atoms and ions in cryocrystals, technological applicatio
etc.

Forty six oral communications were presented at
conference in addition to about fifty papers displayed
poster sections.
2151063-777X/98/24(3)/4/$15.00
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The following works were presented at the 2nd Intern
tional Conference ‘‘CRYOCRYSTALS’97:’’

INVITED LECTURES

1. Russell J. Hemley~Geophysical Laboratory and Cen
ter for High-Pressure Research, Carnegie Institution
Washington, 5251 Broad Branch Rd., NW, Washington, D
20015-1305, USA; e-mail: hemley@gl.ciw.edu! ‘‘Hydrogen
atoms at ultrahigh pressures: H2, H2O, and low-z com-
pounds.’’

2. Jon H. Eggert, Eran Karmon, Alexander Gonchar
Russell J. Hemley, Ho-kwang Mao~Department of Physics
Colorado School of Mines Golden, CO 8041, USA; e-ma
jeggert@state.mines.edu! ‘‘High-pressure hydrogen result
on ortho-para conversion.’’

3. A. B. Harris ~University of Pennsylvania, Philadel
phia, USA; e-mail: harris@physics.upenn.edu!, H. Meyer
~Duke University, e-mail: hm@phy.duke.edu! ‘‘NMR in
solid deuterium: a review.’’

4. Tetsuo Miyazaki~Department of Applied Chemistry
School Engineering, Nagoya University, Furo-ch
Chikusa-ku, Nagoya 464-01, Japan; e-ma
miyamiya@apchem.nagoya-u.ac.jp!, Takayuki Kumada~Ja-
pan Atomic Energy Research Institute!, Naoki Kitagawa
~Nagoya University!, Kenji Komaguchi, and Yasuyuki Ara
tono ~Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute! ‘‘Quantum
tunneling of D~H! atoms and H2

2 anions in solid hydrogen.’’
5. Paul Leiderer~Fakultät für Physik, Universita¨t Kon-

stanz, D-78434 Konstanz, Germany; e-ma
paul.leiderer@uni-konstanz.de! ‘‘On the Van der Waals-
interaction in cryocrystals.’’

6. J. A. Schouten~Van der Waals-Zeeman Institute, Un
versity of Amsterdam, Valckenierstraat 67, 1018 XE Am
sterdam, The Netherlands; e-mail: schouten@phys.uva!
‘‘Disorder in N2 and the mixed solid N2-Ar; experiment and
computer simulations.’’

7. Robert O. Pohl~Cornell University, Department o
Physics, Ithaca NY, USA; e-mail: pohl@msc.cornell.ed!
‘‘Elastic properties of films of water ice and noble gases.

8. A. van der Avoird~Institute of Theoretical Chemistry
University of Nijmegen, Nijmegen, The Netherlands; e-ma
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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avda@theochem.kun.nl! ‘‘Dynamics of CO molecules
trapped in solid C60: theory, infrared and NMR spectra.’’

9. V. G. Manzhelii, M. I. Bagatskii, I. Ya. Minchina, an
N. A. Aleksandrovskii~B. Verkin Institute for Low Tem-
perature Physics and Engineering, National Academy of S
ences of Ukraine, 47, Lenin Ave., 310164, Kharko
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WC1E 6BT, UK! ‘‘Magnetic dynamics in condensed mo
lecular oxygen: an overview of recent results.’’

11. F. Dunstetter~Marie-Noelle de Noirfontaine, Ecole
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lecular dynamics simulation of the plastic phase of oxyg
Comparison with diffuse neutron scattering.’’

12. Hector E. Lorenzana, William J. Evans, and Magn
Lipp ~Lawrence Livermore National Labora
tory Livermore, CA 94551, USA; e-mail
hector.lorenzana@quickmail.llnl.gov! ‘‘Properties of nitro-
gen and carbon monoxide at high pressures.’’

13. G. Frossati~Kamerlingh Onnes Laboratory, Leide
University, Nieuwsteeg, 18, NE 2311 VZ, Leiden, The Ne
erlands; e-mail: giorgio@qv3pluto.leidenuniv.nl! ‘‘Polariza-
tion of 3He, D2 and ~eventually! 129Xe using low tempera-
tures and high magnetic fields.’’

14. V. G. Storchak~Russian Science Center ‘‘Kurchato
Institute,’’ Kurchatov square, 1, Moscow, 123182, Russ
e-mail: storchak@chen.net.kiae.su; mussr@triumf.ca!, J. H.
Brewer ~Canadian Institute for Advanced Research and D
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‘‘The character of melting for simple molecules deposited
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16. J. D. Close, F. Federmann, K. Hoffman, a
N. Quaas ~Max Planck Institut fu¨r Strömungsforschung,
Bunsenstra@dS#e, 10, D-37073 Go¨ttingen, Germany; e-mail
jclose@gwdg.de! ‘‘Helium droplets: a nanoscale cryostat fo
synthesis of advanced materials, high resolution spect
copy, and studies of quantized vorticity.’’

17. N. S. Sullivan and Kiho Kim~Department of Phys-
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18. Henri Dubost~Laboratoire de Photophysique Mo
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molecular vibration dynamics in cryosolids.’’
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9. C. Seyfert, H. Sinn, and E. Burkel~FB PHYSIK, Uni-
versität Rostock, August-Bebel-Str., 55, 18055 Rostoc
Germany; e-mail: seyfert@desy.de; sinn@desy.
burkel@villa.physik1.uni-rostock.de!, D. A. Arms and R. O.
Simmons ~Department of Physics, University of Illinois
Urbana-Champaign, IL 61801, USA; e-ma
dohnarms@aps.anl.gov; ros@uiuc.edu! ‘‘First determination
of the phonon dispersion relation in hcp helium-3.’’

10. N. Mikhin, V. Shvarts, and E. Rudavskii~B. Verkin
Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering, N
tional Academy of Sciences, 47 Lenin Ave., 3101
Kharkov, Ukraine; e-mail: mikhin@ilt.kharkov.ua! ‘‘Growth
kinetics of bcc3He phase in separating hcp3He-4He mix-
ture.’’

11. Horst Wiechert ~Institut für Physik, Johannes
Gutenberg-Universita¨t, D-55099 Mainz, Germany; e-mai
wiechert@mzdmza.zdv.uni-mainz.de! ‘‘Ordering and phase
transitions in deiterium monolayers physisorbed on kryp
preplated graphite.’’

12. E. B. Gordon~Institute of Energy Problems o
Chemical Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142
Chernogolovka, Moscow Region, Russia; e-ma
gordon@binep.ac.ru! ‘‘Impurity nanosuspension in liquid
helium.’’

13. G. Weiss and K. Eschenroder~Universität
Karlsruhe, Physikalisches Institut, Germany; e-ma
georg.weiss@phys.uni-karlsruhe.de; klaus.eschero
@phys.uni-karlsruhe.de!, J. Classen and S. Hunklinger~Uni-
versität Heidelberg, Institut fu¨r Angewandte Physik,
Germany; e-mail: classen@urz.uni-heidelberg.
hunklinger@urz.uni-heidelberg.de! ‘‘Ultrasonic measure-
ments on quench-condensed noble gas films.’’

14. L. P. Mezhov-Deglin, A. A. Levchenko, and A. B
Trusov ~Laboratory of Quantum Crystals, Institute of Sol
State Physics, RAS 142432, Chernogolovka, Moscow di
Russia; e-mail: mezhov@issp.ac.ru! ‘‘Charges and vacancie
in hcp crystals ofp-H2, D2, and4He.’’

15. M. Bienfait and J. M. Gay~CRMSC@-CNRS, Case
901, Campus de Luminy, 132288 Marseille, France; e-m
beinfait@crmc2.univ-mrs.fr!, P. Zeppenfeld ~Johannes-
Kepler-Universita¨t, Inst. für Physik, A-4040 Linz, Austria;
e-mail: zeppenfeld@exphys.uni-linz.ac.at!, O. E. Vilches
~Department of Physics, University of Washington, Seat
.,
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WA 98195-1560, USA; e-mail: vilches @dirac.phys.was
ington.edu!, I. Mirebeau~Laboratoire Leon Brillouin, CEA
Saclay, 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette, France; H. J. Lauter~Institute
Laue-Langevin, B. P. 156, 38042 Grenoble, France! ‘‘Isoto-
pic ordering in adsorbed hydrogen single layers.’’

16. E. V. Savchenko~B. Verkin Institute for Low Tem-
perature Physics and Engineering, 47 Lenin Ave., 3101
Kharkov, Ukraine; e-mail: savchenko@ilt.kharkov.ua!,
N. Caspary, A. Lammers, and V. E. Bondybey~Institut für
Physikalishe und Theoretische Chemie der TU Munchen
chtenbergstrasse 4, 85747 Garching, Germany! ‘‘Spectros-
copy of ionic centers in solid Xe.’’

17. R. A. Zhitnikov and Yu. A. Dmitriev~A. F. Ioffe
Physico-Technical Institute, 26 Politekhnicheskay
194021, St. Petersburg, Russia; e-mail: zhitnik
@mares.ioffe.rssi.ru; dmitriev@mares.ioffe.rssi.ru! ‘‘Inter-
action of trapped excited metastable atoms with Ne, Ar,
and Xe noble-gas cryocrystals.’’

18. L. Ulivi ~Instituto di Elettronica Quantistica, CNR
Firenze, Italy; e-mail: ulivi@mail-box.ieq.fi.cnr.it!, R. Bini
~LENS, Laboratorio di Spettroscopie Non-Lineari, Firenz
Italy; Laboratorio di Spettroscopie Molecolare, Dipart.
Chimica, Universita di Firenze, Italy; e-mai
bini@chim.unifi.it!, H. J. Lodl ~Laboratorio di Spettroscopie
Molecolare, Dipart. di Chimica, Universita di Firenze, Ital
Fachbereich Physik, Universita¨t Kaizerlautern, Germany; e
mail: jodl@rhrk.uni-kl.de!, P. Loubeyre, R. LeToullec, and
F. Datchi ~Physique des Milieeux Consensee, Univers
P. et M. Curie, Paris, France; e-mail: paul.loubey
@pmc.jussieu.fr! ‘‘Infrared absorption spectra of Ar~H2!2 at
low temperature.’’

19. M. Suzuki, M. Katsuragawa, R. S. D. Sihombin
J. Z. Li, and K. Hakuta~Division of Natural Sciences, De
partment of Applied Physics and Chemistry, Institute for L
ser Science, Institute of Electro-Communications 1-5
Chofugaoka, Chofu, Tokyo 182, Japan; e-ma
suzuki@phys.uec.ac.jp! ‘‘Solid hydrogen for nonlinear op-
tics.’’

ORAL CONTRIBUTIONS

1. E. A. Grigoriantz and M. J. Clouter~Physic Depart-
ment, Memorial University of Newfoundland, St. John’
NF, Canada; e-mail: geamun@kelvin.physics.mun.
clouter@kelvin.physics.mun.ca! ‘‘Elastic constants of CH4
by Brillouin spectroscopy.’’

2. K. Damde and H. J. Jodl~University of Kaizerslaut-
ern, Department of Physics, Erwin-Schrodinger-Stra
67663 Kaizerslautern, Germany; e-mail: damde@rhrk.u
kl.de; jodl@physik.uni-kl.de! ‘‘Mixtures of N2:O2 at high
pressure and low temperature.’’

3. E. S. Yakub ~Odessa State Medical University
Odessa, Ukraine; e-mail: yakub@unive.odessa.ua! ‘‘Short-
range intermolecular interaction and phase transitions w
rearrangement of chemical bonds in solid nitrogen.’’

4. M. E. Kooi and J. A. Schouten~University of Amster-
dam, Van der Waals-Zeeman Institute, Amsterda
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The Netherlands; e-mail: ekooi@phys.uva.
schouten@phys.uva.nl! ‘‘Raman spectra and phase behav
of the mixed solid N2-Ar at high pressure.’’

5. Jorgen Schou, Birgitte Thestrup, Winne Svends
Bjarne Stenum, and Ole Ellegard~OFD, Riso National Labo-
ratory, DK-4000 Roskidle, Denmark; e-mai
j.schou@risoe.dk!, R. Pedrys and B. Warczak~Institute of
Physics, Jagiellonian University, PL-30 059 Krakow, P
land; e-mail: ufpedrys@cyf-kr.edu.pl! ‘‘Sputtering of sur-
faces of the solid hydrogens by electrons and ions.’’

6. M. Selg ~Institute of Physics, Tartu, Estonia! and
V. Hizhnyakov ~University of Tartu, Estonia! ‘‘Relaxation
jumps and hot luminescence of excitons in rare gas c
tals.’’
;

,

-

s-

Lively discussion of the topics covered in oral contrib
tions was also continued at poster sections. We shall not
the titles of the fifty papers presented at the poster sect
since we believe that the titles of the oral papers give a fa
good idea about the most important problems in the topic
cryocrystals and quantum crystals. Most of the papers p
sented at the conference will be published in one of the
sues of the Journal of Low Temperature Physics.

In conclusion, it would be appropriate to mention th
the conference was very well organized and conducted.

*E-mail: syrkin@ilt.kharkov.ua

Translated by R. S. Wadhwa
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